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1. Introduction 

Tue scientific and political debate on 'administrative modernization' in the 
l 990s takes a rather uniform perspective of this global trend in the public 
sector. Different authors and commentators perceive the present 
'modernization' of the public sector in Western post-industrial countries, 
Eastern Europe, Bast Asia and developing countries as a fundamental change 
of the public sector introducing (private) management principles into the pub
lic administration. Also the OECD states that "there seems tobe a significant 
convergence in the definition of the issues to address and the objectives which 
government ought to pursue" (OECD, 1993: 13). 

Public sector modernization is commonly described by lists or catalogues 
(Hood, 1991:4 f.; OECD, 1993:13, 15; Buschor, 1993:182; Naschold, 
1993:50-53~ Klages, 1994:5-7, Borins, 1995a:4-ll, Holmes and Shand, 1995 
are only a sample of a close to infinite list of references) with characteristic 
elements such as: 

- a move towards performance management with the difficult tasks of defin
ing performance specifications and creating the appropriate incentives 
which are essential for the system to function correctly; 

- a related tendency towards more managerial flexibility in financial man
agement. Devolution aims at making managers take responsibility for 
achieving results by providing them with the incentives and flexibility nec
essary to achieve those results; 

- a devolution of responsibility in personnel management with increasing use 
made of performance-related pay and personalised contracts. Other issues 
on the agenda of human resource management are a better career planning 
and an improved management development including an organisational 
culture; 

- efforts made to achieve more responsiveness to customers/users in the 
public administration by paying more attention to the particular needs of 
users; 

- decentralisation of authority and responsibility from central to lower levels 
of government; 

- a greater recourse to the use of market-type mechanisms including the 
creation of internal markets and a wider introduction of user chargers, 
vouchers, franchising and contracting out and 
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- privatisation irütiatives of public enterprises. 

This convergence in the description of the public sector modernization can be 
explained by the fact that there has been an extensive discussion in adminis
trative sciences about the so-called New Public Management (the NPM) 
paradigm. Most of this literature is conceptual in nature and often normatively 
biased. International country reports (OECD, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 
1995a and Commonwealth Secretariat, 1995a, b, c, d, e, f, and 1996a, b, c) 
tend to focus on the phase of policy formulation. However, seemingly con
vergent goals of political modernization programs do not imply that the im
plementation of 'administrative modernization' is the same in all the coun
tries. This single track perspective of 'administrative modernization' is also 
underpinned by the assumption of a common set of political, economic and 
societal problems in OECD countries which provides a logically compelling 
precondition for a uniform method of the public sector modernization (Klages 
and Haubner, 1995:351). 

Yet, the data pool of the first and second Speyer Quality Award in 1992 
and 1994 (Hill and Klages, 1993 and 1995a) and other empirical case studies 
(Rogers, 1990; Gastner, 1992) reveal that public agencies have developed a 
whole variety of 'modernization strategies' to put 'administrative moderniza
tion' into practice. Intellectual discussions about interest policy and ideologies 
hiding behind administrative modernization (Politt, 1990a) and the difficulties 
in defining administrative results (Carter, Klein and Day, 1992; Politt, 1990b) 
also show that it is a preliminary task to talk a priori about "the" moderniza
tion of the pubiic sector. 

Here, it will be argued that administrative modernization in the sense of 
the NPM is a global process but local in implementation. This amounts to the 
hypothesis that administrative modernization is 'culture and institution 
bound'. Tue institutional contingency approach taken in this study reflects the 
need to examine the nature of the multiple environmental conditions that 
structure how public organizations implement 'administrative modernization '. 
An environmental contingency model of administrative modernization strate
gies allows to reason on the NPM from "outside to inside" (Koiman and van 
Vliet, 1993:59) and to link two rather isolated concepts to each other: the 
governance concept with an interactive perspective on governing and the 
NPM concept with an orientation on the internal functioning of public organ
zations. 

Tue study starts out with a theoretical part that discusses extensively vari
ous theoretical and methodological issues in the context of the comparative 
new public management. Tue next part is devoted to empirical issues involved 
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with the use of quality awards as a data basis. In accordance with the stn1c
ture of this study as a two-level comparative analysis, the study proceeds to 
analysize contextual macro-level variables before it jwnps into the empirical 
subgroup analysis of the survey data on modernization strategies. Last but not 
least the study concludes by hypothesis testing and by producing some temp
tative qualitative and quantitative country-specific profiles of administrative 
modernization. 

Tue empirical part of this study is based on an international postal survey 
on implementation management of public organizations which had recently 
participated in national quality awards. Tue data reported here were mainly 
collected in 1996 and include organizational level responses from 400 differ
ent public organizations in Germany, Great Britain and the United States. 

lt follows from the complexity of the research topic that the resulting con
tingency statements will rather have the character of tendency statements than 
of empiricistic cause-effect relationships. Tue fönits to positivist epistemology 
applying to social science in general (Maintz, 1995) show up most pro
nouncedly in the comparative public administration. Given the lack of some 
fully developed postpositivist research paradigm overcoming the wide gulf 
between quantitative and qualitative comparative work (for a promising start
ing point, see Ragin, 1987: 82-84 and Daneke, 1994:68) it is not surprising 
that "there are no systematic cross-national studies showing degrees of varia
tion in the public management reform in a robust and reliable way" (Hood, 
1995b: 98). Tue purpose of this study is to make a modest contribution to the 
comparative public administration and to encourage others to tack:le ad..YTI.inis
trative modernization by focussing on the implementation level. As a saying 
of the Federal Chancellor of Germany goes: lt is decisive what comes out in 
the end. 

2. Analytical Framework, Research Question 
and Methodology of the Study 

2.1 A Pluralist View of the New Public Management 

Most of the current administrative reforms in OECD countries have to be 
seen in the light of the new administrative paradigm "New Public Manage
ment", which also gives the normative framework for the empirical analysis 
of criteria and strategies of administrative modernization in this study. This 
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L111plies that the study ignores cha..11ges taking place outside the NPl\1-paradigm 
such as the process of 'Europeification' (Löffler, 1996a). Even though this the 
NPM-centered approach clearly does not capture the whole picture of occur-
ring ach"'llinistrative reforms in OECD countries it allows to stn1cture the va-
riety of administrative changes to be observed in this region of the world. lt 
will be important to understand how the NPM-paradigm relates to the empiri
cal part of this study. 

For analytical purposes, the NPM paradigm can be considered to take the 
function of a meta-catalogue of principles to be valid for the public sector. 
Administrative modernization means the translation of those abstract princi
ples into modernization programs, management models and law by political 
and administrative actors. Modernization strategies that will be at the center 
of this study are the concretization of these still rather abstract policy objec
tives. Tue graph below shows that plurality increases from the top level to the 
bottom level of the decision tree. 

Graph 1 : Tue Relationship between the NPM, Administrative Modernization 
and Modernization Strategies 

Source: © Löffler, 1997 

NPM 
_,. paradigm 

_,. administrative 
modemization 

Tue above listed major doctrinal components of the NPM paradigm prescribe 
a more managerial and economic view of public administration that has 
mainly been dominated by legalistic thinking. Thus, the NPM paradigm im
plies a change into a new direction, but it is too abstract to tell how far to go 
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and how to get there. A first concretization of the NPM paradigm is effected 
on the level of 'administrative modernization' where change agents have to 
transform abstract visions into concrete goals. These goals may change over 
time: introducing (private sector) management principles in füe public sector 
in the 1980s meant realizing the three "E' s" - economy, efficiency and effec
tiveness. In the 1990s, the focus shifted on quality and customer orientation 
(Carter, 1991 :91). These modernization policy goals might also mean differ
ent things in different countries as different national modernization programs 
and models suggest (for a more comprehensive overview of management 
models in major OECD countries, compare Schedler, 1995: 9-13). Once the 
goals are defined, it is still not clear how to put them in practice. Tue opera
tionalization of those goals and their actualization is done on the level of mod
ernization strategies. lt can be seen that this highest level of concretization of 
the NPM paradigm contains also a maximum of choices of modernization 
strategies. 

In order to understand the implicit choices contained in the NPM para
digm it is important to note that paradigms as defined by Thomas Kuhn are 
scientific achievements that "attract an enduring group of adherents away 
from competing modes of scientific activity . „(and are) sufficiently open
ended to leave all sorts of problems for the redefined group of practitioners to 
resolve"(Kuhn, 1970:10). This means that a paradigm establishes a new per
spective in a research field in the sense that different questions are asked and 
new solutions suggested. Thomas Kuhn also stresses that paradigms come be
fore theories (Kuhn, 1970:44). Therefore, it cannot be expected that a para
digm offers a body of theory. A paradigm rather has tobe understood as "an 
extended family of ideas" (Barzelay, 1992: 116) that are somehow interre
lated, but there is no obvious hierarchy of ideas, no single key principle from 
which all the others can be deduced. 

The NPM paradigm has its roots in the 'marriage of two different sets of 
ideas' (Aucoin. 1990: 115-119). One of the partners is the (positive) public 
choice theory which appeals to apply the economic principle "free to choose" 
(Hood, 1990: 213) to the political market. Tue basic tenets of the public 
choice approach are methodological individualism and interest maximation 
(Lane, 1993: 155-160). Tue other partner in the 'marriage' is the business
type managerialism recommending corporate management structures to the 
public sector. Here the basic assumption is that organisational de-
centralisation (Drumm, 1996: 8 and 11; Lüder, 1996:96) or the principle 
"free to manage" (Hood, 1990:213) are the key success factor for any kind of 
organization. 
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Given these different 'axioms' of the NP!v! paradigm füe derived princi
ples may be quite conflicting with each other. For example, the relationship 
between political authorities and bureaucracy would be interpreted as a prin
cipal-agent-relationship from the perspective of public choice theory. This 
implies that a clear cut between the political and managerial dimension of de
cision-making is considered to be unfeasable. Tue managerialist think-tank, 
however, recommends political authorities and bureaucracy to act as strategic 
and operative managers, relating to each other as two principals within their 
own business field. 

Because of these inconsistencies contained within the NPM paradigm it is 
impossible to give a clear definition of the NPM. Rather than vaguely describ
ing characteristics of the NPM the attempt will be made here to approach the 
NPM by a general distinction between two dimensions of analysis. 

Graph 2: Dimensions of Analysis of the NPM 

Tue New Public Management Paradigm 

Macro-economic Re- Micro-economic Re-
forms forms 

Fiscal Reforms Management Reforms 

Micro-management Macro-management 

Intra-organizational Inter-organizational 
Management Management 

Tue Contingency Paradigm 

Source: ©Löffler, 1997 

Tue shifted 2x2-matrix relates two major analytical dimensions of the NPM to 
each other; one referring to two different economic perspectives of the NPM; 
the other referring to two different scopes of analysis. Economically speak
ing, the NPM allows to tackle the problem of the allocation and production of 
goods and services in the public sector from two different (but not exclusive) 
perspectives: On the one hand, the NPM addresses the issue of the size of the 
public sector by raising the question of "how much state "; on the other hand, 
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the NPM also deals with the internal functioning of the public sector under 
the heading "which state ". 

At first glance, the quest for privatization seems to be contradictory to the 
quest for management: lhe concept of 'external markets' impiies that public 
functions are hived off the public sector, whereas the creation of 'internal 
markets' is an attempt to reform the public sector from inside (Lane, 1994:3). 
Indeed, if public organizations are privatized because the public sector is 
considered tobe inefficient per se and because only the market competition is 
believed to bring about efficiency, then this broad economic definition of the 
NPM is not consistent. If, however, privatization takes place (out of fiscal 
reasons) in order to close what Budäus calls the "external resource gap" 
(Budäus, 1994:20), macro-economic reforms of the public sector complete 
micro-economic reforms which have the function to bridge the "internal man
agement gap" of the public sector (Budäus, 1994:21). 

Tue second analytical dimension of the NPM set out in the graph refers to 
the definition of the scope of analysis (Eliassen and Kooiman, 1993: 1). One 
face of the NPM is oriented towards the internal running of public organiza
tions, where the role of public managers as leaders is crucial. Most research 
on the NPM has taken this internally-oriented perspective of the NPM, which 
goes band in band with the focus on micro-economic reforms in the public 
sector. Another face of the NPM is the external governance of public organi
zations in their social, political and adminstrative environment. This exter
nally-oriented research perspective corresponds with Kickert' s concept of 
"public gover:nance" (1996:320f.) and with Metcalfe's and Richards' defirii
tion of "macro-management" (1993: 117). 

Since the aim of this study is to relate internal changes within public or
ganizations to their socio-economic and political environment the micro
management concept of the NPM completed by the macro-management con
cept provide the analytical framework of this study. This framework is based 
on the narrow economic definition of the NPM, which takes the size of the 
public sector as given. Tue problem of this narrow understanding of the NPM 
is that too large a public sector may be retained and tried to be made more 
efficient by the introduction of private sector management methods. 
Naschold's analysis of OECD statistics on national modernization initiatives 
reveal that only three OECD countries have taken considerable cutback
strategies of the size of the public sector (Naschold, 1995:3). lt is also obvi
ous that macro-economic problems cannot be solved by micro-economic re
forms. 
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In \11hich \11ay has the NPM paradigm become a normative fra..111e\,1ork of 
administrative modernization? lt is important to note that this thesis does not 
state that the NPM paradigm has replaced country- specific administrative 
values. It merely claims that administrative or political actors pushing for 
administrative modernization are consciously or unconsciously driven by a 
managerial view of public administration. 

Tue emergence of this new paradigm is usually explained by a set of 
global challenges (Klages, 1992:4-11) to the public administration which can 
be summarized in: 

- the change of external environmental conditions from a world of stability to 
a dynamic, interdependent and complex world (Reinermann, 1993:12); 

- the value change that challenges the public administration from inside and 
outside replaces traditional values of duties and acceptance by values of 
seif-realizati on (Klages, 1988: 5 6-60, Klages 1993: 191-194); 

- fiscal pressures resulting from the growth of public functions and personnel 
while, at the same time, financial resources become scarce (Färber, 1995) 
and 

- a change in the relative price of information technology (IT), which has the 
potential to reform public administration and the relation of public admini
stration to the public (Reinermann, 1987: 12; Gore, 1993a). 

These challenges, it is argued, force certain reactions of the public admini
stration. Tue the NPM paradigm can be interpreted as an abstraction of ap
propriate reactions to the perceived challenges to the public administration. 
This pattern of argumentation too readily assumes that organizations con
fronted by external demands have no option but to comply. However, it is 
possible to react to the same challenges differently. Indeed, Naschold's elabo
rate comparison of the modernization policies of ten OECD countries shows 
that economic crises are answered with traditional cut-back strategies as well 
as with administrative modernization (Naschold, 1995: 12). Recent organiza
tional theorists and scholars also stress the varied nature of organizational re
sponses to institutional demands (for an overview, see Scott, 1995: 118-132). 

Furthermore, this argumentation only gives the necessary but not the suf
ficient conditions for change. As Zauner points out when analyzing the Euro
pean challenge to the Austrian public adrninistrntion it is not a criticial situa
tion itself but the decision of administrative and political actors determines if 
change takes place (Zauner, 1994:25). Therefore, the current challenges to 
the public adn1inistration are rather background variables, whereas the (self-) 
interest of powerful political and administrative actors are the explanatory 
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variable for the emergence of the NPM paradigm: the broader set of ne\v 
global challenges triggered by post-industrialism brought about a new policy
making approach based on opinion polling, new dient politics where the 
benefits of private action are concentrated in a relatively small, mobilizable 
group, while the costs are diffused among a larger, harder-to-mobilize group 
and and the destruction of the traditional welfare coalition which increased 
the influence of the Treasury in the administrative and political system (for a 
more detailed explanation of each of these public choice arguments, see 
Hood, 1990:205-208). 

Tue implications of the NPM paradigm (used in the narrow sense) for the 
management of the public sector are usually discussed from two perspectives: 

- Subsumed under the heading "paradigm change", the NPM paradigm is 
juxtaposed to the Weberian bureaucracy model (compare, e.g., Barzelay, 
1992:119; Reinermann, 1993:2; Klages and Haubner, 1995:349f.; 
Naschold, 1995: 31f.). This rich international body of literature deals ex
tensively with the question whether rule-oriented and management-oriented 
public administration are compatible with each other (which is, according 
to König's view, the wrong question, see König, 1996:37). However, the 
confrontation of the NPM with the policy-models of the late 1960s and 
early 1970s stressing a democratic, participatory public administration has 
been rather the exception than the rule (for the exception, see Frederick
son' s (1996) instructive comparison between the reinventing government 
movement and the New Public Administration). 

- Another cornmon topic is the question of the transferability of private sec
tor management methods to the public sector, which is basically a discus
sion about divergence or convergence of the private and public sector 
(Murray, 1975; Rainy et al., 1976, Perry and Rainy, 1988). This strand of 
literature implicitely assumes that private sector management is per se su
perior to public sector management (Caiden, 1991 :27). As a consequence, 
critical examinations of the success rate of specific private sector manage
ment techniques are rather deficient. 

In this study, the NPM's claim to universality will be at the center of interest. 
In his brilliant article "Is new public management a management for all sea
sons?" (Hood, 1991), Hood looks at this question by focusing on the implica
tions of the NP~1 paradigrn to different adiuinistrative values. Here, this 
question will be analyzed in the following perspective: which are the implica
tions of different administrative cultures and other macro-contextual variables 
to tbe NPtv1? This research perspective assumes that we do not k.uow yet what 
the NPM is ( on the implementation level) and at the same time it challenges 
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the NP}T1 's claim to ur.iversalit'; on the operational level of moderr.ization 
strategies. 

2.2 Comparative New Public Management: The State of the Art 

2. 2.1 Theoretical Approaches 

Tue present discussion about universality or diversity of new public manage
ment reforms has given rise again to the field of comparative public admini
stration after the research field had suffered a long period of disillusionment 
and identity crisis since the early 1970s (Dwivedi and Henderson, 1990: 10-
12). During its relatively brief span of existence following World War II, 
comparative public administration has developed a rich body of literature, 
which can be classified into cornparative public administration in a narrow 
sense (with an emphasis on similarities and differences) and development 
administration ( concemed with the 'modernization process' in the Third 
World). 

In accordance to the former research field, comparative studies on the new 
public management have focused on the question of patterns of administrative 
modernization across national frontiers. On the basis of theoretical orienta
tion, the studies can be subdivided into those that are influenced by organiza
tion theory and and those that are influenced by political science, in particular 
comparative politics. 

Most studies of the comparative new public management hardly ever tran
scend the stage of taxonomies. This is easily explained by the fact that the 
NPM is a relatively recent social phenomenon with an infinite variety of nor
mative, political, and organizational specifications. And as Klaus von Beyme 
stresses. a fixed terminology and typology are important prerequisits for a 
significant quantitative research (von Beyme, 1988:65). 

However, some recent studies also started to use comparisons for theory 
building. Depending on the theoretical approach, the relationship between 
public organizations and their environments can be dealt with from different 
perspectives. 

In organization theory, the basic focus is on the organizational meso-level 
of analysis, that is the immediate, operational or tasks environment which is 
considered crucial for the understanding of organizational structures and 
processes. Especially, the correlation analyses of the contingency theory ap-
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proach tried to explain d~lferent organizational structures mul types (Pugh et 
al., 1968) as a result of technological (W oodward, 1980; Perrow, 1967) and 
environmental factors (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). However, the compara
tive empirical research of the ~4„ston School (Pugh et al., 1969) into combina
tions of situative contextual variables as determinants of organizational struc
tures proved tobe an open Pandora's box. 

Tue emergence of the new public management paradigm in the 1980s 
"gave the research about administrative structures a macro-scopic turn and 
organization theory broadened to interorganizational analysis encompassing 
networks of institutions in the macro-system" (Derlien, 1992:298). 

Comparative politics, on the other hand, have emphasized a macro-level 
of analysis. Tue institutional or structural approaches have been criticized for 
being of limited utility to comparative public administration because similiar 
structural features may not be found in different political systems, or they 
may be performing significantly different functions (ALmond; 1960: 17-19). 
Insofar as the functional approach is recognized as a proper basis for com
parisons of less than whole political systems, a dilemma is created for the 
comparative study of administration, because the füll range of concerns of 
public administration is less easily identified with one or more functional 
categories of Almond's familiar input-conversion-output-impact-feedback 
model than with particular institutions in Western political systems (Heady, 
1984:9f.). 

Apart from the problem of data-collection, this seemingly never ending 
quest for an analytical framework in administrative sciences is the main rea
son why even 20 years later Lee Sigelman's statement in 1976 that compara
tive administration lags far behind other disciplines of the social sciences and, 
particularly behind comparative politics, is true to the facts (Sigelman, 
1976:623). Due to the modernization policies in Western countries since the 
1980s, scientific attention in administrative sciences has shifted to changes in 
the macro-system. Y et, most of the research done is rather "comparable than 
comparative" (Derlien, 1992: 279). This is documented by a vast array of 
country reports (Batley and Stoker, 1991; the OECD series, 1990-1995a; the 
Commonwealth Secretariat series, 1995-1996) that call for a truly compara
tive analysis. 

2.2.2 Research Methods 

Nevertheiess, there are quite a few empiricai siudies seeking patterns and ty
pologies of administrative modernization and modernization strategies across 
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national frontiers. The survey belov1 classifies international comparative 
studies according to whether they are qualitative or quantitative and according 
to the level of analysis they are based on. In the case of empirical quantitative 
studies a distinction is made between studies employing orJy si._~ple counting 
or percentagizing techniques (designated "low-level") and studies employing 
more sophisticated statistical techniques (designated "high-level''). 

Table 1: Classification of International Comparative Studies on Administra
tive Modernization 

Classification Categories Macro-level Micro-level 
(goals of administrative mod- (strategies of administrative 
ernization) modernization) 

Qualitative Crozier (1988), OECD Budäus and Buchholtz (1996) 
(1990:9-19, 1995a), Blair Naschold (1995: 124-136 and 
(1991), Batley (1991), 17 6-195), Naschold, Oppen 
Caiden (1991: 171-270), and Wegener (1997) 
Siedentopf ( 1992), Reichard 
( 1992 and 1993), Banner 
( 1993), Mascarenhas ( 1993), 
Savoie (1994), Wright 
(1994), Naschold (1995: 44-
68), Haldemann (1995), Ri-
dley ( 1996), Pollitt and 
Summa ( 1997), König ( 1997) 

Quantitative 
Low-level: Naschold (1995: 39-44) Naschold (1995: 184f.) 
High-level: - Bor ins ( 1995b and 1996), 

Bonetti (1995) 

Source: '°Löffler, 1997 

As table 1 clearly reveals most of the studies consulted clearly focus on the 
macro-level. Tue empirical basis of these macro-level studies are political 
modernization programs, which support inferences about the universality or 
diversity of goals of administrative modernization in different countries. 
These studies are usually qualitative in nature; this is especially the case when 
orJy a small nlh~ber of countries are compared (Crozier, 1988; Siedentopf, 
1992; Mascarenhas, 1993; Savoie, 1994, König, 1997). However, compari
sons between a !arger number of countries tend to make surveys of qualitative 
modernization profiles in different countries (OECD 1990-1995a; Reichard; 
1992 and 1993: 8-14; Naschold 1995: 44-68). Tue quantitative analysis of 
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modef!lization i11Jtiatives in OFCn countries, which is also contained m 
Naschold (1995:40-44), is an exception to this rule. 

Tue macro-comparative studies show that there is already a divergence of 
modernization goals among different countries. Tnis is not surprising since 
the NPM paradigm as a set of diverse and partially contradictory ideas de
mands to makes it necessary to establish one's priorities. Explanations for 
diverging public sector modernization policies are rare and rather tentative. 
All theory-building is based on the quite plausible assumption that explanatory 
factors are to be located not so rauch in more or less convergent 'reform 
stimuli' or pressures but in different point of departures and institutional con
straints for public sector modernization (Blair, 1991: 41 f.; Batley, 1991 : 221-
225; Mascarenhas, 1993: 325; Wright, 1994: 118-122; Hood, 1995: 106). 
Insofar as macro-level studies explicitely discuss modernization strategies, 
they refer to different roles of the state in the modernization process (Banner, 
1993: 188-190; Mascarenhas, 1993: 323). 

Since the data base of these studies consists of government programs, in
terviews with political decision-makers, (state, local government and civil 
service) reform acts and national studies of reform policies, the comparative 
analysis does not go beyond the phase of an administrative modernization 
plan/initiative/policy. Insofar as most comparative macro-level studies are a 
secondary analysis of country reports of comparable approach and design, 
they are also problematic methodologically: the material available is neces
sarily selective and potentially biased by country-specific contexts (Derlien, 
1992:301). 

As the literature survey shows, comparative empirical studies on adminis
trative modernization focussing on differences between national frontiers on 
the implementation level are quite rare. These studies either show the features 
of case studies (for the muncipal level, compare Budäus and Buchholtz, 1996 
as well as Naschold 1995: 176-195 and Naschold, Oppen and Wegener, 1997; 
for the central state administration, compare Naschold, 1995: 124-136), or 
they are limited to a certain topic - such as innovation (Borins, 1995b and 
1996; Bonetti 1995). All these studies have in common that they use quality 
and innovation awards as data banks. Tue data usually include the description 
of modernization activities by public organizations according to the guidelines 
of the specific quality award, proofs and other material award applicants have 
to submit as well as records of site visits. 

This study here has to be situated in the quadrant quantitative, micro
level. lt builds on the results of qualitative research because they give a first 
hintat country-specific modernization strategies. At the same time, it applies 
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the sai~e statistical techniques used by Borins ( 1995b and 1996) and Bonetti 
(1995) in their innovation researches. 

Hogwood (1995) stresses the need to study administrative modernization 
not just across national frontiers but also to explore whether there is diversity 
and discontinuity within an individual country. Also Flynn and Strehl (1996: 
5) reject neat inter-national classifications on the basis that many countries 
have a diversity of approaches to administrative modernization in different 
sectors or even in different ministries. Tue empirical study of decentralization 
strategies of British local authorities by Gastner (1992) confirms that even 
within the same set of macro-contextual variables enough leeway remains for 
change agents to choose from different forms of decentralization. This di
versity can be hypothesized to increase the more autonomy local authorities 
enjoy (Plynn and Strehl, 1996: 5). 

lt is true that most of the contributions to the scientific debate about uni-
versality or diversity in acLlllirÜstrative modern1zation have concentrated on 
international comparisons. At this moment of time, however, it seems to be 
more promising to take the inter-national instead of the intra-national per
spective for a comparison of modernization strategies. Given the fact that only 
certain elements of new public management have been put into practice so far 
administrative modernization is limited either to a certain adminstrative level 
(usually the local level) or to a certain sector (services). This implies that 
horizontal and vertical comparisons of modernization strategies within coun
tries are not very fruitful at this stage. Not surprisingly, most comparisons at 
the level of individual countries take the character of case studies. Under ce-
teris paribus macro-conditions, the variety of modernization strategies to be 
found on the local level within states is only explicable by political and situa
tional ad-hoc factors. lt is evident that this kind of random factor is not useful 
for hypothesis building and testing of environmental contingency theory. 
Therefore, it seems tobe legitimate to look for different approaches to admin
istrative modernization on an international level. 

However, if new public management continues to be implemented 
throughout the world differences of the new public management in different 
countries will become less significant. As a result , the research of differences 
in modernization strategies on the international level will be less productive 
whereas comparisons of modernization strategies within individual countries 
will gain on importance in the future (Klagesand Löffler, 1996: 145). 
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2.2.3 Themes 

2.2.3.1 Two Schools 

Tue central question regarding comparative (private and public) management 
is whether management techniques can be transferred from one cultural or 
societal system to another. The ans wer depends on the thinktank within com
parative management (Schmid and Bäurle, 1995:495): the so-called universal
ists put forward the 'culture-free-hypothesis' according to which management 
techniques are independent of culture and country-specific factors and univer
sally valid (e.g., Bendix, 1956; Harbison and Myers, 1959). Tue so-called 
culturists take the opposite position by stating that different social values, 
norms and behavioural patterns matter (e.g., Gonzalez and McMillan, 1961; 
Oberg, 1963). According to the 'culture-bound-hypothesis', different man
agement techniques are required in different cultural contexts. 

Even though the research field "comparative new public management" is 
just emerging, the same distinction applies here: On the one hand, there are 
authors claiming the 'globality' and value-neutrality of contemporary adminis
trative modernization. According to Christopher Hood (1995a: 104f.), Os
borne and Gaebler are the most famous proponents of this view. These 
authors argue that the world-wide ascendancy of a new 'global paradigm' in 
public administration is as inevitable as the rise of 'progressive' public man
agement ideas in the USA in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
(Osborne and Gaebler, 1992: 325 and 328). Hood also places Peter Aucoin, 
who claims that the 'internationalization of public management', (Aucoin, 
1990: 134) and Michael Barzelay, who argues for a 'postbureaucratic para
digm' replacing an earlier 'bureaucratic paradigm' (Barzelay, 1992:116ff.), in 
the universalist school of thought. 

On the other band, there is an increasing number of administrative scien
tists who doubt the transferability of Anglo-Saxon trends of managerialism to 
Western European countries. Kickert and Beck J0rgensen argue that public 
management techniques depend on their object of enquiry, that is the national 
state and administration (Kickert, 1997; Kickert and Beck J0rgensen, 1995: 
505). And in a similiar vein, Wright warns of the danger of seeing the ad-
minstrative world through Anglo-American spectacles (1994: 116f.) ai~d 

stresses that national contexts have to be taken into account for the formula
tion of modemization policies (1994:122). Also the American scholar Guy 
Peters emphasizes the role of context in bis differentiated comparison of 
North American and European styles of administration and administrative re-
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forms (Peters, 1995:1 and 10). Loughlin and Peters (1997) as well as Flynn 
and Strehl (1996: 4) even go one step further by raising a number of variables 
that are supposed to affect how administrative reforms are designed and im
ple111ented. 

Tue majority of comparative management studies have suffered from the 
fact that they failed to relate cultural factors to managerial behavior. 
Hofstede's famous large-scale multi-national study has been a milestone in the 
field of comparative management because it is both of an attitudinal and be
havioral type (Hofstede, 1980). lt also supports the 'culture-bound-hypothesis' 
by showing tliat cultural differences between different clusters of countries 
result in different management demands (Hofstede, 1980:372-402). Tue ques
tion that remains in Hofstede's study is whether it is only cultural factors that 
matter. Especially in public management, the influence of other environ
mental factors should be taken into consideration and be tested. Tue current 
literature on the NPM suggests a number of variables that might be relevant 
for the implementation of administrative modemization. 

2.2.3.2 Variables and Hypotheses 

lt seems to be obvious to administrative scientists who argue in favor of di
versity of modernization strategies that hypothesized differences in the imple
mentation of the NPM cannot be alleged to one single factor. So the explana
tory factors off ered are usually multi-dimensional and abstract in nature -
Wright (1994: 122) speaks of "nationai contexts", Kickert and Beck j0rgensen 
(1995: 506) use the term "national government style" and Loughlin and Pe
ters (1997) speak of "state traditions". Also Hogwood (1995: 5) and Ridley 
(1996: 17-19) drafted a list of dimensions that may account for implementation 
differences between or among Anglo-Saxon and European countries. 

An exhaustive literature research gives the following variables that are as
sumed to condition the choice of modernization strategies; 

- socio-economic conditions, 

- culture, 

- conception of the state and nature of administrative law, 

- civil Service law and budgeting law, 

- relationship between state and society, 

- party system. 

- policy differences, 
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...... relationship bet'\\1een central and local go,,er11ment, 

- form of political decentralization and 

- management theories and ideas. 

These variables need to be commented because there is little disagreement on 
the significance of specific variables or of combinations of them. 

Socio-economic conditions are commonly subsumed under the set of 
common challenges to Western countries and thus rarely figure as variables 
accounting for divergence in administrative modernization. Whilst many eco
nomic pressures for administrative reform have been in common some dif
fered in their intensity and in their timing (Wright, 1994: 118; Borins, 1997: 
2f.). From this starting point, Naschold tries to relate various country-specific 
socio-economic indicators (Naschold, 1995: 44-51) to political modernization 
initiatives yielding the result that there is no correlation between macro-
economic pressures and administrati,,e modernization (Naschold, 1995: 12). 
This hypothesis has to be tested on the implementation level to find out 
whether administrative modernization is induced by household deficits of 
public organizations or not. 

Culture is the most abstract and vague yet the most popular variable used 
as an explanatory factor for country-specific ways of administrative moderni
zation (Kickert and Beck Jorgensen (1995: 507; Loughlin and Peters, 1997; 
Flynn and Strehl, 1996: 6 ). However, it is important to note that these im
plicit 'culture-bound hypotheses' of administrative modernization refer to one 
specific concept of culture, which is the concept of organisational culrure. 
Organisational culture as the mental contruction of administrative actors is 
supposed to determine to a Zarge degree the choice of modernization strate
gies by administrative change agents. Likewise to socio-economic pressures, 
political culture is usually considered as a common challenge facing public 
administration with growing individualism. In contrast to this, Flynn and 
Strehl (1996: 6) in the tradition of Peters (1978: 45) claim that different de
grees of individualism in Western countries can explain the promotion or re
sistance of public servants to managerial change. Also here, this hypothesis 
remains to be tested on empirical grounds. 

Different conceptions of the state (Loughlin and Peters, 1997) are closely 
related to the nature of administrative law (Loughl1n and Peters; 1997) and 
different 'Rechtsstaat' traditions (Kickert and Beck Jorgensen, 1995: 505). 
Administrative law is seen to influence the structure and culture of the civil 
service (Ridley, 1996:24f.; Loughlin and Peters, 1997) and dividing Anglo-
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Saxon public adiuinistrativc systems from Continental European public 
minstration. 

~..-1 au-

The civil service law and budgeting law are also seen as important dimen
sions defining the constraints and opportunities of administrative action 
(Wright, 1994:120; Kickert and Beck J0rgensen, 1995: 507; Buschor, 1996: 
53). Tue legal position and the role of the civil service is interpreted through 
the conception of the state in a society (Loughlin and Peters, 1997). 

State and society relationships figure among several authors of the 
<culturist' school (Kickert and Beck J0rgensen, 1995:507; Loughlin and Pe
ters, 1997) as a dimension accounting for divergence in the political approach 
to administrative modernization. Whereas corporatist relations between state 
and society are accounted for a consensus and compromise-oriented style of 
reform policy, the British top-down approach is based on a pluralist pattern of 
relations between state and society (Kickert, 1997). 

The party system is regarded as another dimension to influence reform 
policies of central governments (Wright, 1994: 121; Kickert and Beck J0r
gensen, 1995: 506f.). Two party majoritarian systems are seen as more fa
vorable to a political top-down approach of launching adminstrative reforms 
than multi-party systems (Kickert, 1997). At the same time, it is emphasized 
that the political complexion of govermnents does not appear to be correlated 
with differences of reform programs (Wright, 1994: 117). 

Thus, policy differences are a function of variables such as state and soci
etv relationshios and oartv svstem and other oerceived oolitical onnortunitv 

.,, ... .&. _, .,. ..... .L -- ... .1. - - - J 

structures (Wright, 1994: 118) conditioning again the choices available to 
administrative actors. Policy differences are stated with regard to style, na
ture, timing and pace of administrative reform programs (Wright, 1994: 117). 
Naschold (1995: 69-72) again puts the main emphasis on different types of 
governance, which are combinations of three different regimes of regulation. 

The relationship between central and local government is considered as an 
important variable determing the autonomy and discretionary power of admin
istrative actors at the local level (Kickert and Beck J0rgensen 1995: 507; 
Loughlin and Peters, 1997, Flynn and Strehl, 1996: 7f.). Tue key dimensions 
in this respect are (Goetz and Margetts, 1994: 2)): 

- budgetary considerations (control over revenue and expenditure); 

- policy considerations, including service delivery decisions; and 

- organisational aspects (control over organisational resources such as per-
sonnel). 
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According to Banner (1993: 188), the question of local autonomy and discre
tion comes down to whether local goverrunents have a constitutionally
guaranteed position in a specific country or not. 

The form of political decentralization figures as a further variable (Kickert 
and Beck J 0rgensen, 1995: 507; Loughlin and Peters, 1997) that decides on 
the power of local govermnent. Traditionally, the distinction between unitary 
and federal states has been of decisive importance in this respect, but, in view 
of the process of regionalisation in a number of OECD states, the existence of 
an intermediate level of government is now considered as an additional di
mension (Kickert and Beck J0rgensen, 1995: 507; Loughlin and Peters, 
1997). Tue question whether political systems are federal or central systems 
is given central importance with regard to the reform strategy of policy
makers: Federal structures are seen as supportive of consensus-oriented and 
gradual reform policies whereas unitary structures allow for radical and top
down approaches of reforms (Mascarenhas, 1993:325). 

Management theories and ideas sweeping across the world are usually 
seen as international factors pushing managerial reforms (Ridely, 1996: 18f.). 
Even though the management theory industry may have become global Ridley 
(1996: 18f.) also stresses that national cultures and cross-national linguistic 
contacts affect the reception of ideas. Different national receptions of univer
sal management ideas also influence the dominant approach to the discipline 
of public administration which Loughlin and Peters (1997) consider as a 
country-specific factor conditioning the implementation of administrative 
modernization. This is clearly an over-estimation of the role of administrative 
sciences in formulating and implementing administrative modernization: 
Whereas in some countries such as Germany administrative modernization 
always has been a practice-driven movement, in other countries it was the 
economic ministries or the prime Minister taking up the management philoso
phies from international organizations and other influential 'think tanks' 
(Mascarenhas, 1993:320). 

Summing up, the literature survey reveals that little integration in model
ling environmental macro-variables has taken place: different authors use dif
ferent combinations of variables to frame institutional conditions of adminis
trative modernization. In addition to that, the above-mentioned variables are 
partially interrelated, which means that the 'independent variables' may have 
an additional, mutual effect on each other (Lüder, 1992: 106). This implies 
that the relationship between the choice of certain modernization strategies as 
'dependent' variables and the above-mentioned 'independent' variables cannot 
be expected to be monocausal but rather displays the features of "multiple 
conjectural causation" (Ragin, 1987:27). 
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Tue literature survey also sho\vs that the variables off ered are accorded 
different functions: Hood (1995a: 106) distinguishes between "motive" and 
"opportunity" and also Wright (1994: 118) differentiates between "pressures, 
potential, an1bitions and perceived po1itica1 opportunit'f stn1ctures". These 
categories are very useful to structure explanatory variables to account for 
different reform policies (Hood, 1995b: 105) but they are not adequate to 
structure environmental macro-variables to explain different approaches to 
administrative modernization on the implementation level. 

lt is important to note that most of the variables suggested in recent litera
ture have not been used yet for hypothesis building, let alone for hypothesis 
testing. This means that the one or the other combination of contextual macro
variables is hypothesized to determine country-specific paths of administrative 
modernization but, in general, there is no specification how institutional fac
tors intluence the choice of various modernization strategies. There are only 
two exceptions to this. One is Loughlin's and Peter's quantitative estimation 
of compatiblity of different types of administrative reforms with various 
"state traditions" (Loughlin and Peters, 1997). This quantitative estimation is 
based in large part upon logical analysis of the compatibility of certain reform 
elements with the set of contextual macro-variables making up different state 
traditions as well as on tendency statements drawn from the reform experi
ence of countries within the tradition (Loughlin and Peters, 1997). Tue below 
table shows how different intensities of various reform activities are con
nected to different state traditions on a three-dimensional ordinal scale: 

Table 2: Relationship of State Traditions to Administrative Reform 

Reform Type Privatization Personnel Customer Empowerment Decentrali- Financial 
Management Orientation zation Management 

Deconcentra-
tion 

State tradition 

Gennanic medium low low low high high 

Napoleonic high medium low medium low mediuni 

Anglo- high high high low high high 

American 

Scandinavian low low high high high medium 

Source: Loughlin and Peters, 1997 

Tue assumption behind these relationships is that certain sets of environmental 
contextual macro-variables are more or less favorable or indifferent to certain 
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types of acL~inistrative reforms. Even though this estimation refers to the po
litical reform program level, i.e. the macro-level of administrative moderni
zation, it offers a good set of expectations with which to begin the empirical 
analysis on the i..rnplementation level. 

Tue other attempt to bring together contextual macro-variables and differ
ent kinds of modernization strategies were made by Flynn and Strehl (1996: 
19-21) producing a qualitative estimation of structural variables and manage
ment processes for seven European countries. Tue following table shows how 
these two dimensions relate to each other: 



Table 3: Rellationship of Structural Variables to Management Process Variables 

Management llnijied or Agency Accountability Plllnning, goals Budgeting Evaluation 
Process l'ariables and objt~ctives 

Structural Vari-
ables 

relatively inde- Agencies Systematic report- Three-y1~ar nego- Performance- Increasing em-
pendent counties ing on perform- tiation based on oriented tbree-year phasis on effi-
and municipalities; ance. Contracts rational cycle cycle ciency and effec-
wide definition of between agencies Annual 1plans Formal systematic tiv<~ness 

competences and centre Consistt::nt and procedure Related to budget 
(Sweden) detailed in many cycle 

agencies Negotiation based 

local authorities Agencies Agencies through Annual plans Annual input Performance 
and agendes sub- performance tar- Numerical targets based with three- against targets for 
ject to central gets for agencies year projections agencies 
government con- Annual efficiency Very little policy 
trol; Ministerial improvement tar- evaluation 
action more impor - gets 
tant than legal 
nonns (UK) 

constitutionally Agencies being No detailed sys- Weak planning Some fu.nction- 'Rf:consideration' 
guaranteed auton- dleveloped, wide- tems: reporting system based and output- attached to annual 
omy of local gov- spread use of pa- systems for ex- Fragmentation oriented budget process (80 
ernment; wide ragovernmental penditure Indicative plan- policy fields cov-
definition of com- organizations ning ered), ministries 
petences report on policy 
(Netherlands) evaluation pro-

grams 

Costs Information 

Emphasis on ex-
penditure 

Some unit costs 
System of accruals 
accounting 

'Financial ac-
countability op-
eration' has in-
creased cost 
awareness 

Customer orienta-
tion 

U se of individual 
choice andl intemal 
markets 
(education, health 
and welfare) 

Quality targets, 
redress, 
Citizens' Charter, 
some customer 
surveys 

Free choice 
schools 
Fragroente:d ad-
ministrative sys-
tem 

N 
N 



relatively strong 1 Increasing number Detailed perfor - In responsibility Tendency towards No high degree of 
central govem- of accountability mance reporting centres systematic global budgets systematization 
ment control on centres for accountability procedlure: annual In many areas high 
subnational units; centres plan based on degree of centrali-
law- ba:sed ad- three-year goals zation 
ministration 
(France) 

constitutionally Unified W ell-structured Result-oriented Federal and Län- Few systematic 
guaranteed auton- reporting systems planning systems der level: input- procedures 
omy of local gov- in the Länder and on community oriented, annual, Emphasis on legal 
ernment; law- municipalities. No level; input orien- three-year incre- a111d financial as-
based administra- i detailed ac- tation at the mental forecasting; pects (auditing) 
tion countability to fe- Länder and federal local level: ex-
(Germany) deral government level periments with 

flexible and global 
budgets 

constitutionally Unified Twofold system Annual plans Input-oriented, Formal evaluation 
guaranteed auton- according to the based on budget annual three-year based on con-
omy of local gov- rules offedera- increasing deve- incremental fore- formity to legal 
ernment; law- lism: well-struc- lopme1nts cast norms and proper 
based administra- tured on all levels use of resources 
tion and between state Increasing em-
(Austria) ' and federal level phasis on effi-

ciiency and effec-
tiveness 

constitutionally Unified Global reporting Emphasis on stra- Input-oriented, Control cycle uses 
guaranteed auton- 1 of cantons tegies planning annual, three-year ellements of output 
omy of local gov- Detailed reporting and goal setting incremental fore- orientation 
ernment; law- within federal cast Increasing em-
based administra- government phasis on effi-

tion ~ ciiency and effec-
(Switzerland) tiveness 

Source: Flynn and Strehl (1996: 19-21), modified by the author 

Emphasis on ex-
penditure 

Emphasis on ex-
penditure 
Local level: de-
velopments of 
acrual accounting 

Formal obligation 
to be implemented 
at federal level 
W ell-developed 
basic information 
system 

Emphasis on ex-
penditure cost in-
formation in place 
in some orga-
nizations 

Public service 
Charter 

Developments 
towards improve-
ment (local level: 
one-stop agencies) 

U neven develop-
ment by various 
organizations at all 
tiers 

Direct foedback 
through political 
processes 

N 
V.) 
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Table 4: Relationship of Structural Variables to Personnel Management 
Variables 

Management Recrnitment Promotion Pay, perform- Training Personnel de-
Process Vari- and dismissal anceand in- velopment 
ables centives 
Structural 
Variables 

relatively inde- Decentralized Promotion on Decentralized Decentralized Managed at 
pendent coun- recruitment application for pay bargaining, No central individual 
ties and mu- Decreasing advertised agreements institution agency level 
nicipalities; security of posts, no career create pay 
wide definition tenure management funds rather 
of competences than pay increa-
(Sweden) ses; 

Some move to-
wards individ-
ua1 perfonn-
ance pay 

local authorities lncreasingl y Promotion to Decentralized Managed on in- Managed at in-
and agencies management at jobs more than pay bargaining dividual agency dividual agency 
subject to cen- the agency progression within Treasury level open mar- level 
tral government level through grades cash Iimits kets for train- Fast stream for 
control; Minis- More emphasis Increasing use ing provision policy grades 
terial action on short-term of performance- Targeted num-
more important contrasts related pay ber of training 
than legal days 
norms (UK) 

constitutionall y No central re- No career deve- Pay barbaining No special trai- Movement 
guaranteed cruitment lopment policy decentralized ning fromjob to job 
autonomy of Recruitment for Application to Performance- Decentralized encouraged 
local govem- open positions internal vacan- related bonuses Free discretion 
ment; wide is internal c1es Annual pay at all levels 
definition of Didmissal raise based on 
competences flexibility by scale 
(Netherlands) law 

relatively Recruitment by Mainly based Minimum wage Nationally Systematic and 
strong central competitive on seniority National system organized planned ap-
government examination Extensive use schoo1s of proach 
control on Highly secure of bonuses administration 
sub national tenure Pre-
units; law- employment, 
based admini- promotion and 
stration personal devel-

1 (France) 1 opment training 1 
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consmutlonauy uecentrauzeo Mai.ruy oaseo centranzeo Internat pre- :systemauc 
guaranteed recruitment, on seniority (bargaining) entry training measures only 
autonomy of highly secure system, poor on all levels at in cities; some 
local govem- tenure performance schools of experiences at 
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based admini- cial pension ( emphasis on leveI 
stration funds, biannual legal matters) 
(Germany) automatic raise personal devel-

opment training 

constitutionally Open recruit- Mainly based Centralized Obligatory for Managed on in-
guaranteed ment testing on seniority bargaining new recruits dividual federal 
autonomy of Security of Similar federal central provi- ministry, state 
local govem- tenure for top and state sys- sion open mar- and community 
ment; law- positions tems kets for all tiers Ievel 
based admini- Short-term con- Biannual pay Centralized Concepts in-
stration tracts with pos- raise on scale supply and creasingly 
(Austria) sible extension Development of measures on systematized 

performance- individual or- and deve-
related ganizational lopment-
elements level oriented 

constitutionally Centralized at Mainly based Centralized pay Increasing em- lncreasing em-
guaranteed federal level on seniority bargaining phasis on syste- phasis on syste-
autonomy of Federal and matized train- matized per-
local govem- canton systems ing on and off sonal career 
ment; law- the job development 
based admini-
stration 
(Switzerland) 

Source: Flynn and Strehl (1996: 19-21), modified by the author 

Deviating from the orginal tables (compare table 1.1. and 1.2. in Flynn and 
Strehl, 1996: 19-21), constitutional arrangements such as relationships be
tween tiers of government and the role of legal norms figure here as inde
pendent variables conditioning the choice of modernization strategies within 
various areas of management. The comparison of German, Austrian and 
Swiss modernization strategies also feeds the 'culture and institution' -bound 
hypothesis since the same set of contextual macro-variables produces rather 
homogenous approaches in the implementation of administrative moderniza
tion. Yet, this qualitative estimation still has to be tested on empirical grounds 
since it is based on rather heterogenous reports in these seven countries 
(Flynn and Strehl, 1996: 1). 
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2.3 Research Question and Purpose of the Study 

These preliminary hypotheses and empirical findings on divergent ways of 
• 1 • -l • • • -l • • 1- • .c t,_• -l "T"'L 1H1p1eu1entrng aumimstratlve iuoueulizatwn are tue ax10m 01 t111s stuuy. i ue 
basic assumption is that the existence of country-specific accumulations of 
certain modernization strategies is not random but influenced by environ
mental contextual factors. In terms of a mapping sentence, the research ques
tion is to which degree strategies of administrative modernization, which are 
to be operationalized by strategy variables, are conditioned by institutional 
f actors to be f ound in the countries studied and to be modelled as contextual 
macro-variables. 

Tue hypothesis of diverging strategies of public sector modemization will 
be extended to the hypothesis of divergent criteria of assessing administrative 
modernization. In terms of organizational contingency theory, country
specific modernization strategies are only efficient if there are different exter
nal demands to administrative modernization across national frontiers. Or to 
express the same statement in the terminology of an economist: country
specific ways of implementing administrative modernization are only optimal 
if there are different preferences on the public sector demand-side, which re
veal themselves in different conceptions of administrative modernization as 
operationalized by the criteria of public sector quality awards. Since diverging 
strategies of administrative modernization presuppose diverging definitions of 
administrative modernization in order to be efficient/optimal, it is necessary 
to indulge first of all into the question whether and to what degree there are 
country-specific conceptions of administrative modernization. This compari
son of the criteria of quality awards was already dorre in the intermediate re
port (Löffler, 1996b) so that the focus here will be on the analysis of mod
ernization strategies. 

lt is evident that the resulting contingency statements from this analysis 
cannot and will not have the character of simple cause-effect relationships. As 
Scott (1994a:97f.) points out, "the institutional perspective ( ... ) challenges the 
natural-science conception of causation". In particular, "changes in admin
strative structures or procedures can be seen as challenging elements of the 
core system of meaning, belief, interpretation, power, and alliances in poli
tics" (March and Olsen, 1989:1 llf.). Institutional factors, however, are con
ceptualized as the basic pararneters within which these more inrn1ediate politi
cal factors operate (Loughlin and Peters, 1997). 

Tue purpose of this study is twofold: One is purely academic in the sense 
that this study is supposed to contribute to theory building in the new public 
management. By indulding into empirical research on the implementation of 
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the NPtvf in different institutional and cultural contexts it is possible to give 
more substance to the concept of "public governance" developed by Kickert 
(1996, 1997). In contrast to the conventional narrow understanding of the 
NPiVf as an interuai organizationai matter, Kickert (1997) defines public man
agement as the "governance of complex networks in societal policy sectors 
(. „), as external management in a complex socio-political context". Since this 
study links the meso-level to the macro-level of allalysis, it is possible to shed 
some light Oll how the intemal dimellsion and external dimension of the NPM 
relate to each other. 

By focussing Oll the implementation level this study also provides a good 
starting point for an (academic) evaluation of the NPM. Given that "there 
may be a gap between official reports and rhetoric and the degree to which 
reforms are really implemented" (Flynn and Strehl, 1996: 5) it is important to 
separate rhetoric from action. N evertheless, the true reason for lacking 
evaluations on the NPM are not so much problems of data collection and 
methodological problems but rather the fact that evaluations are still carried 
out for control purposes and not perceived as a learning and improvement op
portunity (Lo Schiavo, 1997). Furthermore, especially reform policies are not 
always guidelines for action, but rather "expressions of faith, acknowledge
ments of virtue and instruments of eduction" (Baier, March and Sretren, 
1994: 161). This leaves administrative practitioners with the paradox situation 
tliat given the emphasis on performance and result assessment under the new 
mallagerialism "many Member countries continue to report no formal or sys
tematic monitoring or evaluation of their public sector management reform 
exercises" (OECD, 1993: 16). 

Tue other purpose is practical in the sense that the study will provide 
change agents with knowledge about functional equivalents of modernization 
strategies and their transfer conditions through idelltifying which moderniza
tion strategies are compatible with the country in question. This means that 
environmental parameters become a set of 'success factors' that administra
tive decision-makers ought to take into consideration as one important crite
rion when selecting among alternative modernization strategies. From an or
ganizational systems approach perspective it is evident that instrumental sys
tem-environment-relationships, or "adaption" (Parsons, 1962: 7) is only one 
dimension determining organizational performance. 
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Graph 3: Success Factors of Administrative Modernization 
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As the graph above visualizes, most literature on organizational success fac
tors has concentrated on endogeneous, internal factors of pubiic organiza
tions. This is true of the pioneering studies of excellence-research dealing 
with the private sector (Peters and Waterman, 1982) and with the public sec
tor (Auditor General of Canada, 1988) where the dimension of institutionally 
and culturally shaped strategies is completely lacking. Nevertheless, this 
stream of empirical research has bad the merit to put attention to success fac
tors for the implementation of organizational change. More recent excellence 
research takes up the implementation perspective and but rather focusses on 
procedural success factors (Blume, 1994; Klages, 1995c: 217-224). 

Other authors rather target at success factors that are considered relevant 
for a successful conceptualization of administrative modernization (Hill, 
1993; Budäus, 1994). External factors only figure as exogeneous global chal
lenges to public organizations (Murray, 1995:153). They are considered tobe 
an important set of success factors (see, e.g., Budäus, 1994:35) as they create 
the necessary pressure for public organizations to start and undergo a process 
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of moderP.lzation. In this stiJd)', characteristics of political and ad..111i11jstrative 
systems will be introduced as another category of external success factors. 

Tue range of modernization strategies available to administrative agents is 
considered as a function both of institutional capabilities of the political and 
administrative system and as a response to current environmental challenges. 
Even though the larger institutional framework partially adapts to changing 
environmental incentives institutional change is a slow and gradual path
dependent process. This means that administrative modernization has to be 
implemented in a paradoxical environment: Administrative change agents of
ten face the dilemma that they have to respond to new external demands in the 
context of an unchanged configuration of the political and administrative sys
tem (Koch, 1995:3). 

If success is defined as the "achievement of a (subjectively evaluated) 
positive result" (Hagen, 1996:32) and success factors as those strategies and 
parameters maximizing the degree of positive results (Hagen; 1996:35) then it 
becomes evident that success factor research has to go beyond the stage of 
implementation and has to measure outcomes. lt will be the task of future 
studies on well-performing private and public organizations to develop more 
comprehensive analytical frameworks, to consider multi-causal and reciprocal 
cause-effect relationships and to compare positive cases with contrast groups 
(Steinle, 1996:15). However, this goes beyond the purpose of this study. 

2 .4 Methodology of the Study 

Tue research question outlined above suggests to choose a contin
gency /situative/ contextual approach for this study, whicb goes band in band 
with comparative organizational analysis. 

lt may seem old-fashioned to use a contingency approach but it will be 
shown that the contingency approach still has an enourmous potential for the 
analysis of organizations if the uni-lateral focus on technical environmental 
factors and its implicit or explicit determinism may be overcome. lnstitu
tionalism has been f ound to be a theoretical approach which has the potential 
to address this criticism of contingency 'theory ' and yet has a similiar re
search perspective for organizational analysis. In the following, the basic as
sumptions and analytical framework of such an institutionai contingency ap
proach will be developed. 

Explicitely, the contingency approach has not been used very much for the 
study of the NPM. As outlined in the introduction, the main strand of the 
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NPM literature has been a debate on the NPM paradigm, which, in the tradi
tion of the Weberian bureaucracy model, created a new, ideal-type of organi
zation. Because of this paradigmatic research perspective the NPM has been 
looked at as as virti..1ally context free and as being homogenous across 11aticnal 
frontiers. Tue literature survey shows that only recently, some attempts were 
made to test the empirical validity and generalibility of the NPM. lt remains 
to be seen whether the NPM paradigm will go through a similiar process of 
empirical differentiation and situational relativism like the bureaucracy para
digm in the late 1950s (Kieser and Kubicek, 1992: 50). 

However, when reasoning about the emergence and necessity of a para
digm change towards the NPM paradigm most authors implicitely base their 
statements on a contingency approach: new organisational structures and 
processes are seen as a logical and/or desirable response to a set of environ
mental contingencies. This kind of contingency perspective reduces the envi
ronment to a few technical factors assumed to be of salience to organizational 
decision-makers and gives rise "to a non-sociological view of environment 
which over-simplifies the process of organizational design and transforma
tion" (Child, 1988: 13). 

Thus, the methodological challenge of this study will be to enlarge this 
technical conceptualization of the environment by institutional and cultural 
f actors while at the same time trying to integrate this modified contingency 
approach with existing contingency approaches, in particular the prominent 
Aston program (Pugh, 1981). 

From a methodologicai perspective, the Aston school managed to bring 
about a 'quantitative jump' of organization theory by developing highly so
phisticated empirical instruments. This allowed to test not just one situative 
variable but to consider several situative factors simultaneously. Paradoxi
cally, the resulting complexity of the research object urged researchers to re
take a more selective research perspective (Klages, 1977:66). Tue statistical 
analysis of situative variables is based on two assumptions (Kieser and Kubi
cek, 1992: 57) 

- organizational structures to be operationalized by structural variables can 
be explained out of situative factors operationalized by situative variables; 

- the 'success' (or effectiveness or performance) of organization depends on 
the 'fit' of the oigartlzational structt1re with sitl1ative factors. 

Both assumptions were criticized fundamentally along several lines (for the 
main anmments. comnare Zev-Ferrell and Aiken. 1981 :2). Tue methodoloe:i---------- -- ~ -r----- 7 - - .1. .J # _.- -
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cal counter-argun1ents against the Aston program can be systematized into 
two strands of criticism: 

- Institutionalists attacked contingency theorists for not considering the im
pacts of societai, economic and cuiturai conditions and historicai processes 
on organizational design. Tue conceptualization of organizational environ
ments was criticized as being too narrow and too technical (Benson, 1977; 
Kudera, 1977; Clegg and Dunkerley, 1980 and Clegg, 1990). 

- Rational design theorists, exemplified by Williamson (1985), Moe (1990) 
and Coleman (1990), reject the assumption by contingency theorists of any 
deterministic relationship between situative and structural variables. They 
embrace a bounded rationality model but view individual actors as making 
choices of organizational forms so as to maximize their self-interests. 

At a first glance, it seems as if the first strand of criticism still accepted a 
more complex contingency approach whereas the second strand of criticism 
rejected the contingency approach as a whole by focussing on voluntaristic 
action instead of determinism. Nevertheless, both strands of criticism can be 
reconciled by arguing that "multiple and sometimes competing institutional 
factors open up possibilities for discretion and strategic behavior by actors, 
both individuals and organizations" (Scott, 1994b:75). This implies that insti
tutional factors do not determine but constrain or support structural choices 
which are available to change agents within organizations. Institutional fac
tors thus have to be viewed as a necessary but not as a sufficient condition for 
the outcome (Scott: 1994a:83). 

Since only individual actors can bring about organizational change it is 
necessary to analyze the power relations between the members of an organi
zation in order to account for organizational construction (Crozier and Fried
berg, 1979:55-66). Tue later research perspective requires an actor-oriented 
or micro-political approach (for the methodology, see Küpper and Ortmann, 
1988; for the application to the process of administrative modernization 
within a public organization, see Bogumil and Kißler, 1996). Even though it 
goes beyond the scope of a large scale international comparative study like 
this one to operationalize those personal or power elements of administrative 
modernization, it is important that the resulting cross-country generalisations 
takes into account the role of individual actors as "chance elements „ (Ridley, 
1 n.n.L. 1 l\\ 
l;l';l'U;l7J. 

As formulated above, the aim of this study is rather to find out which en
vironmental factors condition and limit choices of modernization strategies 
and the process of their selection. In contrast to the classical contingency ap
proach, the environmental factors considered in this study do not refer to the 
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Ll!l ...... l!lediate organizational enviroP.JDent but to the broader macro-enviroP_.Ll_111ent 
context of organizations. Tue institutionalist perspective would also allow to 
consider 'tecbnical environments' because all the social life, including techni
cal aspects is considered to be institutionally defined (Scott, 1994b:79). Tue 
reason for omitting technical context variables such as size, policy field and 
tasks of public organizations is rather a matter of research design, which lim
its the scope of comparison to inter-nationally differing environmental factors. 

How do institutional factors structure organizational structures? And what 
are the institutional factors to be taken into account? According to Kieser's 
and Kubicek's "paradigm of the limited choice of limitations of structural 
possible choices" (1992: 429), institutional and social factors put limits on 
constitutional decisions with regard to formal and material objectives of or
ganizations, organizational constitution and social structure of organizations 
(Kieser and Kubicek, 1992: 435-441). These basic decisions which were 
made at the time of the founding of the organization again narrow down the 
available set of choices for subsequent decisions with regard to the organisa
tional and personnel structure (Kieser and Kubicek, 1992 :441-443). This dis
tinction between institutional effects and so-called "imprinting" effects (Scott, 
1995: 115) on organizational structures actually requires a comparative static 
analysis between two points of time. In the case of most public sector organi
zations such as local municipalities such a two-step analysis would amount to 
go back several centuries of history. This is certainly out of question for this 
international studv oneratin!! with lanrn samoles of different nublic ore:aniza-

,,,. .1. ........ ....... ... _.,,_ -

tions. 

Nevertheless, the persistent effects of institutional history will be consid
ered in this study by transforming the two-step analysis into a two
dimensional analysis. This modification of Kieser's and Kubicek's paradigm 
gives the paradigm of a double-limited choice of strategic choices which de
fines the broad analytical framework of this study. According to this para
digm, there are two major institutional factors influencing the implementation 
of administrative modernization: 

- In the spirit of the 'new institutionalism' the study will analyze in which 
way informal and formal rules of the present political and adminstrative 
system and their enforcement mechanisms constrain possible organizational 
options (March and Olson, 1989:21f.). This strand of institutional theory 
considers institutionalization as a property variable which means that insti
tutional factors are treated as independent variables (Scott, 1994b:83). 
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Following füe assumptions of 'historical institutionalism' füe pervasive ef-
fects of past institutional organizational choices condition the set of avail
able present choices (Krasner, 1988:7lf.).This strand of institutional theory 
takes a historical process=oriented vie\v of instit'Jtionalization and focuses at 
the processes by which institutions are created or diffused (Scott, 
1994b:83). 

V ariance and process theory approaches of institutions seern to base on con
flicting axioms. Yet, both strands of theories can be related to each other in 
organization studies: Oll the one hand, organizations are impacted by broader, 
macro-environmelltal factors; Oll the other hand, organizatiolls are themselves 
institutions and exhibit stability and coherence distillct from and independent 
of the broader institutional context they exist. Tue natural history of the evo
lutioll of organizations puts limits on the explanatory power of the macro
ellvironmellt and on variallce-based predictions in general. 

Tne beiow graph sets out how these two institutional dimensions relate to 
the NPM, administrative modernizatioll alld modernizatioll strategies. 
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Graph 4: Adm1mstrative Iviodernization from a Contingency-Oriented Per
spective 
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Tue model shows that public organizations and their broader institutional en
vironment are influenced by a set of new ideas on public management which 
are referred to as the universal NPM. Those ideas may have an impact on the 
broader institutional framework of public organizations through new legisla
ture and/or new policies. (Changing) political and administrative systems on 
the one hand, and the institutional history of public organizations on the other 
hand, support and limit the choices of modernization strategies for adminis
trative actors. This means that the implementation of administrative moderni-
zation has to be analyzed both from the perspective of traditions and contem-
porary reforms of the political and administrative system (Peters, 1995: 10). 
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Modernization strategies are intermediate process variables that gradually 
adapt existing organizational structures, procedures and culture to changed 
institutional and ideological environments. Tue resulting new organizational 
structures, procedures and culture are yet to emerge. 

lt is from the perspective of a country-specific the NPM that the question 
of the features of an universal the NPM gains new relevance. The analysis of 
modernization strategies may not give the füll answer but they give a first in
dication how the NPM as an abstract set of ideas changes public organiza
tions. Only after the NPM is defined inductively the following question can be 
answered: "Is there a common road to the modernization of the public sector" 
(Klagesand Haubner, 1995:375). 

Tue analytical framework developed above illustrates the duality of the 
comparative approach used in this study: Empirical data analysis will proceed 
at an organizational meso-level whereas the explanation will be couched at 
the environmental macro-level considering both historical and changing pa
rameters. Tue measurement problems associated with strategy variables as 
observational units and the operationalization problems with contextual 
macro-variables as 'explanatory' units will be discussed extensively as spe
cific comparative problems. 

National quality awards serve as a source of two kinds of data categories: 
first, quality awards contain criteria to measure the organizational perform
ance, the analysis of which will shed some light on the question whether there 
are country-specific definitions of organizational success. Secondly, quality 
awards also collect material on the implementation of administrative moderni
zation of participating public organizations in the form of applicatants' mate
rial. Because of confidentiality problems, it was not possible to gain direct 
access to the applicants' material, which in most cases consists of an award 
questionnaire, which is ideally filled out jointly by all the members of the ap
plying public organization plus proof material as requested in the award ques
tionnaire. Nevertheless, this pool of modernizing public organizations was 
used to launch an international survey among former public sector award par
ticipants on administrative modernization strategies. Thus, indirectly, quality 
awards also proved to be a valuable data source for modernization strategies. 

This research approach dispenses from the difficult task to define the re
search object public sector a priori: The term public sector will be used here 
as defined by public sector quality awards. Even though this will lend to dif
ferent, quality-award specific demarcations of the public sector this does not 
pose methodological problems: Tue issue of this study is not the size of the 
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public sector but the functioning of different public organizations. Even 
though the term public adminstration is often refused on the grounds that it 
involves the traditional approach to the public sector as public authority 
(Lane, 1993: 14) 'public sector' v,;ilf be used synonymously with the term 
'public administration '. Tue empirical character of the study justifies to do 
so: as Pitschas (1997) points out, real-existant public administration has never 
been equivalent with the ideal-type W eberian bureaucracy. 

3. Quality Awards as a Data Base of Statistical Work 

3.1 Methodological Issues 

3 .1.1 Representativity of Data 

Before starting with statistical analyses of award applications, it seems neces
sary to raise the question whether the applicant pool - or subsets of it - con
tains a 'representative' sample of modernization strategies. From a statistical 
point of view, this question is incorrect and obsolete since only random sam
ples guarantee that the results of random samples are conclusive with regard 
to the distribution of all values (within certain statistical error limits) for the 
distribution of these values of the population (Schnell, Hill and Esser: 
1989:280). In other words, random sampling as a principle of selection is 
synonymous with statistical representativity. N evertheless, this does not imply 
that representativity must be dropped as a methodological concept to evaluate 
the quality of others than random samples. 

Given that applications of public organizations at national quality awards 
are no random samples from a population of modernization strategies to be 
observed in the public sector of a country, it becomes obvious that represen
tativity has tobe used in a broader sense here. In the following, samples will 
be designed as representative if the process of selection and non-response 
problem are such that they may be assumed to minimize the deviation from a 
fictive random sample of the target population. In this context, the target 
popuiation refers to potential award contenders, i.e. modernizing public or
ganizations that are considered as desirable award participants. Tue frame 
population then includes all eligible public organizations that are admitted to a 
quaiity award. Tnis concept of representativity has to be discussed with re-
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spect to the units (awa;d contende;s) and iterrw (awa;d c;iteiia) of quality 
awards. 

As far as the participants of quality awards are concerned, it is important 
to check how potential and actual award contenders are selected: by different 
modes of external selection or by self-selection of the contenders themselves 
(Klages, 1995a: 281). Externat selection may take place by expertise (this was 
the case in the Carl Bertelsmann Prize in 1993) or by sampling survey data. 
Both kinds of external selection may be combined with voluntary participa
tion, which would be the usual case, or mandatory participation (Klages, 
1995a:281). Survey data may be obtained from systematic self-assessment of 
public organizations or from external assessments public organizations 
through customer surveys. This means, that in theory, there are seven differ
ent ways to determine the potential contenders (target population) and the 
applicants pool (sample) of quality awards. The below graph gives an over
view of all possible selection procedures at the various stages of the selection 
process. 
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Graph 5: Selection Procedures of Quality A ward Participants 
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In the case of external selection by experts, even experts will not have perfect 
information and the identified target population will neither be e:xJ1austive nor 
reflect the overall distribution of modernizing public organizations by size, 
type and geography of the total target population. If the 'typical cases' which 
the experts have chosen are forced to participate in a quality award, the re
sulting inference population will be heavily biased. This is also true in the 
case of voluntary participation, where the selection process encounters an 
additional non-response problem. In the case of external selectioll Oll the basis 
of self-assessments of the frame population, the information basis will be 
relatively exhaustive (depending Oll the response rate) but also here experts 
will have to draw the lille between modernizing and non-modernizing public 
organizations. Nevertheless, this kind of selection of 'extreme' cases allows 
for a relatively representative sampling of potential award contenders. When 
using customer surveys of public organizations as a database, the selection of 
award contenders will suffer from the same deficits as in the first case: only a 
limited number of public organizations carry out customer surveys and cus
tomers (even different customer groups) are unlikely to catch the füll picture 
of the public organization they evaluate. Anyway, selections of award con
tenders on the basis of surveys are irrelevant in practice since no such kind of 
comprehensive empirical data bank exists today for any OECD country. 

Most quality awards are based on self-selection of the contenders out of 
motivational reasons. This implies that the pool of applicants will not be ex
haustive: potential contenders may have chosen not to enter the award be
cause they had been discouraged by the eligibility criteria or because they 
perceived the costs of an award participation exceeding the benefits (Howitt 
with Bromling, 1988:7f.). Tue other concem expressed in Howitt with Brom
ling (1988: 8) that the marketing of awards programs may not be extensive 
enough and that, as a result, awards will not reach their target population, 
underestimates the transactions costs modernizing public organizations incur 
in order to benchmark their organization. Besides this, those quality awards 
which have been in existence for several years are in general known by, and 
get their applications to their entire target population (Borins, 1995b:220). 

If, in the case of self-selection, the pool of applicants is not exhaustive, 
does this process of selection at least miDJmize deviations from a fictive ran
dom sample out of the target population? This question is hard to determine 
on an empirical basis since we do not know much a priori about the distribu
tion of moderriizing public organ1zations in the atimiflistrative system of a 
given country (Howitt with Bromling, 1988:8). 
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On a theoretical basis, the contingency models give us son1e indications 
that administrative modernization is more likely to occur on municipal 
(Budäus and Buchholtz, 1996:106) than on state level (Lüder, 1992:120). 
Klages argues on logical grounds that the distribution of applicants can be as
sumed to be representative because it is not nrnnerically representative of the 
frame population of public organizations. Tue municipal overweight in the 
second Speyer Quality A ward indicates that award contenders based their de
cision to participate on some 'general' degree of modernization and not on an 
average degree of modernization in the respective administrative population 
(Klages, 1995b:32). 

This thesis of proportionality dismisses the fact that quality awards 
strongly encourage self-assessment and therefore encourage participation of 
public organizations, which are far from relating to the criteria laid down in 
the respective quality award. Since the categories in most quality awards are 
broad enough, (and in some cases also ambigious), even non-modernizing 
applicants (in the understanding of quality award organizers) are given the 
opportunity to take part in the award. 

This problem of over-coverage is one side of the problem of representa
tivity of award applications. Tue other problem is that certain public organi
zations of the target population will not take part. Disadvantaged groups of 
contenders will be public organizations which are heavily involved in mod
ernization activities and do not have the additional resources to fill in the 
questionnaire of an award. These are usually small organizations, public or
gar-tlzations taking an holistic approach instead of a partial approach in adniin
istrative modernization and other public organizations facing extremely heavy 
work loads like in East Germany after the reunification. This means that the 
representativity of the applicant's pool is also affected by the problem of un
dercoverage. This problem also concerns the external selections processes 
discussed above when these are combined with voluntary participation. 

Nevertheless, both problems can be remedied. The first problem can be 
solved by using only the cases remaining after the first selection stage for sta
tistical analysis. By doing so, outliers are removed from the data pool. Tue 
second problem can be handled by putting together the data material from 
successive quality awards: organizations which are too busy to take part in a 
quality award in a given year will decide to take part the following year. 

These methodological considerations were the guidelines for building the 
database of this study. In view of the serious methodological deficits involved 
\Vitli external selectio11s by experts and in view of tlie absence of selections 
using any kind of survey, the choice was restricted on quality awards which 
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exclusively rely on self-selection. As mentioned earlier, it was not possible to 
use the orginal applicant's material, in particular the response sheets, so that 
it was necessary to launch a follow~up survey among the applicants of the 
chosen quality awards. Since the size of the applicants' pool of these quality 
awards differed considerably, the advantage of removing outliers was traded 
for the advantage of having a larger database. However, the large size of the 
British and U .S. database made it possible to restrict the survey to award 
winners and semi-finalists respectively. 

Launching an additional survey among award participants, or a subset of 
them, triggers additional methodological problems in the form of unit
nonresponses. Tue adjacent account gives detailed information about the na
tional quality awards and the years taken for the survey, the gross number of 
survey units, the valid (addresses were no more available, public agencies bad 
been dissolved) number of survey units, the number of received and analyzed 
questionnaires, and the 'net' response rate. Tue response rate is calculated as 
the percentage of mail questionnaires sent to reachable public organizations 
that resulted in completed questionnaires which were found acceptable for 
data analysis. This calculation assures that unmade contacts are excluded 
from considerations. 
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Table: 5: Account on the Data Base of the Surveys Conducted 

Coun1try National Quality Year Gross Number of Sur- Valid Number of Responses Re- Respons'~ 
Award vey Units Survey Units ceived and Rate 

Analyzed 

Germany Speyer Quality Award 1992 59 (award applications) 51 55 51 3 
1994 67 (award applications) 

65 

Great Britain Citizen' s Charter 1992 - 417 (award winners) 392 239 61 3 
MarkAward 1995 
British Quality Award 1995 19 (award applications) 19 19 100 % 

United States President's Award 1995 5 (award winners) 5 4 80 3 
Innovations Award in 1995 99 (se:mi-finalists) 197 55 27 3 
American Government 1996 98 (se:mi-finalists) 

Source: ©Löffler, 1997 
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Tue table shows that the reponse rates diverge considerably: Tue German and 
British quality awards which were chosen as a basis for the surveys show 
quite high response rates. This is due to the fact that the surveys were con
ducted by the respective quality award organizations in these countries, which 
was not the case with the Innovations A ward in American Government. Here 
the questionnaires were sent out directly from the Research Institute for Pub
lic Administration at Speyer, Germany. Not surprising, the feed back was 
much lower here. 

Tue item-non response prob lern leads to questionnaire content issues. Tue 
questionnaire which was used for the follow-up survey contained 107 items 
on ten pages. Thus, the length of the questionnaire is still below the plateau of 
11 pages, or 125 items, where, according to Dillman's empirical findings 
(1978: 55), systematic response rate reductions can be expected. 

Tue items were pulled together from the orginial questionnaires of the 
chosen quality awards in order to secure that the full range of possible mod
ernization strategies would be represented in the international follow-up sur
vey. Tue questionnaire was presented in German to the German respondents 
andin an English version to the U .S. and British respondents. 

Because of rhetoric redundancy and terminological ambiguities which are 
prevalent in the young field of the NPM, most questions were explained thor
oughly. Within the extremely narrow time contraints to carry out this follow
up survey it was not possible to conduct a pretest so that in the end, it turned 
out that some questions, wl'iich had been expected to be clear, had constn1c-
tion defects: This was the case with items 3a, 3b, 9b, 46a, 46b, 47a and 47b 
where wrong answers were simply invalidated and coded as missing. Tue 
relatively high item non-response rates with regard to question 19 have been 
identified to be due to the lacking professional knowledge of the respective 
repondent. In the case of question 48, many respondents were unwilling to 
give information regarding the role of innovation and creativity in process 
management for whatever reasons. 

Tue questionnaire combined standardized questions with open-ended 
questions. Standardized questions were either presented as dichotomous vari
ables (yes or no) or as seven-item ordinal scales where respondents had to 
indicate the degree of implementation of various modernization activities. 
Subsequent open-ended control questions usually asked them to proceed into 
detail about the modernization activity in question. 
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3.1.2 Reliability and Validity of Data 

Another central methodological issue is whether the data used for statistical 
analysis are reliable and valid. Reliability is by definition th.e ratio of th.e vari
ance of the true values to the variance of the observed values (Bohrnstedt, 
1983:73). In the given context, the question is whether the completed ques
tionnaires as furnished by the respondents reflect the 'true' state of quality 
management in their public organization. 

First of all, it is important tobe aware of the fact that the data obtained on 
the respective public organization will differ with the respondent: a politician 
who is politically accountable for a public organization will have a different 
perception of organizational reality as the administrative executive of that 
public organization. The perception of a chief executive who is responsible 
for quality management will again differ from the perception of front-line 
employees having a direct experience with quality management. This means 
that reliability of the data can be assumed tobe rather low when the question
naire is just filled out by one person as it was the case with this survey. 

Quality award organizers try to improve reliability by pushing award 
contenders to fill out the award questionnaire in team work. The idea is that 
heterogenous views of the public organization and organizational performance 
become more and more homogeneous during the joint self-assessment proc
ess. On condition that quality award contenders really use this kind of Delphi 
technique for completing the award questionnaire the original award data 
should have a higher reliability than data from follow~up surveys. However, 
quality award contenders also have an incentive to produce rhetorics which 
may differ from the agreed perception of reality. Depending on the utility 
function of the respondents and on the design of the award, quality award 
contenders may cheat as they try to give the most positive impression of their 
modernization process. In concrete words, if winning the award is more im
portant than doing an objective self-assessment and the control mechanisms of 
a quality award are weak there is the risk that the data reflect a more positive 
picture of an organization's modernization process as it actually is. 

These methodological considerations show that the reliability of the data 
from follow-up surveys is not as bad as it may be assumed in the first place. 
Compared to quality awards, follow-up surveys produce less incentives to 
cheat. lt was emphasized in the cover letter that the data would be exclusively 
used for scientific analysis and would have no influence on the future partici
pation at quality awards. The questionnaires were mailed to the person, whom 
the public organization had nominated as contact person f or the participation 
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at the respectii1e qualit}' a1,vard. Since this \vas not necessaril:;r the appropriate 
respondent, the cover letter pointed out that "ideally, the questions are to be 
answered by the responsible person for organizational matters in your organi-
zation". lt is evident that this procedure of organizational shuffling places the 
questionnaire in a kind of double jeopardy: The contact person to whom it is 
send may simply decide to discard or if it is passed on to the appropriate per
son, the possibility remains that this person will not complete it (Dillman, 
1978:45). 

Besides reliability, validity is a central criterion f or the goodness of meas
urement. A measurement instrument is said to be more valid the less data are 
distorted by systematic measurement errors. In the given context, the question 
is whether quality award related surveys measure what they are supposed to 
measure. The previous study of quality awards (Löffler, 1996) has showed 
that all quality awards aim at identifying excellent public organizations. Or
ganizational excellence is operationalized by a set of criteria giving certain 
weights to different attributes of organizational performance such as leader
ship, customer satisfaction etc. This amounts to the question if high organiza
tional performance is necessarily equivalent with a certain, pre-defined model 
of quality management. Or to put it negatively, do public organizations which 
do not apply TQM perform badly? 

The variety of quality awards in OECD countries with different criteria 
and evaluation standards gives evidence to Halachmi's proposition that excel
lence is a relative concept (Halachmi, 1996) with respect to contents and 
measurement: the mear1ing of orgarJ.zatio11al performance varies \ViLli cultl.1ral 
context and time and the measurement of excellence depends on which theo
retical level of performance the perceived level of performance is compared 
to. As a matter of fact, the records of the sessions of the judging committee of 
the first Speyer Quality Award in 1992 reveal that there is no consensus even 
among experts what the desired level of performance should be. Interestingly 
enough, there was a high consensus about the benchmark for a "bad" public 
organisation. 

Given these theoretical considerations, the hypothesis can be made that 
quality awards do not and cannot tell the whole story of organizational per
formance. This implies that ''performance in quality management" and not 
"overall organizational peiformance" is the latent variable of the measure
ment instrument quality award. This is positive for the purpose of this imple
mentation study but critical for quality award organizers, especially when 
quality award winners go bankrupt a few years after granting the award as it 
was the case for the Malcolm Baldridge Award (Garvin, 1991 :82). 
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3 .1. 3 Comparative Problems 

One of the perennial problems of comparative analysis is that of the level of 
generality (Caiden, 1990: 380). Given the purpose of this study to seek for 
relationships between contextual macro-variables and modernization strategies 
it will be necessary to find some kind of balance between the nomothetic and 
the ideographic approach (Salminen, 1989: llf.), which is usually associated 
with the variable-oriented and case-oriented approach (Ragin, 1987: 70). The 
first approach allows to find and test general hypotheses about administrative 
modernization but it is too abstract to consider different administrative envi
ronments. The later approach is able to incorporate the whole variety of 
macro-contextual variables but the individualistic approach tends to prevent 
theorizing by demonstrating deviant cases (a methodological discussion of the 
British civil service reforms both from the macro-positivist and interpretivist 
perspective is provided by Barberis, 1995). 

In this situation, a "middle-range" approach is needed, which is supposed 
tobe more than a mere "escapist mechanism" (Caiden, 1990:382). One solu
tion to the "dilemma posed by the search for simple rules to explain complex 
phenomena under conditions where there are few cases, is a disciplined con
figurative approach" (Verba, 1967: 114). This approach is based on the rule 
that all explanatory factors that are relevant for one case have general rele
vance to all the cases under consideration. This implies that additional factors 
should not be brought in as ad hoc factors, but as representatives of general 
rules that are applicable elsewhere. 

This approach seems to be the most suitable one for this study. The varia
tion in modernization strategies cannot be accounted for by one or two insti
tutional variables. Only by considering a large number of environmental fac
tors it is possible to interpret emerging country-specific types of moderniza
tion strategies as products of their institutional environment. In terms of sta
tistical methods, this results in a degree-of-freedom problem (Aarebrot and 
Bakka, 1987:47), for the number of potentially relevant contextual macro
variables is likely to exceed far the number of country-specific modernization 
strategies to be explained. These are clearly the limits of the middle-range 
approach chosen for this study as it is severly deficient in the opportunities it 
presents for testing the influence of individual contextual macro-variables sta
tisticaily. The classical solution to this problem is to reduce the number of 
contextual macro-variables by modelling the countries as catch-all variables 
(Niedermayer, 1987:75). This study will use a more subtle approach by 
combining the various contextuai macro-variabies in such a way that allows to 
deduct the influence of key variables from statistical testing. The variable 
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combinations \Vill be constriJ.cted on plausible hypotheses of country-specific 
paths of administrative modernization to be presented in the next chapter. 

The cross-country comparison of modernization strategies of different 
public organizations involves methodological problems on the meso- as well 
as on the macro-level: On the meso-level of analysis, it is often argued that 
different kinds of public organizations may not be compared with each other. 
Here the "problem of order-in-complexity" (Ragin, 1987:20) consists in 
simplifying the complexity among combinations of characteristics of moderni
zation strategies and then constructing a model of the types that exist. On the 
macro-level of comparison, one encounters the problem relating to the selec
tion of countries to be studied. Here the parallel "problem of order-in
complexity" (Ragin, 1987:20) concerns simplifying the complexity among 
combinations of causes of an outcome and then constructing a model of these 
causal combinations. 

As far as the comparison of data of national quality awards is concerned, 
the question rises if the organizational performance of such different public 
organizations as municipalities and state authorities may be compared with 
each other. Especially, lawyers often criticize quality award organizers of 
comparing apples with pears. lt will be shown that the validity of this argu
ment depends on the purpose of the comparison. 

If comparison has the purpose to classify the vast array of modernization 
strategies and to build typologies of modernization strategies the most dif.fer
ence approach is more useful than the most similiar-approach (on the pros 
and cons of different seiection methods, see Aarebrot and Bakka, 1987:49-
53). Completeness, which is one central criterion of classification, can only 
be gained if the full range of organizational types is included in the compara
tive analysis. However, if comparison has the purpose to evaluate moderniza
tion strategies either on an ordinal or on a cardinal scale, the most similiar
approach is more useful than the most-difference-approach. Even if the total 
organizational performance of organization A is higher than the performance 
score of organization B this does not necessarily imply that Ais better than B. 
The performance scores do not show whether it is harder or dearer to provide 
certain services in some areas of the country than in others. N or do they show 
how exogenous variables which are beyond the control of public organizations 
( e. g. , population density, social depreviation, age of population) affect their 
performance (Audit Commission, 1994: 19-48). 

As this study aims at identifying country-specific types of modernization 
strategies there will be no need to consider rankings or scores of quality 
awards organizers. In the framework of this study, it will be sufficient to use 
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the data from a follow~up survey among former quality a\vard participants as 
nominally- and ordinally-scaled variables. This also allows to use the most
difference approach, i.e. to compare apples with pears. 

The classical question of comparativism - whether to use the most similiar 
or the most dissimiliar approach - also raises on the macro-level. Should na
tional quality awards and the respective countries selected for empirical 
analysis be rather homogeneous or heteroegenous? And how many countries 
should be studied? Again, this depends on the research question. If the aim of 
the study is to discover universal laws, this will require multi-national studies 
covering all existant constellations of cultural and environmental variables 
(Nath, 1968, 56). Since the aim of this study is to develop contingent hy
potheses of diverging strategies of administrative modernization, it is suffi
cient to include three countries with different constellations of macro
variables in the data analysis. 

Which are those th.ree countries to be taken for hypothesis building? lt 
follows from the above considerations, that the selection of the national qual
ity awards to be studied with their respective country is determined both by 
the contextual and the strategy variables tobe analyzed. 

3 .2 Selection of Countries 

The criteria for the selection of countries for including in the comparison of 
modernization strategies are based both on pragmatic and methodological 
considerations. Since this empirical study indirectly draws from quality 
awards as data pools the sine qua non condition for a country for being se
lected is that there exists a national quality award for public sector organiza
tions. Unfortunately, this is not yet the case in a number of francophone 
OECD countries (compare Löffler, 1996b:37f.). Since it is difficult to iden
tify a representative sample of modernizing public organizations otherwise, 
the "Napoleonic states" (Loughlin and Peters, 1997) cannot be included in 
this study. The Scandinavian countries again have national quality awards 
which recently opened to the public sector but in this case language difficul
ties involving high translation costs expede surveys among Scandinavian pub
lic organizations. This implies that also the Scandinavian states, which 
Loughlin and Peters (1997) consider as a mixture of Anglo-American and 
Germanic state traditions, cannot be included in this study. 

Considering the lack of high-grade comparative data on modernization 
strategies it wouid be desirabie to cover aii of the remaining OECu countries 
in this study. But given the time constraints to carry out this study it seerns 
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reasonable to concentrate on füree countries, which is the minimmn nüiuber 
required to anwer the above research question. This positive choice has tobe 
made on the basis of analytical selection criteria to be derived from the 
macro-level of analysis (Aarebrot and Bakka, 1987:54f.), which are in this 
case the environmental macro-variables. Since it is impossible to choose three 
countries that differ from each other with regard to all macro-variables to be 
analyzed, the set of three countries tobe chosen combines necessarily 'most
similiar' and 'most-dissimiliar cases'. Within this framework, the key ques
tion is whether institutional or cultural environmental factors are more power
fu1 to condition strategies of administrative modernization. In concrete terms, 
the issue is whether the so-called Anglo-American the NPM model (which is 
actually a New Zealand model) also translates on the implementation level. 

Looking at it from a cultural perspective it is plausible to hypothesize that 
there is an Anglo-American way of administrative modernization (Pollitt, 
1993; Savoie, 1994; Kickert and Beck J0rgensen, 1995: 507). This hypothesis 
is based on the assumption that both countries have similiar pattems of politi
cal culture, which impacts on the actions of administrative change agents. 
This common Anglo-Saxon culture was called "the civic culture " by Almond 
and Verba (1963:8). They describe it as a political culture that is participant 
and pluralistic, "based on communication and persuasion, a culture of con
sensus and diversity, a culture that permitted change, but moderated it" 
(Almond and Verba, 1963:8). 

Taking an institutional perspective, one could expect that the American 
and British way of implementing acL--ninistrative modernization have not much 
in common (Hood, 1995b: 105f.). If political and administrative systems are 
more influential than cultural factors, this also implies that Great Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand have their own way of administrative moderniza
tion (König, 1997:265). Whereas the United States has afederal form of gov
ernment and presidential system, Great Britain can be characterized as a uni
tary state with a Parliamentary system. These differences in the structure of 
government translate into different structures of the civil service: While Great 
Britain claims to have a non-partisan public service with senior appointments 
based on merit, in the American public service a Zarge number of these are 
political appointments and incumbents enjoy tenure only while their political 
party holds office (Savoie, 1994:8). An Anglo-Saxon divergence on the im
pleruentation level could be equivalent with a common German-American way 
of administrative modernization (Naschold, 1995:70) or with a cormnon Brit
ish-German way of implementing administrative modernization (Peters, 
i995). 
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\Vith the zero hypothesis that the implementation of administrative mod
ernization is more or less similiar across national frontiers, this gives four 
working hypotheses concerning the boundaries for categorization of countries: 

(1) Great Britain = United States = Germany (universalism hypothesis) 

(2) Great Britain = United States * Germany (Anglo-Saxon hypothesis) 

(3) Great Britain * United States = Germany ('laggard' hypothesis) 

(4) United States * Great Britain = Germany (North American exceptional
ism hypothesis) 

lt remains the task of the empirical part of this study to show where the simil
iarities and differences in the choice of modernization strategies are. In order 
to be able to give plausible explanations for correlating strategies within and 
between the countries to be studied, it is necessary to get a füll picture of all 
institutional factors that might be relevant in conditioning modernization 
strategies. Therefore, the environmental contingency model has to be speci
fied in the following chapter. 

4. An Environmental Contingency Model 
of Administrative Modernization Strategies 

4.1 Description of the Basic Mode! 

Based on the institutional contingency approach of this study, this section 
proposes a model that allows to link the macro-level to the meso-level of 
analysis. As explained in the introductory chapters, the macro-level refers to 
institutional and cultural environmental factors and to the historical evolution 
of the political and administrative system whereas the meso-level refers to 
modernization strategies of public organizations. The first hypothesis to be 
tested is whether these macro-environmental factors are more important in 
injluencing organisational choices of modernization strategies than immediate 
contextual factors such as the nature of the problems to be solved. lf countries 
matter, the second hypothesis to be tested is which combination of institutional 
and cultural factors produce similiar outcomes in tenrtS of modernization 
strategies. 

A contingency model that is adequate for the analytical framework and re
search questions of this study has to conceive the management of administra
tive modernization as a learning process. ldeally, the process of administra-
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tive modernization starts out with the diagnosis of the management problem(s) 
and the determination of a goal-system for problem-solving. As set out be
fore, modernization policy and program objectives contain a plurality of solu
tion alternatives. Public organizations have to identify and evaluate these al
ternatives and make a selection. After the public organization has decided for 
a specific modernization strategy, this strategy has to be implemented. In 
many cases, administrative modernization stops at this stage (Klages, 
1995c:209). If, however, administrative modernization is conceived and im
plemented as a self-steering process in the sense of continuous improvement, 
it also contains an evaluation phase and feed-back cyle that enables public or
ganizations to adjust all the precedent management phases. 

Graph 6: Administrative Modernization As a Learning Process 
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tion process from some starting point _LI\._ to some final point B but rather to 
account for the implementation of modernization strategies, which is only one 
specific stage in an open-ended process of administrative modernization. This 
issue cf finality has impcrtant implicaticns for the interpretaticn cf moderni-
zation strategies. Budäus and Buchholtz (1996: 114), for instance, interpret the 
fact that none of the communities studied in the Bertelsmann Prize sample si
multaneously developed 'hard' and 'soft' strategies of intemal modernization 
as a "substitutive relationship between 'hard' and 'soft' factors in the imple
mentation of internally-oriented reforms at the local level". From an open-end 
perspective of administrative modernization, this hypothesis may prove to be 
a false one. 

Tue second requirement to a contingency model of administrative strate
gies is to model exclusively administrative personnel as change agent. This is 
not only justified on methodological grounds given the focus on the implemen
tation level. As two surveys of the German Association of Cities (Deutscher 
Städtetag 1995 and 1996) conducted in 1994/95 and 1996 and a more specific 
international survey (Hofmeister and Löffler, 1997) reveal that the legislative 
and the executive have not been involved in the implementation process of 
administrative modernization even though they may have initiated or given 
their consent to modernization projects. These empirical results, by the way, 
legitimate once more to use the term 'administrative' modernization instead of 
the term New 'Public' Management for the title of this study: lt seems that the 
publicness of the NPM is limited to the field of administration but does not 
extend to the political sphere. 

Do models of organizational contingency theory exhibit these properties? 
Conventional contingency models are static by nature; they illustrate an uni
lateral input-output process with a black box in between (Kieser and Kubicek, 
1992: 57). Tue assumption is that specific configurations of institutional fac
tors influence the attitudes and expectations of actors. Tue mechanism by 
which this influence is exerted and the feed-back process from outputs and 
outcomes to inputs are not made explicit. Tue few existing contingency ap
proaches to administrative modernization also focus on two kinds of players: 
political actors (the legislative and executive as initiators or enablers of ad
ministrative modernization) and administrative actors. Tue attempt to struc
ture the relationships between the institutional factors from literature as de-
scribed earlier gives the follm.ving contingency model: 
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Graph 7: An Environmentai Contingency Modei of Administrative Moderni
zation Strategies 
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Tue ensuing model consists of three functional classes of institutional factors 
(compare also Lüder, 1992:108): 

- Stimuli: P.vents that occur at the initial stage of the moderpjzation process 
and create a critical situation that induces political and administrative actors 
to engage in modernization activities. 

- Structural variables: Characteristics of the administrative and political sys
tem that influence the choice of modernization strategies by political and 
administrative actors. 

- Implementation barriers: Characteristics of the administrative and political 
system that inhibit the process of administrative modernization. 

Because of 'multicausality' and interdependance one contextual variable may 
take several functions. In particular, it seems tobe very problematic to distin
guish clearly between implementation barriers and structural variables. De
pending on their values, any macro-contextual variable may influence admin
istrative change agents positively or negatively towards the selection of a 
specific modernization strategy. Since it is impossible to test specific contex
tual variables in this respect it seems more useful to classify institutional fac
tors not according to the function they take with regard to the choice of mod
ernization strategies but rather with regard to the function they take within the 
institutional system. 

Tue synoptic model also shows that existing contingency approaches of 
administrative moderPization focus on political actors and account for the 
output and outcome of the process from a policy analysis perspective 
(Knoepfel, 1995). As discussed above, such a policy-centered perspective 
may give a biased picture of the modernization process since political actors 
only indirectly impact the implementation of administrative modernization by 
determining the contraints and opportunities of administrative actors. For an 
institutional contingency model of modernization strategies, it is more appro
priate to consider political decision-making processes as a structural variable 
for administrative actors. 

Remedying these deficits of conventional contingency models gives the 
following basic environmental contingency model of administrative moderni
zation strategies: 
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Graph 8: Environmentai Contingency Modei of Administrative Moderniza
tion Strategies 
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Tue above graph only distinguishes between two functional categories of insti
tutional factors: stimuli and structural variables. Tue later refer to the political 
environn1ent of public organizations and to the institutional histor1 of the 
administrative system. Only those stimuli are of interest that may have a di
rect impact on public organizations such as to induce them to engage in ad
minstrative modernization. In contrast to structural variables, the factors 
classified as stimuli are testable since they were part of the questionnaire on 
modernization strategies (compare appendix 1). Even if the configuration of 
structural factors is not testable, it provides some conceptual framework for 
the empirical analysis of modernization strategies. 

4.2 Contextual Macro-Variables 

In the above contingency model of modernization strategies, contextt1al 
macro-variables define the set of institutional background conditions that 
condition country-specific types of modernization strategies. Most of these 
contextual macro-variables are theoretical constructs, which are difficult to 
use as an analytical tool. Especially culture, which is generally used as a de
scriptive and explanatory variable at the same time, has been criticized of 
being a residual for unexplained variance. Therefore, it is necessary to make 
some methodological and definitory considerations to some of the contextual 
variables of the contingency model. 

(1) Administrative Culture 

Whereas political culture is an empirically and methodologically sound 
concept in political science, the concept of administrative culture is much less 
precise. J ann (1983 :28) offers three concepts of administrative culture that 
can be explained along three dimensions making eight possible definitions of 
administrative culture on an analytical level: 
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Table 6: Concepts of Administrative Culture 
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Culture may either refer to pattems of "psychological orientation toward so
cial objects" (Almond and Verba, 1963: 14), that is to the total of beliefs, 
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attitudes and vaiues conditioning future actions, or to institutionat !Jehavior 
and institutional structures seen as a result of certain value patterns. Empiri
cal research on culture may focus on society in general or on specific social 
objects, such as the political system and the administrative system as an ob
ject. Last but not least, the subject of research may be a given society as a 
whole or specific parts of society, such as the political or bureaucratic com
munity. 

The survey shows that culture can be understood in a broad and in a nar
row sense: whereas classical de.finitions of culture are based on a multi
dimensional concept of culture, consisting of values, behavioral patterns and 
artifacts (see, for examples, Jann, 1983: 18), behavioralists restricted the con
cept of culture to the dimension of values. This narrow definition of culture as 
"mental program" (Hofstede, 1980: 14) will also used here since (political) 
institutions will be treated as a separate contextual variable. 

Depending on the subject and object of research, administrative culture 
can be understood as a form of organisational culture or as a part of a soci
ety 's political culture. lt is important to note that besides the internal dimen
sion the organisational culture of public adminstration has two external di
mensions: "Because of dual nature of public administration as a public body 
as well as a formal bureaucratic organisation" (Peters, 1978:9) it is necessary 
to examine both how administrative systems perceive their social and political 
environment and how administrative systems perceive general patterns of or
ganisation and management in a society. 

The issue is now whether to define the contextual variable administrative 
culture as part of a country's political culture or as a form of organisational 
culture. lt is plausible to assume that administrative change management is 
determined both by the organisational culture of administrative elites and 
employees and a society's political and management culture in general. The 
later two factors are part of a public organization's "social capital" (Putnam, 
1993: 167) that Putnam has shown to be an important success factor for the 
performance of local government. Thus, administrative culture is defined here 
as the interception of organisational, political and management culture within 
public administration. The conceptual relationships of between the compo
nents are set out in Figure 9. 
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Graph 9: Tue Concept of Administrative Culture as Organisational Culture 

organizational culture 

administrative culture 

po füicai cuiture rrianagement cu!ture 

Source: ©Löffler, 1997 

This diagram shows that administrative culture can be understood as part of 
the political culture (the set of values of a society towards the political system, 
including the administrative sub-system) and as part of the management cul
ture (the set of values of a society towards formal organisations). Depending 
on the organisational culture of the administrative organisation, these values 
may be accepted and even internalized, or they may be rejected. All three sets 
of values potentially support or undermine the effectiveness of certain mod
ernization strategies. 

This concept of administrative culture avoids the <langer that culture be
comes a residual category for all kinds of background variables (J ann, 1983: 
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522) but it is not without problems: one methodological problem arises from 
the fact that organisational culture of public organisations is nothing static but 
is changing in 'modernizing' public organisations: as Strand's empirical study 
on managerial role expectations shows managerial roles are perceived to be 
increasingly uniform in public and private organisations, the major change 
being that public bureaucracies are emphasizing'controlling' to a lesser de
gree and adding to the frequency of 'motivating people' as a more important 
demand for leaders (Strand, 1993: 163 andl 70f.). With regard to the above 
contingency model, this means that administrative culture is an independent 
and dependent variable at the same time. 

Nevertheless, the distinction between conventional administrative culture 
(as an independent variable) and evolving public management culture (as a 
dependent variable) is not only a matter of timing. As Metcalfe and Richards 
(1993: 121) pointed out, conventional administrative cultures emerged ad hoc 
in specific organisational contexts, \Vhereas the implementation of the NPM 
may bring a more deliberate effort to plan the development of appropriate 
cultures. Therefore, the contextual macro-variable organisational culture, 
being an exogenous variable framing administrative actors' strategic choices, 
has to be interpreted as the "cognitive orientation" (Almond and Verba, 
1963: 15) or values that are rather stable in the long-term. As a strategy vari
able, organisational culture becomes a potential instrument to put administra
tive modernization into practice within the given material and cultural con
straints and opportunities and has to be interpreted as the "evaluational orien
tation" (Ah11ond and Verba, 1963:15) or beliefs that are changeable in the 
short-term. 

Another methodological problem arises when using organisational culture 
as a contextual macro-variable. If one understands organisational culture as 
"mental programming common to people working for the same organization" 
(Hofstede, 1993:1) it seems inappropriate to frame organisational culture as a 
macro-variable. For according to Hofstede's definition, organisational culture 
may vary from one organisation to another and even within public organiza
tions there may be many different organisational cultures. Yet, Hofstede 
(1993: 1 f.) also stresses that organisational culture is only one component of 
our mental programming and that national and organisational culture may 
overlap. Tue question whether the national or the organisational component of 
culture is more powerful can only be answered individually on an empirical 
basis. For analytical purposes, organisational culture can be conceived gen
eral enough in concept to embrace public management on the macro-level. By 
the same token organisational culture can be related to organisational func-
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tions to describe public management at the meso-level of the individual or
ganization. 

Tue most serious problem is that there is no comparative work for the 
public sector that draws out similarities and differences between organisa
tional cultures of different countries in a systematic way. Tue pioneering and 
unreplicated empirical research dorre in the University of Michigan Compara
tive Elites project (a list of all the publications resulting from this project is 
included in Aberbach et al. ,1981) produced a vast set of quantitative data 
comparing the roles of senior bureaucrats and politicians in France, Germany, 
Italy, Tue N etherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. 
However, the research results only represent the administrative and political 
elite and do not include the average administrative employee, who plays plays 
a major role in the implementation of team- and customer-oriented moderni
zation issues of the 1990s. This is also true of the collection of national stud-
ies of policy st.yles in western Europe edited by Richardson, which is charac
terized by a government-centered approach (Richardson, Gustafsson and Jor
dan, 1982: 13). 

Another body of literature draws from research on organisational culture 
within private organisations. Hofstede's famous empirical research on na
tional culture differences is based on data gathering among 53 national sub
sidiaries of a large multinational business corporation (Hofstede, 1980 and 
1991). There is already a lot of scientific controversy whether Hofstede's re
sults are not rather business organisation than nation specific (Schmidt and 
Bäurle, 1995:496). Tue more it is questionable whether the distribution of 
work-related values in a business corporation coincedes with the traditional 
administrative culture in the countries studied. This is also the problem with 
the country reports in Hickson' s reader on management cultures in western 
Europe (Hickson, 1993), which draws from the individual authors' knowledge 
and observations of business management in eleven EU countries. 

Thus, the (qualitative) data for the contextual variable administrative cul
ture have tobe collected from different sources of literature: according to the 
components depicted in graph 9 the three-dimensional concept administrative 
culture may be composed from literature on political culture, management 
culture and organizational culture of the administrative system in the respec-
tive country. 

(2) Civil Service Systems 

Tue fact that personnel policies and management have always been a spe
cialized field within the discipline of administrative sciences shows that also 
this rather tangible contextual variable is quite complex to deal with. Tue task 
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here is to work out some dimensions along which different civil service sys
terns can be compared with each other inter-nationally. 

One very obvious descriptive variable is the size of the civil service with 
regard to personnel costs and numbers of employees. Here one encounters the 
methodological difficulty that there is no standard national definition of the 
public sector so that national statistics of structural civil service data first have 
to be made comparable. As Hauschild (1981 :85) shows OECD and Eurostat 
statistics use different definitions of the public sector so that the data may de
viate considerably for the same countries. Tue size of the civil service in a 
country is important as a contextual variable since 'big bureaucracies' may be 
assumed to give rise to traditional cut-back policies whereas 'small bureauc
racies' may rather be a precondition for cost-intensive human resource devel
opment. 

Nevertheless, quantitative data of the civil service are not sufficient to de
scribe different civil service systems from an institutional contingency per
spective. Other features such as the structural organisation of the personnel 
employed, staffing, recruitment, promotion and compensation are important 
qualitative dimensions of the contextual variable civil service. Whereas ad
ministrative culture can be interpreted as a 'soft' constraint, the quantitative 
and qualitative structure of the civil service in a given country defines the 
'hard' contraints for administrative change agents with respect to moderniza
tion strategies in the field of personnel management but also in other, rather 
technical modernization fields. For instance, Ridley (1996:25) sets up the hy
pothesis that a heterogenous civil service employing generalists from various 
disciplines is more favorable for the implementation of manageralist instru
ments than a homogenous civil service with lawyers as the dominant disci
pline. 

As this is the case with administrative culture, also the structure of the 
civil service is itself subject to the administrative modernization process: the 
key word to describe the direction of the modemization process of the civil 
service structure is flexibilisation. However, in contrast to the contextual and 
strategy variable administrative culture, the structure of the civil service will 
only be used as a contextual variable to define the legal framework within 
which the modernization of personnel management takes place. Therefore, 
qualitative and quantitative data will refer to the present structure of civil 
service systems tobe described. 
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(3) Local Govemment System 

As the attribute 'system' already indicates, the contextual macro-variable 
local gover:nment also has to be described along several dime:nsions. Tue 
complexity of this contextual factors stems from the fact tliat 

- local government is an aggregate term for different vertical levels of local 
govenunents with different competences, financial status and intemal or
ganization; 

- the legal framework and political reality of a local government system may 
diverge significantly; e.g., the establishment of so-called experimental 
clauses in pilot-municipalities in Sweden, Norway and Denmark does not 
necessarily mean that theses muncipalities now enjoy all kind of managerial 
freedom. As Blair (1991 :43f.) suggests. they have only been freed from 
restrictive over-regulation from the central level; 

- local govermnent is not necessarily a national macro-variable - some coun
tries have more than one local government system and, in the extreme, 
countries like the United States have a non-system of local government. 

As this is the case with the even more abstract term administrative system, 
local government systems are usually categorized a priori into Anglo-Saxon, 
Continental and Scandinavic systems (Naschold, 1997:3). Yet more subtle 
analyses of local government systems come to the conclusion that the nine 
systems of sub-national government to be found in the Council of Europe 
countries plus Australia and New Zeal::Hld belong to five groups: South Furo
pean, North European, British, North American and Japanese (for an insight
ful overview, compare N orton, 1994: 14). This empirical classification also 
reveals that the often quoted 'Anglo' -group has distinct characteristics but it 
has tobe split into a North American group and one relating strongly to the 
local government system of Great Britain. 

Following by and large Norton's (1994) classification, the description of 
the macro-variable local government system will be based on the dimensions 
legal status, centra-local relations, provision of services, quality of local de
mocracy as well as relative and absolute size of local authorities. 

(4) Relationships between State and Society 

Tue role of organized interests in the modern industrial state is usually de
scribed in terms of pluralistic, antigonistic and organistic (Loughlin and Pe
ters, 1997). Yet, do these attributes still apply to the contemporary post
industrial state? And what do these categories mean with regard to the inter
actions between public bureaucracy and organized interests? lt seems that 
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neo-corporatism does not provide the adequate tool-box to address the issue 
of state-society relationships in the post-industrial state: first, neo-corporatism 
continues to emphasize associational interest intermediation, which may have 
played a certain role during the stage of Keynesian economic policy but is no 
more of theoretical relevance for the analysis of contemporary interest inter
mediation on the national system level. Secondly, much of the literature of 
neo-corporatism has attached central importance to intra-organizational prop
erties of interest associations to account for cross-national variations in inter
est intermediation whereas regularities in the interactions of organizations and 
public bureaucracies have not been really been an issue. 

Rather than the neo-corporatist theory, a policy network approach embed
ded in institutional theory (Lehmbruch, 1991: 126-129) has the potential to 
capture the complex linkages between organizations, public agencies and 
other political institutions. According to this institutionalist network approach, 
systems of interest intermediation are co11stitl1ted by po!itical institt1tio11al 
elements, corresponding administrative strategies and administrative culture 
guiding strategic choices of state elites (Lehmbruch, 1991:142). First empiri
cal results show that individual countries have characteristic patterns of policy 
networks as a reaction to (more or less) similiar external challenges cutting 
across 'sectoral' or 'enviromnental' contingencies (see, e.g„ Grant et al., 
1991). 

lf country-specific configurations of policy networks have been used to 
account for different patterns of state intervention (Lehmbruch et al., 1988) 
this study considers country-specific interest intermediation systems as one 
(among others) contextual variable that structures the strategic choices of 
administrative modernization. The historical development of formal and in
formal patterns of interaction between public organizations and organized in-
terests shapes the public bureaucracy 's relationship to the citizen, to the pol
icy-making process and to the private sector. For example, depending if rela
tionships between state and society have traditionally been fonnalized with 
strong associations or rather based on individual contacts to business corpo
rations customer-orientation of public organizations may take different forms 
in different countries. Another important issue is the relationship between 
government and organized interests of the public bureaucracy: The standing 
of civil service and trade unions may considerably restrain the autonomy of 
administrative change agents in determining the pace and extent of moderni
zation. 

Thus, the relationship between state and society may be modelled around 
two major dimensions: one relating to the general pattern, frequency and le
gitimacy of interactions between public organizations and organized interests; 
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the other describing the interaction between government and the civil service 
labour union. 

(5) Public Governance 

In the context of development aid and policy, the term governance has 
been widely used by the W orld Bank in the normative sense of 'good govern
ance' to refer to certain functional requirements of politics as a positive pre
condition for economic developement: According to the World Bank's con
ception of governance, efficiency, accountability, the rule of law and trans
parancy of the public sector are the institutional success factor for develop
ment (Illy, 1994:129). Interestingly enough, also the OECD has adopted the 
term governance to subsume certain ideas on the public management in their 
member countries (OECD, 1995b). Also the reinventing government move
ment claims to be "about govemance, not about politics" (Osborne and Gae
bler, 1992:247). 

As the governance and regulation think tanlc shows governance may also 
be used in a positive sense to classify different basic types of social control 
systems to be observed in the organization of economic activities (Lindberg et 
al., 1991:14). Naschold (1995:69) defines three types of regulation which he 
considers to be relevant for the modernization process of the public sector: 

- the regime of state-administrative regulation reaching from classical bu
reaucratic steering by rules to managerial steering by performance as the 
core element of micro-economic reforms; 

- the regime of markets reaching from market competition to quasi-markets 
as a central element of macro-economic reforms; 

- Societal mechanisms to devolute state structures reaching from political de
centralization to the enabling state as an essential part of political macro
management reforms. 

A comparison of these types of regulation with the components of the NPM 
and contingency paradigms set out in graph 2 reveals that Naschold's ty
pology of public sector regulation captures the whole spectrum of public sec
tor reforms. Tue combination and weighting of these regulation types consti
tute Jour types of governance: private sector-market regime, devolution re
gime, lnanagement-by-peiforw.ance regime and lfl.nnagement-by-rules regime 
(Naschold, 1995:70). These emerging public sector governance types define 
the informal 'rules of the game' for administrative change agents as they 
make certain choices of ad..rninistrative moderPization more or less preferable. 
For example, a private sector market regime may be assumed to encourage 
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outsourcing activities, public agencies acting like profit centers and cost
cutting activities. A managerialist public sector regime may leave more room 
for 'soft' intemal modernization fields such as employee motivation and or
ganisational culture. 

These examples make evident that the contextual variable public govern
ance is difficult to separate from the 'dependent' variable modernization 
strategies. Tue risk is to produce tautologies such as 'management-regimes 
make management-oriented modernization strategies more likely'. Yet, in all 
the countries to be studied more closely, the modernization process has sur
passed the initial stage, which means tlrnt the present choices of moderniza
tion strategies are path-dependent on the previous stages of the modernization 
process. 

4.3 Conntry-specific Patterns of Structural Variables 

4.3.1 The Anglo-Saxon Hypothesis 

What are the nominal values of these structural variables with respect to 
Great Britain, the U.S. and Germany? In 1ack of any comprehensive com
parative account on the institutional context of administrative modernization, 
the country-specific pattem of contextual variables has to be drawn from 
various country-reports. Tue definitions set out above will be used a fratne
work for the description of the country-specific characteristics of the socio
political structural variables. 

Tue structural variables to be described represent different systemic char
acteristics of the German, British and U. S. political and administrative sys
tem. In most country classifications, one or several characteristics are de
clared to be the dominant logic, which influences all other parts of the sys
tem: for the culturist school, culture is the dominant logic in the organization 
of a social system; for the state tradition school, the concepts of state and law 
are the central variable characterizing political systems whereas for the gov
ernance school, institutional patterns and regulation mechanisms are decisive 
parameters structuring administrative modernization. 

As table 7 reveals, there are legal, institutional as well as cultural argu
ments speaking in favor of the hypothesis that public organizations in Great 
Britain a.11d füe UPJted States can be expected to have a co111..mon approach to 
administrative modernization because of a common point of departure with 
regard to their political and administrative framework. 
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Table 7: Anglo-Saxon vs. German Patterns of Structural Macro-Variables 

1 S tructural 1 Great Britain Country 
Variables the United States Germany 

the role of the state stateless society in a stateless society in a state-centered society 
minimal state minimal state in a semi-sovereign 

state 

the role of adminis- no special body of no special body of special body of ad-
trative law administrative law administrative law ministrative law 

the legal status of ultra vires principle ultra vires principle general competence 
local government principle 

civil service law no constitutional no constitutional constitutional status 
protection of the civil protection of the civil of civil service 
service service 

relationship between 
state and society: 
the position of civil weakend, confronta- weak, passive relatively strong, 
service unions tional cooperative 

civil service system: 
- s1ze: 

absolute* 7.55 7.34 8.01 
relative** 17.39 14.76 16.18 

structure fragmented fragmented unified 

administrative cul-
ture: deferential civic cul- participant civic cul- politically passive 
political culture ture ture and autocentric cul-

ture 
management culture entrepreneurial entrepreneurial bureaucratic 

pragmatic, empirical pragmatic, empirical rationalist, deductive 

* employees in the public sector per l 000 inhabitants 

** employees in the public sector as percentage of the total workforce 

Source: © Löffler, 1997 
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Tue Role of the State: 

According to the state tradition think tank, the historical tradition denotes 
the fundamental difference between Am!lo-Saxon and Continental Euronean 

"-" -i:- -

concepts of state and law (Loughlin and Peters, 1997; Ridley, 1996: 27; Dy-
son, 1980:33-47): in the former, no distinctive ideas about the character of 
the 'public power' developed which implies that the state as such does not 
exist as a legal entity but rather one speaks of 'government' or 'government 
departments'. In the latter, by contrast, Roman law served as the basis of the 
state, with the government being but one manifestation of that more perma
nent and transcendent entity. 

In this comparison, Germany represents the continental tradition of a 
'state' sodety (Dyson, 1980:51f. and 258). This is often misinterpreted by 
Anglo-Saxon authors in the sense that "in the Germanic tradition the state and 
society are in essence conceptualized as a part of one organic entity" 
(Loughlin and Peters, 1997). But due to the influence of liberalism and legal 
positivism in the 19th century, the distinction between state and society has 
become one of the building blocs of the modern German state (Sommermann, 
1994:25f.). And as Goetz (1996: 15) emphasizes, German statism is neither 
equivalent with a top-down public sector reform policy nor with an authoritar
ian model. lt rather has to be understood in the context of a "semi-sovereign 
state" (Katzenstein, 1987) since the power and influence of the German state 
is lirnited by the Rechtsstaat principle and the federal principle. This shows 
that in real terms, the difference between Anglo-Saxon and Continental Euro
pean conception of the state is rather gradual than fundamental. 

There is also the danger to exaggerate the similarities between the U nited 
States (Stillman, 1991: 19-41) and Great Britain (Dyson, 1980: 36-44) as 
'stateless' societies. This statement points to the different nature of the British 
Crown and the Constitution of the United States in contrast to the Continental 
European notion of state: the Anglo-Saxon state is conceptualized as an agent 
or trustee whose authority is merely derived from the majority or the popular 
will and not from a substantive concept of the public interest. Nevertheless, 
there are variations between 'stateless' societies (Dyson, 1980: 271f.): for 
example, the British Crown gives a unity and independent authority to gov
ernment whereas the American political and administrative system is deter
mined by aoministrative fragmentation and a competitive system of govern
ment. 

Tue Role of Administrative Law: 

Different conceptions of the state also entail different conceptions of pub
lic law: In state-centered societies, the separation between state and society 
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fostered the equivalent separation in the legal sphere with private law being 
in essence coordinating law, and public law being basically subordinating law 
(Sommermann, 1994:25). By contrast, in stateless societies, the creation of a 
separate public law (with administrative law being the essential part of it) has 
been refused on the basis that the government should not be privileged against 
private citizens on special rights different from legal framework that codify 
the rights and duties of private citizens and it does not guarantee the inde
pendence of the judges (Dicey, 1956: 336-338). 

In Germany, administrative law has been characterized as "constitutional 
law put into concrete terms" (Werner, 1959:527). This means that German 
administrative law is heavily influenced by constitutional principles but not 
regulated in detail by the Constitution. German administrative law draws from 
a dense hierachy of different legal norms (see Sommermann, 1994:32f.) that 
leaves little room for unwritten law in judicial reviews. Even though the NPM 
literature often equa!izes German management by rules with bureaucratization 
in the negative sense, the Rechtsstaat principle basically means that the or
ganisation of public services and their procedures are prescribed in consider
able detail through administrative law because the adjunct principle of judicial 
review gives any citizen concerned the right to challenge any act of public 
administration on legal grounds in the courts (Schröter and Wollmann, 
1995:3). lt is a German speciality that any person who claims that one of his 
basic rights has been violated by a public authority cannot only appeal to ad
ministrative courts but also to a specialized Constitutional Court in the last 
resort (Siedentopf, 1994:7f.). Thus, in the terminology of the NPf'„1, German 
administrative law gives 'public customers' a great deal of consumer protec
tion. 

In contrast to Germany, Britain and the United States do not have a sys
tematic body of law which administrators apply in their dealings with citizens; 
all is part of criminal and civil law (Ridley, 1996:24). This must not be misin
terpreted that Great Britain and the United States have no equal concern with 
the rule of law and with equal application of laws to individuals (Peters, 
1978:42). Tue two Anglo-Saxon societies simply chose two different manners 
of ensuring this application of the rule of law. Besides common law courts, 
extemal political controls - through the doctrine of Ministerial responsibility 
in Great Britain and through legislative committees in the United States -
have been considered as sufficient bulwarks against the misuse of public 
authority. Administrative law covering all administrative powers and duties as 
well as judicial control of the administration was developed in Britain only in 
1955 (Wade and Bradley, 1985: 599f.). British administrative law is basically 
a collection of ad hoc statutes and court rulings, and has not been sharpened, 
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as in the U nited States and in Germany, by the judicial interpretation of a 
written consitution. Also there are many adminstrative tasks (for example, 
budgeting, planning and resource management) to which law is not of primary 
relevance (Wade and Bradley, 1985: 601). 

In the United States, the organization and procedures of federal agencies 
are mainly regulated by the Federal Administrative Procedure Act (excerpts 
of the so-called APA are printed in Brugger, 1993:236-244). Compared to the 
British central administration, U .S. federal agencies may even enjoy more 
managerial freedom. Apart from quasi-legislative rule-making (APA, Title 5, 
§553) federal agencies also have quasi-judicial competencies to make decisive 
case decisions through adjudication (APA, Title 5, §554). Even though all 
administrative acts may be in principle subjected to judicial review, agency 
action may be exempt from judicial review to the extent '1 statutes preclude 
judicial review; or to the extent that agency action is committed to agency 
discretion by law" (APA, Title 5; §701). According to Brugger (1993:191), 
the U.S. Federal Administration has basically become a fourth power in the 
U .S. political system. 

Tue Legal Status of Local Govermnent: 

Even though the constitutional or legal status of local government surely is 
not indicative of the degree of discretion in service delivery that local 
authorities have in practice (Page and Goldsmith, 1987:158), it constitutes an 
important background variable for current reforms on the local level. With 
Parliamentary sovereignty being the 1nain pillar of the British polity, füe legal 
status of local authorities is determined by the ultra vires principle. This 
means that the powers of a local authority derive either expressly or by ilnpli
cation from statute. But within the limits of its statutes, a local authority is 
empowered to promote legislation in deciding how it is to adMinister the 
services for which it is responsible ( on local bills and special statutory pow
ers, see Himworth, 1985:383-385). Tue rules of ultra vires apply to local 
authorities in England, Wales and Scotland. Yet, it has to be noted that the 
structure of local govermnent in Scotland differs slightly from that in England 
and Wales (Himworth, 1985:377-380) and has generally been subject to sepa
rate legislation. 

In the United States, the ultra vires principle received its classical formu
lation in Judge Dillon 's rufe of the 1970s which laid down categorically that a 
municipal corporation can exercise only "powers granted in express words" 
(quoted in Norton, 1994: 396). Nevertheless, the impact of the Dillon rule 
has been softened by subsequent judgements and by provisions in the state 
constitutions, and more importantly, by means of enabling legislation that 
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widens local authority discretion. For example, some states have so-called 
'county-home-rule' plans which enable counties to choose from a nwnber of 
schemes of organization. Other states even allow counties to frame and adopt 
or amend a charter to provide a form of govermnent (Norton, 1994:396). In 
addition to that, provisions fot referenda and initiatives also affect the status 
of local government {for details, see Norton, 1994:462f.). Thus, local gov
ernment structures vary not across states but also within a state. As a matter 
of fact, the American local government is best described as a "kaleidoscope, 
with overlapping units of varying size and functional responsibilities (Boyne, 
1992:342)". 

Tue reception of English ideas on self-government and influences from the 
French revolution laid the foundation of the principle of general competence 
in Germany. In contrast to the ultra vires principle, the assumption is that, 
according to the principle of subsidiarity, local authorities are solely respon
sible for the entirety of public duties unless the laws specifically state some
thing to the contrary (Lehmann-Grube, 1981 :95). In both countries, this 
principle enjoys constitutional protection: German constitutional law deter
mines in article 28, para 2, sentence 2 of the Basic Law: "Tue local authori
ties must be guaranteed the right to regulate on their own responsibility all the 
affairs of the local conununity within the limits set by law". 

Civil Service Law: 

Tue conception of the state also has repercussions on the status and role of 
the civil ser,rice. In state=centered societies , civil servants are to some degree 
the personifications of the power and centrality of the state (Loughlin and Pe
ters, 1997). In Germany, the special position of civil servants is manifested in 
the constitutional status of the civil service. Tue Basic Law guarantees in ar
ticle 33 the professional civil service as an institution and lays down the 
structural principles of the civil service such as: the achievement principle 
and impartiality, the absence of a right to strike, the guarantee of pay and 
pension according to rank (Siedentopf, 1981 :240). This implies that the legal 
position of a civil servant is not part of an employement contract but of an act 
of Parliament. 

In contrast to Germany, the absence of a constitutionally codified position 
of the civil service is characteristic of the state in the Anglo-American tradi
tion: In Great Britain, the civil service is an establishment of the Crown, 
which means that its affairs are almost exclusively controlled by executive 
action (Heady, 1984:214). In the United States, the executive and the legisla
tive share in regulating the bureaucracy, so that is has a partial statutory 
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base, but there is no constitutional protection for the national civil serv1ce 
(Heady, 1984:214). 

Relationship between State and Society: Tue Position of Civil Service Unions: 

Administrative modernization has deeply affected the position of civil 
service unions, which again has repercussions on the modernization process 
itself. As the lack of Anglo-Saxon literature on civil service unions suggests, 
the position of civil service unions as a relevant actor in the modernization 
process is rather weak. This has always been the case in the United States 
where even employees have never demanded a formal system of industrial 
democracy with 'co-determination' and personnel and organisational matters 
are traditionally regarded as the responsibility of the top management 
(Lawrence, 1996: 97f.). 

Also in Great Britain, the labour organisation bad been the prerogative of 
permanent secretaries for a long ti.lJle ~vho negotiated persor111ally v1ith the 
Treasury about matters to do with pay, pensions and staff number (Drewry 
and Butcher, 1991: 121). Historically, British civil servants were employed 
and could be dismissed according to 'Her Majesty's pleasure'. This state of 
affairs changed with the beginning of the First World War when the labour 
law relating to the civil service was brought into line with the employment 
law in Continental Europe. In the early 1980s, the British civil service was 
intensivly unionized at all levels (for an overview, see Drewry and Butcher, 
1991: 122). This changed with the Tuatcherite public service reforms, which 
weakened the union power and severly limited their influence in a previously 
effective consultation machinery (Ridley, 1996:26). 

German public sector industrial relations are also characterized by a 
strong civil service union system, which is based on three pillars - the Civil 
Service Union Public Services, Transport and Traffic (Gewerkschaft Öffentli
che Dienste, Transport und Verkehr), the Trade Union for Public Employees 
(Deutsche Angestellten Gewerkschaft) and the Trade Union for Civil Servants 
(Deutscher Beamtenbund). In contrast to the British civil service unions, 
however, the German Civil Service Union ÖTV did not take a confrontational 
attitude towards administrative modernization. The reform of the civil service 
was seen as the lesser evil than potential privatization. Furthermore, the or
ganisational reforms going on in various public organisations represented by 
the ÖTV were picked up offensivly by the ÖTV to initiative an ambitious or
ganisational reform of their own bureaucracy (Schmidt and von Alemann, 
1996:7 and Simon, 1996:77). 
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Civii Service System: 

According to OECD stat1st1cs, the number of employees in the public 
sector per 1000 inhabitants (see Naschold, 1997:3) is about 8.01 in Germany 
whereas in the United States andin Great Britain the number is slightly lower 
reaching from 7.34 to 7.55 public sector employees per 1000 habitants. This 
difference may be due to the personnel surplus in the public administration of 
Bast Germany which has not been reduced yet to the level in West Germany. 
However, as regards the relative size of public sector employment, the United 
States have a relative small civil service while Great Britain and Germany 
have a higher percentage of public sector employees in terms of the total 
workforce. 

Whereas the American civil service has, in fact, been in the process of 
"decomposing" (Ingraham and Rosenbloom, 1990:214) for several decades, 
in Great Britain) the Next Steps-program has turned the once most homoge
neous British civil service into a completely fragmented public sector employ
ment structure. Even though the recommendation of the Fulton commission to 
split up the British central administration into agencies was not implemented 
back in 1968 (Hauschild, 1981 :90), it had managed successfully to merge the 
former three-class system into a system of occupational groupings in 1971 
(Ready, 1984:210). Tue uniformity of the British civil service came under 
serious attack, when the agencification of the British central administration 
and civil service system started in 1988 with the aim to have three-quarters of 
the civil service work in agencies by 1998 (Drewry, 1991 :234). Tue ideal of 
the N ext Steps program was to make the British civil service "unified but not 
uniform"(Drewry, 1991:237) requiring for top civil servants to have experi
ence both of management in agencies and of policy work in core departments. 
Tue question remains whether with further diversification of pay and grading 
the principle of transferability within the civil service can be maintained. 

From a legal point of view, the German civil service still has a unitary 
structure. In reality, however, the monopoly of civil servants has been ques
tionned by the increasing number of salaried employees and workers perform
ing the identical functions with job security and working provisions not being 
markedly different in actual practice (Siedentopf, 1981:237). Vertically, the 
German civil service is divided into four classes - lower, medium, intermedi
ate and higher. Bach class is in turn broken into numerous functional catego
ries. There is only rare horizontal movement between the various functional 
categories and a very slight opportunity for advancement upward into the next 
higher class (Heady, 1984:195). All in all, the German civil service is rela
tively inflexible and does not permit personnel allocation to follow functional 
requirements as this is the case in the United States and Great Britain. 
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Administrative Culture: 

As mentionned above, administrative culture has to be considered as a 
multi-dimensional variable. Depending on the analytical dimension, the com
parison of administrative culture in Great Britain, the U .S. and Germany will 
produce different country-specific patterns. 

Tue most famous comparative study on the diffusion of democratic culture 
came to the conclusion that the political culture of Great Britain and the 
United States basically share the same characteristics, which Almond and 
Verba (1963: 8) labeled the civic culture. This ideal-type culture is character
ized by a balance of participant and more deferential subject orientations; the 
former being more pronounced in the United States and the later being more 
strongly developed in Britain. Some thirty years after the publication of that 
study, the question has to be raised if the patterns of political culture identi
fied by Almond and Verba in the late 1950s are still valid. 

In "the Civic Culture Revisited" (Almond and Verba, 1980) country ex
perts come to the conclusion that the present political culture in their coun
tries reflects on altered emphasis on specific values while many values show 
much continuity. In Great Britain, there is survey evidence that there is a 
decline in the supportive elements which is more related to the specific per
formance of government than to the system as a whole (Kavanagh, 1980: 136-
160). Also in the United States, there is an apparent dissatisfaction with gov
ernment policies and incumbent office-holders, which, however, has not 
eroded public support for the political system yet (Abramowith, 1980: 188-
196). 

While these reexamininations still give validity to the Civic Culture 
study's portrait of the British and U .S. political culture some thirty years 
later, this is not the case for Germany. According to Conradt (1980), German 
political culture has undergone a complete transformation since then. By the 
mid- l 970s, Germans showed more political support for government and their 
political system than the British (Conradt, 1980:233-235). There has also 
been an increase in popular involvement in the political process and policy 
conflict (Conradt, 1980:248-251). Klages (1993:93), however, rejects this 
extremely positive German portrait on the grounds that Conradt' s has not 
been adequate and bis data basis incomplete (Klages, 1993:84). In his data 
analysis, Klages comes to the conclusion that inspite some positive develop
ments, especially regarding political mobilisations, Germans have become 
more self-assured and "autocentric" (Klages, 1993: 100) with regard to the 
state, which means they they are verJ addicted to a high performing social 
welfare state without feeling obliged to the po1itical system in general. 
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As regards the dimension of management culture, Bendix (i 956) made the 
distinction between entrepreneurial and bureaucratic societies. In bis sample 
of Western industrialized countries, Great Britain is used as the prototype of 
an entrepreneurial socieiy that is characterized by a rather personai styie of 
management and informal decision making through bargaining and negotia
tion. Germany represents the other end of the continuum with a strong prefer
ence for bureaucratic forms of organization in the private and public sector 
and an emphasis on authority and status relationships. 

Tue bureaucratic concept of universality and impersonality of rules is 
closely connected by what Satori calls "rationalist, or deductive, cultures" 
(Sartori, 1969:402). These cultures are best developed in Continental Europe, 
especially in Germany, and tend to emphasize the deduction of specific state
ments from general statements. Tue rationalistic culture is contrasted with the 
pragmatic, or empirical, culture that, according to Sartori (1969:402), is best 
tvoified bv En!!lish and American common law. where each case is to some ..,, .L .., ..,, ..... ~ 

degree treated as a new case and a new particular cirumstance may be suffi
cient to overtum an apparent generality. This should not be misunderstood 
that in Great Britain and in the United States there are no bureaucratic organi
zations; rather there will tend to be less rigidity and less impersonality ac
cepted in more inductive cultures. 

Also Hofstede' s more recent study of 1980 confirms the similarities in the 
management culture of the United States and Great Britain. In terms of 
Hofstede's analytical dimensions, the United States and Great Britain share a 
strong individuaiistic culture, their orientation is highly masculine, with low 
to medium power distance and low to medium uncertainty avoidance 
(Hofstede, 1980:336). At the same time, Hofstede 's empirical data for Ger
many make evident that due to the value change that has occured since Ben
dix' s study, the difference between the Anglo-Saxon and German management 
culture has become rather gradual than fundamental: German management 
culture is medium individualistic with medium to high masculinity and uncer
tainty avoidance and low power distance (Hofstede, 1980:336). 

4.3.2 The 'Laggard'-Hypothesis 

Yet, there is also a whole set of legal, institutional and cultural argwnents 
speaking in favor of the so-called 'laggard' -hypothesis that public organiza
tions in Germany andin the United States are tobe expected to have common 
'catch-up'-n10dernization strategies in cornparison to the n1ore advanced n1od
ernization process of British public organizations. 
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Table 8: German-American vs. British Patterns of Structural Macro
Variables 

Structural Variable 

public governance 

form of political or
ganization 

relationship between 
state and society: 
- general pattern of 

interaction 

Great Britain 

private-sector market 
regime 

unitarian 

clear differentiation 

Country 
U.S.A. 

steering by rules
regime 

federalist 

Germany 

steering by rules
regime 

federalist 

no clear differentiation no clear diff erentiation 

reform policy of the radical top-down policy pragmauc, consensus- pragmatic, coriSensus-
state 

status of local govern
ment: 
- central-local rela

tions 
agency model 

- provision of serv- mandated enabJing role 
ices 

- quality of local de- functional democracy 
mocracy 

- relative and absolute extremely large 
size of local (96,000) 
authorities (in terms 
of population) 

civil service system: 
- staffing 

administrative culture: 
organizational culture: 
sense of responsibility 

- corporate self
perception 

generalists 

exclusive responsibility 
with regard to the 
Minister 

administration has no 
own identity separate 
from the government 

oriented policies 

interaction model 

enabling role by tradi
tion 
local respresentative 
and plesbiscitarian 
democracy 
medium (6,600) 

specialists 

responsibility with 
regard to the president 
and with regard to 
special parliamentary 
committees, judicial 
revie\11 and the 'public 
eye' 

oriented policies 

interaction model 

enabling role by tracli
tion 
local respresentative 
democracy with plebi
scitarian elements 
medium (8,845) 

specialists 

responsibility with 
regard to the Minister 
and with regard to the 
state, common good 
and cititzens 

complex, mixed, un- administration has a 
clear (depends on pub- separate identity from 
lic agency) government and its 

own rationality 
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Pubiic Governance: 

In contrast to the culturist and state tradition school, the governance 
school identifies more similiarities between Germany and the United States 
than between the United States and Great Britain as representatives of Anglo
Saxon systems. On the basis of a secondary analysis of OECD reports and 
other sources of literature, Naschold (1995:71) puts forward the hypothesis 
that the public sector of countries such as Japan, Germany, the United States 
and Austria is characterized by the dominance of steering by rules with a par
tial support of the state through the use of competition instruments in non
market areas and privatization. Naschold (1995:71) admits that management 
by results may be more important in the U .S. than in Gennany; nevertheless, 
he only classifies Sweden, Finland and N orway to share a management by 
results-regime. According to this classification by governance regimes, Great 
Britain and New Zealand are in the same class, both representing a private
sector-market regime with market orientation and privatization as the domi
nant type of regulation mechanism (Naschold, 1995:71). 

Tue Form of Political Organization: 

lmportant differences in the functioning of government between Great 
Britain on the one hand, and Germany and the United States on the other 
hand, stem from basic differences in the political organization of government. 
Germany and the U. S. are both characterized by a federal form of govern
ment, whereas Great Britain stands for an unitarian state. Political decen-
tralization in the form of federalism has two major implications for public 
management: 

First, inter-governmental relations traditionally have a high priority for 
public managers. In tenns of the analytical framework set out in this study, 
public management in federal states has always had a strong focus on macro
management, which might have been at the expense of micro-management 
(see graph 2 in this study). As regards the development of intergovernmental 
relations in Germany in the 1990s, it is possible to identify at least three char
acteristic features (Goetz, 1996:7): first, the necessity of joint 'Federal
Länder' decision-making, which is referred to as policy-interlocking; sec
ondly, the increasing centralization of the federal system leading to an accre
tion of policy making powers at the federal level; and thirdly, the erosion of 
legislative competences on the 'Länder' level due to the process of centraliza
tion and the European integration process. 

Also American federalism has experienced continuing centralization ten
dencies in the political and judicial spheres. Nixon's as well as Reagan's ef
forts to launch a devolutionary 'New Federalism' were undercut by the new 
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wave of reguiatory enactments impacting state ana 10cai governments and 
other factors strengthening centripetal forces (Walker, 1996:272f.). lt remains 
to be seen whether the ,;;urrent tripartite campaigns of President Clinton, the 
House of Representatives and the Senate wiH suffer the fate to its two predec
cors (for an overview of federalist reforms of the NPR report, see Walker, 
1996:274). 

Secondly, federalisnL also implies a vertical division of power. For the 
American founding fathers, federalism was clearly viewed as a source of 
constraint on Leviathan and meant "the creation of opposite and rival interests 
among governments" (Dye, 1990:3). Much more as this is the case in Ger
many, American federalism is not only a competition between the national 
government and the states; it is also a competition between the states for 
mobile individuals and husiness (Dye, 1990:16). Germany's federal system is 
marked by a division of powers and functions between the Federation and the 
'Länder' in which, in principle, the administrative functions fall to the 
'Länder' (see Art. 83 in connection with Art. 30 and 70 of the German Con
stitution). Hence, the Germ.an federal administration has always been small, 
consisting mainly of federal ministries and some special federal agencies. But 
as a rule the federal level does not dispose of sub-national or local offices of 
its own and thus has nc hand in the execution of federal legislation and pro
grams, which is the sole responsibility of the Länder (Schröter and Woll
mann, 1995). In the British tenninology, the German 'Länder' administration 
can be regarded as exe•;utive agencies whereas the federal ministries largely 
concentrate on policy-making and policy advice. 

Relationship between State and Society: General Pattern of lnteraction: 

As the above table ~uggests, the centralization of the state also affects the 
character of policy networks. In Great Britain, the general pattern of interac
tion between public adrainstration and organized interests is characterized by 
a clear differentiation between state and society (Katzenstein, 1978:310). Tue 
sharing of information, consultation and bargaining distinctive of British col
lective politics takes place at a table which separates public from private sec
tors. 

In contrast to Britain, the differentiation between state and society is not 
fully developed in the lJnited States. Business groups and large corporations 
enjoy easy access to members of Congress, who act without the protection of 
strong national party organizations. Tue fragmentation of American public 
administration and the multitude of reguJatory commissions encourages in 
practice a symbiosis between public and private actors (Katzenstein, 
1978:311). Tue interaction between bureaucracy and organized interests in 
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Germany is aiso quite intense but different in nature from the American pat
tern. Symbiotic relationships do not take place so much within the public ad
ministration but rather outside it in the form of neo-corporatism. 

Reform Policy of the State: 

Tue role of the state as a promotor of administrative modernization differs 
considerably in the German, U.S. and British case of public sector reform. In 
contrast to the vigorous top-down reform policy in Great Britain, which cov
ers both the central and the local administration, administrative modernization 
in Germany (Klagesand Löffler, 1995: 375) andin the U.S. (Peters, 1996: 8) 
have to be understood in terms of a 'bottom-up' movement: in both countries, 
the truly new entrepreneurs in the field of administrative modernization are 
the local governments. 

Whereas in the United States the 'reinvention' ideology of the Osborne 
and Gaebler (1992) bestseller became a very powerful tool to spread i:rmova
tions on the local level, in Germany the new steering model of the Municipal 
Associationfor Administrative Rationalization (KGSt., 1991, 1992 and 1993), 
which is a voluntary association of meanwhile more than 1400 municipalities, 
has become the reference model on the local level. Tue model is derived from 
the organizational structure of the Dutch City of Tilburg (Blume, 1993) and 
private sector corporate models. 

With more and tnore 'local heroes' engaging in administrative moderniza
tion, public management refonns also became an issue for the state and fed
eral level in Genrrany and in the United States. Starting with Baden
Württemberg, Berlin and Schleswig-Holstein by now all 'Länder' have en
gaged in some sort of modernization activities (for an overview, see Hill and 
Klages, 1995b). In the United States, the reinvention movement has evolved 
during the past ten lo fifteen years, largely among practitioners in municipali
ties the most well-documented best-practice cases of which are the City of 
Phoenix, AZ (Osbome, 1992 and Bertelsmann, 1993:127-138) and SUillly
vale, CA. (Osborne, 1992). But there are also a number of state governments 
such as Pennsylvania, Arkansas, Arizona> Michigan, Massachusetts and New 
York that have become "laboratories of democracy" (Osborne, 1990). 

This broader reinvention movement and ideology from the local and state 
level was transplanted to the U .S. federal government by the National Per
formance Review (/'IPR) of Vice President Al Gore in 1993 (NPR is accessible 
to the netsurfer through its web site http://www.npr.gov). In the German fed
eral government, the most visible commitment to the NPM was the creation 
of the 'Lean State' Advisory Council (Sachverständigenrat 'Schlanker Staat') 
in mid-1995 under lhe direction of the MP Rupert Scholz. Besides their politi-
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cal leadership, both reform c01nmissions have in conm1011 that they do not 
ahn to study the probkms in federal government but rather draw upon the 
work of other commissions and make concrete recommendations for immedi
ate ilnplementation. Tm:: NPR even goes one step further as "it is itseif an ex
ample of management by results" (Borins, 1995c): the NPR office holds itself 
publicly accountable for meeting the recommendations set out in September 
1993. 

Unlike the ten previous presidential reform initiatives of this century, 
Gore did not staff the NPR prilnarily with outside cansultants ar academics 
but mainly recruited the members for his commissian fram federal career 
civil servants (Kamensky, 1996: 248). Tue Vice President also related the 
work of the reform commission more to changes in values than in the usual 
antipathy taward government as an institution (Jann, 1995: 145f.). As Gare 
noted in his first NPR report 'From Red Tape to Results: Creating a Gov
ernment that W orks Better and Costs Less', the main focus of the NPR was to 
"transform the habits, culture and performance of all federal organizations" 
(Gare, 1993b:9) in the long-term. All in all, reinventing government policy 
tends to be more concerned with incentives (Kamensky, 1996:248) and par
ticipation by both employees and citizens (Peters, 1996: 15) than with with 
structure (Kamensky, 1996:248) and mandated ilnplementation (Peters, 
1996: 15). 

Among the efforts niade ta achieve cost-savings and personnel cuts in the 
federal administration, there seems tobe a persisting commitment to many af 
the older, traditional features of public sector 111anage111ent in Gennany and 
also in the United States so that even the ongoing reforms may be viewed as 
mechanisms for sustai:aing the 'traditional' administrative system. In the 
United States, this is to be achieved through cutting red tape, putting custom
ers first, empowering employees to get results and cutting back to basics 
(Gore, 1993b:list of co:1tents). As the latest and third progress (Gore, 1995) 
shows, 27 percent of the 417 specific action items set out in the 1993 Gore 
report have been completed and another 63 percent are in progress. Even 
though the main focus was on traditionaI streamlining, there were also more 
ambitious initiatives such as the introduction of Baldrige Quality Award cri
teria and the establishment of customer service performance standards in fed
eral agencies (Gore, 1995:109-118). Tue working program of the German 
Advisory Council is sirniliar to the Gore report as it debureaucratization and 
qualitative cut-back of public tasks (Sachverständigemat, 1996). In contrast to 
the Gore report, however, customer-orientation and empowennent of em· 
ployees are missing on the German agenda. 
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This is cornpletely different in Great Britain where the rnanagerial changes 
in the 1980s have been described by one of its project managers "as the most 
important reform of the British civil service since Northcote-Trevelyan" in 
1845 (Kemp, 1990: 196). lt was not until this time that the British civil serv
ice became professionalized and acquired characteristics of Weberian style 
bureaucracy (Heady, 1984:208). While the radical changes of the British civil 
service starting under Mrs Thatcher was also a cost reducing exercise, they 
were much driven by a neo-liberal market ideology and had a theoretical un
derpinning by the public choice school (Dowding, 1993:247f.). 

lt is important to understand that the widely discussed N ext Steps-program 
(Efficiency Unit, 1988) is litterally only one step in the Conservative Gov
ernment' s long-running Efficiency Strategy (for a documentation> see Met
calfe and Richards. 1990). Tue first step was the massive privatization of na
tional enterprises starting in 1979, which transferred almost 50 per cent of 
the 1979 state sector and 800,000 employees to the private sector by 1990 
(Richardson, 1994:70). In order to secure value for money in the remaining 
civil service, a series of scrutinities were launched by the Sir Derek (Lord) 
Rayner, who was appointed the head of the newly established Effiency Unit 
on cabinet level. Their objective was to see how particular areas of activity 
could be performed more efficiently and indeed whether they were necessary 
at all. lt was a particular Rayner scrutinity in the Department of the Environ
ment that paved the way for the Management Information Systems for Minis
ters (MINIS); and MINIS prompted a wider debate about management infor
mation systems out of which the Financial Management Initiative (FM!) 
emerged in 1982 (Barberis, 1995:39). This initiative had the objective to 
make all departments set up targets, measure outputs and perfonnance against 
those targets (Dowding, 1993:243). In retum, and as an encouragement to 
enhanced performance, civil servants were given greater delegated authority. 
Whereas the so-called Rayner scrutinities led to savings in running costs the 
rigid hierachy of the civil service was seen as a barrier "to release the ener
gies of enterprise" (Baberis, 1995:40) that Rayner was after. 

Thus, the Next Steps initiative in 1988 (for a first assessment, see O'Toole 
and Jordan, 1995) under the direction of Sir Robin Ibbs can be interpreted as 
the logical conclusion of FMI, for the creation of agencies should allow for a 
more flexible service delivery without the structural rigidities of a unified 
civii service. Tne main idea behind the Ibbs report was to separate the policy
making and policy-implementing functions of the civil service so that semi
autonomous agencies are as free as possible to carry out executive functions 
of government within a policy and resources framework set by a department 
(Kemp, 1990: 188). Tue next step was John Mayor 's Citizen 's initiative in 
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1991, which, in connection with market testing, aimed at making "public 
services answer better to the wishes of their users, and to raise their quality 
overall" (Citizen's Charter, 1991:2). Tue Citizen's Charter Mark Award or
ganized the first time in 1992 was another instrument to foster customer
orientation in British agencies. All in all, British modernization policies af
fected deeply the size, structure and the functioning of the public sector. 

Tue Status of Local Government 

Tue local government system is another contextual macro-variable where 
Germany and the United States have more in common than the legal status of 
local authorities in Great Britain and in the United States would suggest. 

Regarding central-local relations, three models (Stoker, 1991: 6) can be 
used to describe the changing relationship between central and local govern
ment in Great Britain, Germany and the U.S.: Tue relative autonomy model 
where local authorities are given freedom of action within a defined frarae~ 
work of powers and duties and controls are limited. According to this model, 
authorities raise most of their revenue through direct taxation. The agency 
model sees local authorities mainly as agents for carrying out central govern
ment's policies. This is ensured by detailed legislation and regulation. As a 
consequence, grants and other non-local funding make up the bulk of the local 
authority income. Tue interaction model stresses interlocking policy-making 
and interdependence between the two levels. In this case local government 
finance is based on shared tax income and specified grants. 

Assessing trends against these three models of the relationship between 
central and local government, one may state that the British local authorities 
have moved from a relative autonomy model to an agency model (Stoker, 
1991 :7). German and U.S. local authorities, by contrast, have been moving in 
a different direction: starting out from a relative autonomy model (albeit a 
different one than the British model) they have both approached the interac
tion model: In Germany, the local finance reform in 1969 marked the turning 
point from raising revenues through local taxation to a complex systern of 
shared taxes between the federaC state (Länder) and local level (for a detailed 
description of the local finance system in Germany, see Karrenberg and 
Münstermann, 1994). Also in the U.S., the old model of dual federalism has 
been replaced by increasingly mixed responsibilities - the 'marble cake' 
pattern as it has been called (Norton, 1994:408). Starting in the 1930s, the 
federal government has increasingly used federal grants for specific local 
services as 'stick-and-carrof subsidy and regulation (Dye, 1990:99-102). 
Reagan's version of 'New Federalism' managed to reverse the trend of 
growing financial dependence of lower levels of govermnent on the national 
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govermnent but his major effort at a devolution of reponsibilities to state and 
local governments failed (Hesse and Benz, 1987:43). 

As f ar as the range of responsibilities arid the degree of discretion of local 
government in the provision of services is concerned, comparisons between 
the Anglo-Saxon ultra vires doctrine and the continental principle of general 
competence come to rather ambiguous results. Depending on the definition of 
local government function and on the reference system used, Britain can be 
considered as a special case either because of the wide range of local gov
ernment functions (so, for example, Page and Goldsmith, 1987:156) or be
cause of rather limited functions and political power (Batley, 1991 :213). 
However, the question of who does what is particularly important in the Brit
ish political system which used to be characterized by an operating code of 
respect for the "dual policy"(Rhodes, 1987:21). This concept refers to a clear 
functional and political separation of central and local government in Great 
Britain (Goldsmithand Page, 1987:67-87). 

Not surprisingly, the change of local government's traditional role as a 
monopoly provider within protected spheres of influence to an enabling rote in 
the provision of local services is perceived as a threat by British local gov
ernment. As a consequence, this change had to be brought about by compul
sion: Besides other local government reforms, the introduction of compulsory 
competitive tendering through various pieces of legislation (documented in 
Stewart and Walsh, 1992; Snape and Fenwick, 1996: 5 and 8f.) proved to be 
a powerful tool to make British local authorities relinquish their traditional 
'direct provider' role in favor of enabling. What is unique about CCT is the 
fact that services to be tendered competitively are not just exposed to external 
providers but also to the local authority itself (opposite to Snapes and Fen
wick's statement (1996:9) the compulsary component is far from being unique 
in Europe). In other words, the British variant of CCT does not just imply 
contracting-out but also contracting-in, which has far-reaching structural, or
ganizational and management implications for British local authorities (Snape 
and Fenwick, 1996: 10). 

For U .S. and German local governments with a long history of partner
ship in the provision of services between the levels of state and local govern
ment, between communes and between the private and voluntary sectors, the 
question 'who does what' is neither new nor a threat. In the United States, 
joint voluntary arrangements between authorities, so-called 'voluntarism' and 
contracting-out are the most common alternatives to direct service provision 
by local authorities (Norton, 1994:404-414). In Gennany, it has been nonrial 
f or municipalities f or a long time to transf er competences to communal enter
prises with wide delegated powers for such purposes as vehicle parks, 
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cleansing, drainage, slaughterhouse and stockyards, museums and theatres or 
to Joint municipal special-purpose organizations (Zweckverbände) for energy 
and other public utility and local passenger transport undertakings. A form of 
compulsary competitive tendering exists in Germany since 1932 in the form 
of regulations for the tendering of public services (VOL) and regulations for 
the tendering of building works (VOB). Tue detailed regulations are compul
sary for the federal and 'Länder' administration and are strongly recom
mended to muncipalities (Creifelds and Meyer-Gossner, 1988: 1198). Accord
ing to the Iatest legal novellations due to EU 'law-making', any public con
tract has to be awarded on competitive grounds and on the basis of efficiency 
criteria (Daub and Eberstein, 1985: 3). 

"Britain is out of step" (Stoker, 1991:12) in another respect. Whereas the 
NPM aims at enhancing the role of elected political bodies and improve po
litical accountability in Germany (Banner, 1991:8) and the U.S. (Osborne and 
Gaebler, 1993: 136f.), Britain reduces the role for elected local councils and, 
at the same time, enhances the involvement of particular service users - par
ents, tenants - in the provision of local services. The de facto substitution of 
representative democracy by functional democracy in Britain clearly runs 
counter to the trend in Germany and the U. S. to use elements of functional 
democracy to foster area-based local representative democracy. This differ
ence seems to be based on a fundamental conception of the rote of local gov
ernment. If the main function of local government is in providing services, 
then the idea of user power is plausible (Blair, 1991:48). This unpolitical 
conception of British local government is illustrated by the central govern
ment's refusal to sign the Council of Europe's Charter of Local Self
Goverrunent (Norton, 1994:357). The situation is completely different if -
like in Germany and the U. S. - local government is viewed as a system by 
which a community governs itself, chooses its own political leaders and di
rections and acts as a local forum (Blair, 1991 :49). As Blair (1991 :52f.) ar
gues, different political conceptions of local government are linked to the 
functioning of democratic process and the structure of local government or
ganization: In countries with a strong political executive, the municipality 
tends to be personified in the mayor or in the college of mayor. In Germany, 
with different systems of local government organization, this would be the 
case in Southern Germany. This contrasts sharply with the systems of local 
government organization in Britain where local politicians are not weil known 
among their electorate and enjoy Iittle prestige due to their status as 'primus 
inter pares' . 

Last but not least, the size of local authorities is another important dimen
sion to assess the status of local government. Also here, Britain is exceptional 
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since the territorial reförms taking place in the 1970s left the lower level of 
British local government relatively large compared to the European nonn in 
terms of the average size of the lower-tier authorities: In the late 1980s, the 
average 'basie local authorities (districts) in Great Britain were over 13 times 
as large in population terms (96,000) as the average of all the German mu
nicipalities with approximately 8,845 people (Norton, 1994:40). Tue United 
States had an average (6,600) not far below that of Germany but a much 
greater range in the size of its local authorities (Norton, 1994:40). With re
gard to the Southern European countries, and the outstanding case France 
with 1,540 inhabitants per commune, Germany and United States take a me
diate position in the distribution of size advanced W estem democracies 
(Norton, 1994:40). This shows that the local authorities were nowhere as far 
removed from the citizen as in Britain. Tue size of local authorities in other 
countries is smaller "because their role is not defined by the services pro
vided, but by the community they serve"(Steward, 1989: 239). 

Civil Service System: 

Even though the civil service of the United States is strongly influenced by 
the British experience, there are important differences. As regards the com
position of the civil service, the British civil service has shown a preference 
for candidates with a general capacity, the American and the German civil 
service. for candidates with specialized capacity. Nevertheless, underlying 
this common German-American staffing pattern are different civil service 
systems: Whereas the American civil service emphasizes program-sta_ffing, the 
German civil service is based on career-staffing. This means that the Ameri
can approach has been to emphasize the position held and the requirements 
for satisfactory performance of the duties connected with it, rather than as
sessment of individual potential for placement in an appropriate rank category 
(Heady, 1984:211). As a result, the American civil service employs a large 
number of lawyers~ but also economists, engineers and other disciplines rele
vant for administrative tasks. Tue German civil service, especially on the fed
eral and state (Länder) level, predominantly recruits lawyers, who must dem
onstrate the general capacity to app1y law in all policy-sectors. 

This distinction between the British generalist tradition of staffing and the 
more specialist backgrounds found in Germany and the United States may be 
speculated to explain the relätively ready acceptällce of n1anagerialisn1 in the 
British civil service: As Ridley (1996:25) hypothesizes, the graduates in arts 
subjects that still dominate the British civil service may welcome a new 
managerial culture that gives theu1 a professionalisu1 they had not had before. 
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Administrative Culture: Organizational Culture 

In the lack of any up-to-date cross-national surveys on organizational cul
ture(s) in the public sector, it is impossible to give an adequate description of 
the political attitudes and self-perception of the German, British and American 
civil service. Instead of regressing to idea1-type W eberian categories, the 
rather temptative comparison of organizational culture of different civil serv
ice systems will be constructed around the constitutional concept of adminis
trative accountability and the rote of public administration in democracy. 
More traditional comparisons of administrative culture are based on the juxta
position of 'classical' and 'political' bureaucrats (Aberbach, Putnam and 
Rockman,1981). However, this concept is rather appropriate to a generational 
than to an international comparison (Siedentopf, 1981 :243) Even though the 
value change taking place within the civil service have partially outlived theo
retical models, different national debates on civil service reforms reveal that 
legal provisions and traditions defining acimiiüstrative acconntability and t.he 
role of the civil service in the national government still have major implica
tions for the political attitudes and the self-perception of civil servants. 

In order to understand why 1'Great Britain is different"(Ridley, 1989:35) it 
is important to keep in mind that the tradition of Parliamentarian democracy 
in Great Britain is more only more than 250 years old but different in nature 
from the German and American democracy. Legislative oversight over ad
ministration relies in Great Britain almost exclusively on the doctrine of Min
isterial responsibility. This implies that a British Minister is accountable to 
Parliament not only for his or her own policy, but also für every administra
tive act of his or her Department, at least in the sense of "explanatory ac
countability" (Drewry, 1991:151). As a consequence, British civil servants 
have no proper accountability as only their Minister is accountable to Parlia
ment. In terms of political attitudes, British civil servants only perceive an 
obligation with regard to their Ministers and in the extreme case of unethical 
political behavior of their Ministers, to Parliament (Ridley, 1989:40-44). This 
is different in the German Parliamentarian democracy where 'Dienstherr' (the 
federal state or the 'Land') and 'Dienstvorgesetzter' (the Minister) do not co
incide as in the British case. Even though German civil servants also have to 
serve their Minister they also feel accountable towards the state, the common 
good and the citizens (Ridley, 1989:38). This is similiar in the United States, 
where federal civil servants have to serve their president as the chief execu
tive in the first instance, but are also exposed to specialized parliamentary 
committees, judicial review and the 'public eye' (Johnson, 1992:498-531). 

Also, as far as corporate self-perception of the civil service is concemed, 
Great Britain is a special case. Quite opposite of Max Weber' s definition of a 
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professional civil service with its own rationality and own professional ethos, 
the British civil servant does not perceive himself/herself as part of an 
'independent' administrative body that is separate from the government of the 
day (Ridley, 1989:39). If the British talk about 'the government', it is not 
seif-evident that they refer to the cabinet or the public administration. On a 
face value, the situation is similiar in the United States where the government 
of the day is often referred to as 'the Clinton Administration'. 

In spite of this common language, the situation is much more complex in 
the United States which have never developed a long-term, consistent model 
for the civil service in the national government (Stillman, 1988:266; Ingraham 
and Rosenbloom, 1990:210). Tue reason is that the separation of powers and 
liberalisms upon which the Constitution rests is ambivalent about a public 
service. Historically, different democratic models have given rise to three 
administrative models each of which is indelibly linked to one of the three 
specific cor1stit1Jtional fl1nctions; that is !egislation, execution and adjudication 
(lngraham and Rosenbloom, 1990:212) and to the normative models of the 
three founding fathers Alexander Hamilton, Thomas J efferson and James 
Madison (Stillman, 1988:270). Historically, each of these models has worked 
succesfully in its time (Stillman, 1988: 269-284; lngraham and Rosenbloom, 
1990:212-214). Tue dilemma the American civil Service faces today is that 
there are no political forces that manage either to synthesize these disparate 
value traditions or to make the one or the other dominant (Ingraham and Ro
senbloom, 1990: 211) so that Americans continue to run their public admini-
stration with a confusing amalg&"'Il of all three value-orientations, which cre-
ates a sitution of enormous confusion and complexity. This is different in the 
administrative law country Germany where Max Weber' s bureaucratic or
ganization has existed as a real form of administrative organization and civil 
servants perceive their tasks as separate from policy (Ridley, 1989:39). 

Summing-up, the hypothesis can be made that the traditional concept of 
administrative accountability and role of the civil service in Great Britain is 
very different from the American and German civil service value traditions. 
This makes the introduction of the policy-administration dichotomy much 
more difficult and controversial in the British administrative system than in 
other (federal) administrative systems, where the civil service system has al
ways had several liabilities. 
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4.3.3 The North-American Exceptionalism Hypothesis 

The size of the be!ow tab!e a!ready indicates that this is the least plausible hy
pothesis from the point of view of contextual macro-variables. 

Table 9: British-German vs. American Patterns of Structural Macro
Variables 

Country Great Britain USA Germany 

Structural Variable 

Government System Parliamentarian 1 Presidential 1 Parliamentarian 

There is one important structural contextual variable that distinguishes Great 
Britain and Germany from the United States: whereas Great Britain and Ger
many are characterized by a Parliamentary government system, the United 
States has a presidential government system. This has important implications 
for the legislative, budgetary and control functions of Parliament. 

Typologies of Parliamentary and presidential systems commonly deduce 
more or less arbitrarily formal characteristics from the presidential system of 
the U.S. and the Parliamentary system of Great Britain. A more systematic
functional approach of typology-building comes to the conclusion that the de
cisive difference is the right of Parliamentary systems to abdicate the gov
ernment at any time (Steffani, 1983: 392). Tue right to vote the government 
and the Parliamentary right to recall implies that the parties and fractions in 
Parliamentary Parliaments have a constitutional political system function, 
which is missing in the case of presidential Parliaments. As a consequence, 
jractionary discipline is generally high. The stronger the Parliamentary ma-
jority of government, the easier it is for government to steer the Parliament 
politically and the more ready is the Parliament to pass government acts. Not 
surprisingly, Parliamentary systems have usually discussion Parliaments: leg
islative initiatives are predominantly elaborated in the executive, discussions 
in the Parliamentary plenary serve for political exposure and Parliamentary 
control of the government and its policies is also weak. 

Since Parliamentary control of the executive is weak in Parliamentary 
systems, Parliaments have so far (passively) tolerated the introduction of 
global and flexible forms of resource management in the public administration 
and even in Ministerial departments. There seems tobe a growing awareness 
among Pariiamentarians ihat the flexibilization of budgets deeply impacts the 
budgetary right of Parliaments but Parliaments which are dominated by the 
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government majority do not have the strength neither to stop this development 
nor to react actively by refonning Parliamentary steering instruments so far. 

Presidentiai Pariiaments, by contrast, have a high degree of interParlia
mentary fragmentation and party discipline will generally be low (Steffani, 
1983:393). Politically, they are rather working Parliaments, using their legis
lative and budgetary powers to make policy and to check the government and 
administration. As a matter of fact, the tendency of the U.S. Congress to mi
cro-manage the federal bureaucracy and to stick to a line-item budget, even in 
the face of more decentralized budgeting techniques is well-documented 
(Zifcak, 1994). 

Thus, the reform efforts of the Gore Commission are in direct opposition 
to this established pattern of Congressional control (Peters, 1996: 12). Admin
istrative modernization is unlikely to become more fundamental in the U.S. as 
only those the NPM ideas are realistic that do not require authorization by 
Congress. More ambitious reform efforts that challenge traditional law
making and Parliamentary control are likely tobe refused by Congress. 

4.4 Modernization Strategies 

Tue term strategy as used in this implementation study may be misleading at 
first glance because it is not equivalent with the common definition of strategy 
as a plan in the terminology of conventional business administration. There
fore, it is necessary to describe the term 'modernization strategy' and to show 
how this working definition has evolved from the research methodology. 

As mentioned before, in classical management theory, strategy is typically 
defined as " ... the detennination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of 
an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of re
sources necessary for carrying out these goals" (Chandler, 1962:13). This 
definition treats strategy as explicit, formulated consciously and purposefully 
and made in advance of the specific decisions to which it applies. Analyti
cally, this definition supposes an actor-oriented approach where strategy
making is attributed to individuals. Using this definition of strategy, adminis
trative modernization has to be interpreted as the individual vision of the or
ganizationa1 hierarchy (Hammer and Cha1npy, 1993) or entrepreneurial leader 
(Osbome and Gaebler, 1992) or as a power game between various actors in a 
public organization (Bogumil and Kißler, 1996; Brüggemeier, 1997). 

Given the research focus of this study on the implementation level of ad
ministrative modernization it becomes evident that the classical definition of 
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strategy is incomplete. lt conceals one important side of the decisional behav
ior of organizations, which are realized strategies. As graph 10 shows, in
tended strategies may not materialize in realized strategies. They are called 
unrealized strategies. On the other band, there are realized strategies that 
were never intended, what Mintzberg calls emergent strategies. The later 
category of strategy plays an important role in the modernization process of 
public organizations because it acknowledges that organizations can learn 
while they undergo a complex process of modernization by responding to the 
results of their own action. As the older Mintzberg emphasizes, emergent 
strategies are not to be confounded with conventional incrementalisrn but 
rather refer to concepts of organizational learning (Mintzberg, 1987:220 and 
226). 

Graph 10: Forms of Strategy 

Source: Mintzberg, 1994:24. 

In this study, strategies will be defined as "ex post facto results of decisional 
behavior" (Mintzberg, 1978: 945) showing consistent "pauems in action" 
(Mintzberg, 1987:219). Strategy becomes what an organization has been do-
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ing and does, not what it claims to do in the future. This working definition of 
strategy has two implications for the data analysis: 

- Only those data are considered to be valid referring to realized strategies 
that either have been put into practice in the past or are being implemented 
at present. In other words, intended and planned modernization strategies 
will be coded with zero as unrealized strategies. 

- Modernization strategies showing 'consistent patterns in action' have to be 
set up of several elements by definition. This implies for the data analysis 
that country-specific types of modernization strategies have to be identified 
through factor analysis. 

Due to the half-standardized nature of the questionnaire, the components of 
modernization strategies are gained both from 7-item scales and open ques
tions. Tue advantage of this is that the items making up modernization strate
gies are not cornpletely fixed a priori. Tue codebook for the analysis of n1od
ernization strategies is shown in the appendix. 

5. Empirical Observations of the Relationship between the 
Contextual Macro-Variables and Administrative Modernization 

5.1 The Role of Contextual Factors 

Before indulding into the question how different contextual macro-variables 
influence the implementation process of administrative modernization, first of 
all the question has to be asked if different national contexts matter at all. As 
outlined before~. universalists claim that homogenous pressures force about the 
same pattern of organizational adaption all over the world. Thus, the overall 
question tobe analyzed is whether countries matter. This issue is to be tested 
empirically by variance analysis with regard to various modernization activi
ties: From each modernization field, a 'dependent' variable will be chosen 
which after an explorative data analysis has been found to have an approxi
mate normal distribution and the same variances within the subgroups. 
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Table 10: Country-Specific Influences on Various Modernization Activities 

Analysis of Source D.F. Sumof Mean F. Ratio F. Prob. 
Variance Squares Squares 
Modernizat-
ion Activity 

Evaluation of Between Groups 2 82,2357 41,1178 18,2466 ,0000 
Executives Within Groups 366 824,7616 2,2534 
(V8a) Total 368 906,9973 

Performance Between Groups 2 93,1033 46,5516 28,0008 ,0000 
Agreements Within Groups 369 613,4666 1,6625 
between Su- Total 371 706,5699 
periors and 
Employees 
(V12) 

Decentrali- Between Groups 2 63,0482 31,5241 11,5295 ,0000 
zed Resource Within Groups 368 1006, 1917 2,7342 
management Total 370 1069,2399 
(V16) 

Develop- Between Groups 2 44,3903 22, 1952 7,2434 ,0008 
ment of Or- Within Groups 366 1121,5013 3,0642 
ganizational Total 368 1165,8916 
Culture 
(V31) 

Assessment Between Groups 2 37,1100 18,5550 8,88213 ,0002 
of Customer Within Groups 367 771,9603 2,1034 
Orientation Total 369 809,0703 
(V33) 

Stimulation Between Groups 2 25,8416 12,9208 4,9673 ,0075 
of Innovation Within Groups 354 920,8139 2,6012 
(V48) Total 356 946,6555 

Tue comparison of the empirical F-values, depicted in the above table, and 
the equivalent theoretical F-values yields the result that in all cases the em· 
pirical F-values are bigger than the theoretical F-value so that in all cases the 
zero hypothesis that countries do no matter can be rejected ( on the basis of 
the corresponding probability of error). This general hypothesis testing sug
gests that it is worth while to make a country-specific sub-group analysis of 
modernization activities in various modernization fieids. 
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5.2 Different National Priorities 
of lmplementing Administrative Modernization 

5.2.l Policy and Strategy 

This modernization field refers to the conception and preparation of the proc
ess of administrative modernization. lt looks at the vision of public organiza
tions and at the information and material basis of public organizations' mod
ernization policy. 

Graph 11: Stimuli for Initiating a Process of Administrative Modernization 
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The above graph shows that the intention to modernize is the most important 
reason for it'Jtiating major orga11i.sational and management changes in Ger-
many, Great Britain and the United States. Surprisingly, budgetary deficits 
are only second important as a stimulus for modernization activities in all 
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three countries. This seems to confirm Naschold's (1995: 12) hypothesis that 
administrative modernization does not presuppose economic crises but rather 
the conscious decision of administrative and oolitical leaders for chanf!e. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ...... 

However, it may also be hypothesized that official confessions for adminis
trative modernization are only a rhetorical disguise for the need to cope with 
fiscal stress. Pressures from within public organisations (lack of employee 
motivation) and from outside (political criticism) figure only of third- and 
fourth-importance as stimuli of modernization in Gennany and Great Britain, 
whereas in the United States the ranking is vice versa. Again, this does not 
necessarily mean that U.S. administrative employees are more motivated than 
their German and British colleagues; it may also be the case that public or
ganizations in the United States have less knowledge about the motivation and 
work satisfaction of their employees. Tue items relating to the modernization 
field personnel management will shed more light on these issues. 

What are those organizational changes that are stimulated by the intention 
to modernize or stimulate the intention to modernize? Are there national pref
erences for one or the other popular management system'? 

Graph 12: Management System(s) Underlying the Process of Administrative 
Modernization 
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There are clearly national preferences for management systems to be applied 
in public organizations. Not surprisingly, the large majority of modernizing 
German public organizations still adhere to traditional steering by rules and to 
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management by objectives (62 percent of the German sample), which in the 
1970s became known under the label 'Duisburg model' in the Gennan public 
sector (Ba._tLrier, 197 5). M odernizing Germa..11 public orgaPjzations are scepti-
cal of more recent management systems such as total quality management, re
engineering and lean management, which are only applied by about one third 
of modernizing German public organizations. Tue pattern is not so much dif
ferent in the United States where also more than half of the modernizing pub
lic organizations still stick to management by rules and management by ob
jectives. Nevertheless, total quality management plays a much more important 
role in the American than in the German administrative modernization proc
ess. Re-engineering also plays a quite significant role in American adminis
trative modernization which might be due to popularity of the Hammer and 
Champy (1993) bestseller <Reengineering the Corporation' in the United 
States. Modernizing British public organizations are clearly the most mana
gerialist ones: management by objectives is applied by 76 percent of the 
sample and more than 50 percent of the sample have introduced total quality 
management in their organization whereas management by rules is clearly on 
the retreat (33 percent of the British sample). 

Briefly, the German pattern of public sector management systems is the 
most conservative one~ the American mix of management systems takes a 
mediwn position and the British pattem of public management is the most 
managerialist one. 

How do :nati011al patterns of public sector management translate into public 
organization's planning of modernization projects? Do modernizing public 
organizations adapt standard management models (like the new steering model 
in Germany) or do they make up their own solutions to management prob
lems? Is the know-how for the implementation of modernization projects 
available in their own organization or do they need the support of external 
experts? 
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Graph 13: Conceptual Basis of Modernization Activities 
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Graph 14: Information Basis of Modernization Activities 
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Tue message of graphs 13 and 14 is that there are no country-specific differ
ences in "knowledge-management" (for a definition of this terms, see Hill, 
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1997) of modernizing public organizations. Tue large majority of public or
ganizations perceive themselves as using a pragmatic, ad-hoc approach rather 
than copying a specific (private sector) management model. Apparently, na-
tional public management programs and models such as the new steering 
model in Germany or reinventing in the United States are too abstract and 
vague so that public organizations still have to find their own home-made so
lutions when implementing standard models. In order to do so, they are 
largely dependent on internal know-how but about sixty percent of public or
ganizations still need support from external consultants. 

Table 11: Material Preconditions for Launching a Process of Administrative 
Modernization 

Country Financial and Personnel Resources for Modernization Ac-
tivities 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation 

Germany 4,5 1,7 

Great Britain 5,2 1,4 

U nited States 5,2 1,6 

1-3 no or httle; 4 to some extent; 5-7 sufficiently 

Contrasting table 11 with graph 14, it becomes evident that administrative 
modernization is less a matter of financial and personnel resources than a 
matter of know-how. On an average, modernizing public organizations in 
Germany, Great Britain and the United States have sufficient financial and 
personnel resources to put new management methods into practice. As the 
mean values suggest, German public organizations have to carry out moderni
zation projects with fewer resources than British and American public organi
zations. 

5.2.2 Leadership 

Tue modernization field leadership analyzes changes in the supervisory be
havior of public managers and how the top management organizes the process 
of administrative modernization. lt also examines the role of political leader
ship in the modernization process, which is normally not an issue in quality 
award questionnaires. 
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Tue overall question is whether modernizing public organizations perceive 
leadership as a modernization field (the füll spectrum of leadership develop
ment in the public administration is analyzed in Klagesand Hippler. 1991) or 
still believe that 'leadership cannot be learnt'. 

Graph 15: Codified Principles and Guidelines Concerning Leadership 
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Graph 15 shows the sarne pattern for all countries: about two-thirds of mod
ernizing public organizations have developed an organisational vision and 
only less than one-third have not yet defined leadership principles. More than 
50 percent of modernizing British public organizations derive leadership 
principles from Citizen's Charters, which is not a surprising result in view of 
the Citizen's Charter movement in Great Britain. lt is much more striking that 
already 45 percent of the Gennan sample have made voluntary obligations 
concerning product and service quality to citizens. Even though charters con
tain no leadership guidelines for human resource management and organiza
tional development, they put stress on the performance of public managers by 
making public organizations more transparent. 

The question is if an organizational vision is just a written commitment or 
whether it is iived by the administrative ieadership. H is interesting to exam
ine what the existence of an organizational vision in a majority of moderniz
ing public organizations means in terms of participation and performance 
evaluation of pubiic managers in the process of administrative modernization. 
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Table 12: Degree of Public Managers' Involvement in Administrative Mod
ernization and Performance Evaluation of Public Managers 

Country 

Germany 

Great Britain 

United States 

Manager lnvolvement 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation 

5,0 1,3 

5,8 1,3 

5,8 1,2 

1-3 low; 4 medium; 
5-7 high involvement 

Performance Evaluation of Managers 

mean ( of 7-scale) standard deviation 

3,9 1,6 

5,2 1,5 

5,0 1,6 

1-3 no or single assessment; 
4 occasional assessments; 
5-7 regular assessments 

Tue empirical data reveal that the committment and personal involvement of 
public managers in modernization activities on an average is quite high in 
Germany, Great Britain and the United States, even though the later two 
countries show a slightly higher degree of participation as this is the case for 
modernizing German public organizations. If the personal engagement of 
public managers is convincing, do they also admit a performance evaluation? 
Here, country-specific differences become apparent. In modernizing British 
public organizations, the performance of managers is evaluated on a regular 
basis. Also in the U.S. public organizations, managers have to undergo per
formance evaluations on a rather regular basis whereas in Germ.an public or
ganizations, performance evaluation of managers tak:es place only on an oc
casional basis. What are the methods used to assess the performance of public 
managers? 
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Graph 16: Techniques of Performance Evaluation of Public Managers 
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Taking a country-specific perspective, the bars exhibit the sa..tile pattern for all 
countries: Subjective appraisals is the predominant method used to evaluate 
the performance of public managers in all countries. This category includes 
performance evaluation methods that base solely on the subjective perception 
of staff or customers. Objective appraisals are quite significant in the British 
and American sample, where about one third of modernizing public organiza
tions assess managers' performance against targets through the use of man
aget development schemes, performance statistics and performance improve
ment plans. Tue high systematic missing value in the German sample shows 
that modernizing German public organizations do not even have a conception 
for this aspect of leadership modernization. lt is interesting to note that a mi
nority of modernizing British public organizations is based performance 
evaluation of managers on internal bencl1marking and tl1eir capacit'y to 
achieve cost reductions. 
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Table 13: Management Training for Politicians 

Country Extent of Management Training for Politicians 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation 

Germany 2,5 1,4 

Great Britain 2,2 1,5 

United States 2,7 1,9 

1-3 no or one-time training; 4 occasional training; 5-7 regular training 

Administrative modernization does not only pose new cballenges for the ad
ministrative leadership of public organizations but also for elected politi
cians/political bodies. Tue introduction of the administration-policy dichotomy 
is based oll a new division of labour between political and administrative 
management: Steering at arm' s length requires the capability of politicians to 
define operational goals, to interpret output-oriented global budget plans and 
<controlling' reports. However, innovating public organizations have not yet 
recognized management training for politicians as a need which, on an aver
age, takes place to a minor degree in all the three countries. 

5.2.3 Personnel Management 

There is common agreement that this is one of the most important moderniza
tion areas of public organizations but also one of the most lleglected ones. 
Tue key words of recent personnel management literature are flexibilization of 
labour markets, new pay and human resource development. Tue later term no 
longer regards personnel as a mere cost factor and thus as a 'problem' but as 
human capital that is correlated positively with organizational success 
(Hauschild, 1981 :81). Tue empirical data which were gathered in this section 
will show to which extellt qualitative changes have taken place in public per
sonnel management. 

In the context of administrative modernization, an intense debate has 
started oll the need to reform civil service law, especially in the field of em
ployment contracts. In Great Britain, flexibilization in pay bargaining and la
bour contracts was one of the central motives for launching a far-reaching 
process of 'agencification' (Kemp, 1990: 129f.). Thus, it is plausible to expect 
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that British public organizations exhibit the highest degree of flexibility in 
employment contracts and pay schemes. 

Graph 17: Modes of Employment 
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These figures have to be interpreted with special care as the country samples 
contain different mixtures of public organizations so that specific labour con
tract patterns may be rather indicative of an administrative sector or level that 
is overrepresented in the sample than for the public sector in a country as a 
whole. Nevertheless, the data suggest that modernizing public organizations 
have not been very successful yet to restructure labour relations towards more 
flexible arrangements such as private law contracts or fix-term contracts. 
Classical public sector labour contracts in the form of tenure and public law 
contracts prevail. Is this also the case for payment schemes? 



Graph 18: Tue lmportance of Performance-oriented Pay 
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As the data reveal, team performance pay does not play a great role in the 
public sector of all of the countries examined in spite of the emphasis on team 
work in Great Britain and the United States with regard to total quality man
agement. Individual performance pay is the predominant payment scheme in 
Great Britain but only second-important in the United States as a payment 
scheme. Tue majority of modernizing U .S. public organizations and more 
than two-thirds of modernizing German public organizations give no financial 
incentives to their employees. Tue lack of movement in the fields of rewards 
in the German public sector and the significant changes towards performance
related pay in the British public sector is also confirmed by the data of the 
Price Waterhouse Cranfield Project 1992 (Hegewisch and Larsen, 1994). 

To which degree has traditional personnel management shifted in the di
rection of human resource development? 
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Table 14: Tue Extent of Human Resource Development 

Countries Germany Great Britain United States 

Dimension of Human mean (of 7- standard mean (of standard mean (of 
Resource Development scale) deviation 7-scale) deviation 7-scale) 

Human Resource 4,2 1,5 5,0 1,5 4,6 
Planning 

Performance Agree- 4,2 1,4 5,6 l,2 5,2 
ment between Superi-
ors and Employees 

Empowerment of Ern- 5,1 1.4 5,5 1,2 5,3 
ployees 

Flattening of Hier- 4,6 1,6 5,3 1,5 5,2 
achies 

1-3 low implementation level; 4 medium implementation level; 
5-7 high implementation level 

Standard 
deviation 

1,7 

1,4 

1,4 

1,7 

Tue data in table 14 make evident that the implementation of human resource 
planning, especially in the area of recruitment, career and succession, is quite 
advanced in Germany, Great Britain and the United States. Modernizing 
British pub!ic orgaDJzations have reached a higher st:tge of-implementation on 
an average as this is the case for the American and especially the German 
sample. This may be explained by the fact that the Investor's in People Pro
gramme is widely spread and applied throughout Great Britain and gives in
struments and indicators for an effective and efficient personnel management. 
lt seems that in an international comparison, Germany is a late-comer in the 
modernization field human resource planning. As the data confirm, this 
statement is also true for more specific personnel management issues. Regard
ing the agreement of performance targets between superiors and employees 
and the flattening of hierachies, Great Britain and the United States show up 
high implementation levels whereas Germany has only reached a medium 
implementation level. Only as far as the empowerment of employees to take 
appropriate action in the moderrijzation process is concerned, all cou..~tries 

show up high degrees of employee empowerment. 

Tue state of human resource development in Germany, Great Britain and 
the United States can also be deduced from the techniques modernizing public 
organizations use to assess employee motivation. 



Graph 19: Techniques Used to Assess Employee Motivation 
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As graph 19 reveals, 44 percent of the U.S. public organizations, 25 percent 
of the German public organisations and only 17 percent of the British public 
organizations of the sample have no methods at hand to assess the motivation 
of their employees. If modernizing public organizations try to assess em
p!oyee motivation in a systematic way, they all have a preference for em-
ployee surveys, especially the British. About one fifth of modernizing Ger
man public organizations still relies on individual performance as an indicator 
of employee motivation but more than one fifth already uses employee dia
logues. lt is striking that staff development schemes are rather the exception 
than the rule. Tue data suggest that employee surveys are only as a diagnos
ing instrument to start the process of modernization but they are not part of a 
comprehensive staff development plan. 

5. 2. 4 Resource Management 

This moderpJzation field !ooks at financial management medlods of moderPiz
ing public organizations. Tue primary interest is to find out to which degree 
these public organizations have implemented decentralized and output
oriented budgeting and how they secure coordination and accoun.tability. 
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Before exploring the extent and nature of flexibilization in budget resource 
management, it is interesting to see from what kind of accounting system 
public organizations start out with flexibilization activities. 

Graph 20: Accounting System Used 
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lt becomes evident that accrual accounting is the predominant accounting 
system of modernizing public organizations in Great Britain and the United 
States. Tue large majority of modernizing German public organizations still 
relies on cash accounting, which in contrast to the British and American 
sample, does not exclude the application of accrual accounting as the percent
ages indicate. These data mirror the legal situation in Germany where budget
ary law makes cash accounting obligatory for municipal. 'Länder' and federal 
administration (compare §7(1) GemHVO (Municipal Budget Law), §11 (2) 
LHO ('state' budget law) and §11 BHO (federal budget law). This means that 
German modernizing public organizations have no other choice than running 
two parallel accounting systems. 
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Table 15: Extent of Decentralized Resource Management and Output
orientation of Budgets 

Country 

Germany 

Great Britain 

U nited States 

Decentralization of Resource Man- Output-orientation of Budgets 
agement 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation mean (of 7-scale) 

3,9 1,8 3,9 

5,0 1,6 5,2 

4,6 1,8 4,5 

1-3 low implementation level; 4 medium implementation level; 
5,,,, 7 high implementa.tion le\1el 

standard deviation 

2, 1 

1,4 

1,6 

According to the mean values of table 15, decentralization of resource man
agement and output-orientation of budgets is most advanced in modernizing 
British organizations, which, on an average, have reached a high implemen
tation level and also modernizing U.S. public organizations have attained a 
medium-high degree of implementation in these modernization fields. In con
trast to the Anglo-Saxon samples, the German sample has only attained an 
average mediwü implementation level with regard to decentralized resource 
management and output-oriented budgets. Tue quite high variation within the 
German sample in the modernization field output-oriented budgets suggests 
that decentralization of resource management does not necessarily go hand in 
hand with the definition of product and services specifications. In this case, 
decentralized resource management becomes an instrument for classical cut
back policies and relieves politicians to negotiate on hundreds of inputs with 
bureaucracy (Klages and Löffler, 1997) .. 

What does the rather abstract term output-orientation mean in concrete 
terms? Ideally, the definition of products and services is matched by the 
definition of quantitative and qualitative indicators for the product and service 
delivery. Otherwise, there is the risk that classical administrative activities are 
only relabeled as products (Reichard, 1996:43). 
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Graph 21: Nature of Output-oriented Budget Plans 
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Tue data confirm that this is indeed a risk for modernizing German public 
organizations. Tue overwhelming majority of modernizing British and Ameri
can public organizations, however, take a more holistic approach and base 
product-oriented budget plans on quantitative and qualitative targets. 

Public organizations operating on the basis of decentralized resource man
agement have the choice to achieve their performance targets by making per
formance agreements with outside contractors (contracting-out) or by making 
performance agreements with in-house service providers (contracting-in). Tue 
later requires a formal separation of the role of the purchaser and provider 
within public organizations even though providers and purchasers will seek to 
replace competition by long-term relationships (for the U .S. experience with 
quasi-markets in health and social care, see Propper, 1993). 
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Table 16: Tue Extent of Contractualism 

Country Use of Intra-organisational Contracts Use of Contracts with External Sup-
pliers 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation mean ( of 7-scale) standard deviation 

Germany 2,1 1,6 3,8 1,7 

Great Britain 3,5 1,8 4,6 1,4 

United States 3,3 1,7 4,9 1,3 

1-3 little use; 4 medium use; 5-7 strong use 

Tue mean values show that contracting-out is much more common than con
tracting-in all three countries. However, performance agreements between 
operating units and central units within public organizations are more com
mon in Great Britain and the United States than in Germany. Tue same is true 
for purchaser-provider agreements with external suppliers. These results are 
consistent with the results obtained in graph 21 on perforrnance targets. lt is 
evident that contractual arrangements require the specification of output levels 
and factors such as timing, volume, cost and quality. When these prerequi-
sites are missing, contractual arrangements are already h(hqipered by techri..ical 
factors, let alone by cultural factors. 

Given the variety of possible contractual arrangements, it is interesting to 
shed more light on the nature of the contracts used. 
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Graph 22: Types of Contracts Used 
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Tue above graph shows that modernizing public organizations in all three 
countries still use classical fonns of contracts - specified contracts on lump
sum basis or cost-per-product contracts - for a medium to high range of ac
tivities. Relational contracts, which could be subsumed under the category 
unspecified contracts or other types of contracts are either not regarded as a 
contract at all and thus not indicated by the respondents or are of little signifi
cance in the process of administrative modernization in all three countries. 

Tue process of managing contractual arrangements is critical but may 
prove the most difficult part. Without monitoring and enforcement the con
tract may be little more than time consuming paper work. Successful contract 
management requires a functioning controlling system and assurance of ac
countability. To what degree do modernizing public organizations meet these 
requirements? 
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Graph 23: Fonns of Controlling 
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lt becomes evident from graph 23 that modernizing British and American 
public organizations put more emphasis on 'controlling, than modernizing 
German public organizations. They also rely much more on quantitative per
formance indicators as their German peers. These results are largely consis
tent with the results obtained in graph 21, which revealed that the quantitative 
and qualitative dimension of output-oriented budgets is relatively underdevel
oped in Germany. In Great Britain again, informal 'controlling' on the basis 
of trust is less frequent than in Germany and the United States. 

What are the consequences of 'controlling' reports, especially if actual 
performance deviates negatively form agreed performance targets? 
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Graph 24: Forms of Exacting Accountability 
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lt becomes evident that decentralized resource management is still based on 
the classical concept of personal accountability, especially in a large majority 
of modernizing British and American public organizations. Less than one
third of modernizing public organizations in all three countries use negative 
sanctions in the form of budgetary cuts if semi-autonomous agen
cies/departments do not meet agreed performance goals. This should not be 
misinterpreted that budgetary cuts do not take place ( compare graph 21) but 
they are not used (at least intentionally) to sanction bad performance of semi
autonomous agencies/departments. In the case individual agencies/depart
ments have performed well and have achieved savings, fifty percent of them 
are allowed to take a fix or variable proportion of their budget as a carry
forward to the next fiscal year in the German sample. In the British and 
American sample, only thirty percent of the modernizing organizations are 
allowed to do. 

5.2.5 Use of Information Technology 

lt is evident that information technology is the 'conditio sine qua non' for the 
realization of all the other modernization fields: Organizational, budget and 
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personnel decentralization and performance management can only bring about 
the intended efficiency gains if the use of information technology minimizes 
the transaction costs involved with the gathering and analysis of all kinds of 
data. Tue academic debate about the use of information technology in the 
context of administrative modernization is whether public managers use in
fonnation technology to foster existing structures (Kraemer, 1995: 182) or 
whether information technology per se brings about organizational reforms 
(Reinermannt 1995:65-68). Tue following table and graph will shed some 
light on this question. 

Table 17: Tue Role of Information Technology in Modernizing Public 
Organizations 

Countries Germany 

Different U sages of mean 
Information Technol-
ogy 

Support of Adminis- 5,2 
trative Modernization 
Process 

U se of Information 5, 6 
Technology for Rou-
tine Tasks 

In-house Develop- 3,2 
ment of Software 

Use of Externat Data 3,3 
Banks 

Great Britain United States 

standard mean 
deviation 

1,3 5,2 

1,2 5,3 

1,6 3,3 

1,3 2,8 

Standard mean 
deviation 

1,3 5,3 

1,3 5,5 

1,7 3,6 

1,5 3,6 

standard 
deviation 

1,3 

1,1 

1,8 

1,7 

1-3 low degree; 5 medium degree; 6-7 high degree 

Tue table shows that country-specific differences are not as strong in the field 
of information technology as in other modernization fields. Information tech
nology is used to a high degree to support change management as well as 
routine tasks in modernizing public organizations in all the three countries. As 
the low implementation level in all three countries reveals, modernizing pub
lic organizations are much more reluctant to develop their own software in
house and to use external data banks. Apparentely, public organizations per-
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ceive information technology rather as a ready-of-the-shelf-solution for their 
administrative tasks than as a field where they become innovative themselves. 

Graph 25: Kind of Information Systems to Inform Citizens 

There are more country-specific differences regarding the use of information 
technology to inform and advise citizens. In the United States, about two
thirds of modernizing public organizations have developed all kinds of IT 
systems such as internet home pages and e-mail to enable citizens to have 
electronic access to their administration or simply to pass information to citi
zens. Tue classical paper administration, which is still equally important as IT 
systems in modemizing German and British public organizations, has become 
almost irrelevant in modernizing U.S. public organizations. Kiosk systems 
(online and offline) are still in an initial stage and only used by a minority of 
modernizing U.S. and British public organizations. 

Tue data show that information technology is widely used to support both 
routine work and change management of public organizations and also as far 
as the communication with external customers is concerned. Even though the 
data are not comprehensive enough to draw conclusions about the role of in
formation technology in the framework of administrative reforms, the data 
smn!est that information technoloE!v is rather nerceived as an instrument to - ~<...,.J- - - --- - - _.-..- .L 
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support organizational change than as a source of innovation of organizational 
change. 

5. 2. 6 Organizational Culture 

Even though the new public management literature emphasizes the need to 
supplement instrumental managerialism by an appropriate new public man
agement culture, this modernization field is the most diffuse one as it is diffi
cult to operationalize. Tue interesting empirical question is to what degree 
innovating public organizations develop organizational culture and how they 
perceive their present organizational culture? 

Table 18: Active Development of Organizational Culture 

Country Percentage of Public Organizations 

Germany 80 

Great Britain 84 

United States 64 

Tne figures show that the overwhehning ruaJonty of innovating public organi
zations tries to develop organizational culture in the one or the other direc
tion. The graph below indicates in which direction respondents think that their 
organizational culture has developed. 
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Graph 26: Patterns of Organizational Culture 
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Tue empirical data confirm the conventional description of German public 
administration as corresponding to the W eberian ideal type bureaucracy: In 
the German sample, 74 percent of the respondents think that role culture best 
characterizes the organizational culture in their public organization. Role 
culture was defined as "people expect tasks to be precisely defined and re
sponsibilities tobe demarcated". Tue dimension of role culture is perceived to 
be significantly less characteristic of modernizing British and American public 
organizations where 70 and 68 percent of the repondents considered task cul
ture as a cultural characteristic of their public organization. In contrast to role 
cultures, task cultures give priority to perfonnance and achievement of objec
tives against procedural regularity. Nevertheless, task culture already figures 
of second-importance as a cultural characteristic of German public organiza
tions, which indicates the cultural change German public organizations are 
undergoing at present. Surprisingly, only 19 percent of the public organiza
tions of the German sample exhibit power culture as a relevant cultural di-
mension \Vhereas 29 percent of the British and 44 percent of the U.S. respon~ 
dents think that their public organization exhibits dimensions of power cul
ture. Tue dimension of professional culture was also ticked more frequently 
in the British (66 percent) and ß·.Jnerican (63 percent) than in the German 
sample (43 percent). This culture was defined as "people expect to exercise 
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self-control and self-regulation ai.~d regard their organization as an ad.i.uinis-
trative support system rather than a source of authority". 

Of course, one may question the above data on organisational culture on 
the grounds tliat this kind of subjective appraisal of organizational culture by 
an individual respondent does not necessarily mirror organizational-level re
ality. In order to test the validity of the subjective impressions of organiza
tional culture but also to see to what extent public organizations try to opera
tionalize the abstract term, organizational culture respondents were asked to 
indicate to what extent their public organization assesses organizational cul
ture. 

Table 19: Assessment of Organizational Culture 

country Assessment of Organisational Culture 

-- - - ~ / - .L: ,.., - - - 1 - .... _...__ ~- _.] _ -~-1 __] ---~ -...L~ - --mean lUl 1-sca1eJ stanuaru uevianon 

Germany 3,7 1,7 

Great Britain 4,6 1,8 

U nited States 4,5 1,9 

1-3 no or single assessment; 4 occasional assessment; 5~ 7 regular assessment 

Table 19 shows that modernizing public organizations make occasional as
sessments of organizational culture. lt is striking that modernizing British and 
American public organizations assess, on an average, organisational culture 
on a more regular basis than modernizing German public organisations. Nev
ertheless, all of the mean values are sufficient to attribute statistical validity to 
the country-specific profiles of organizational cultures presented in graph 26. 

5.2. 7 Customer Focus 

In private sector quality awards and private sector-like public quality awards 
customer focus is the most important and comprehensive section (Löffler, 
1996:62-88). In the public sector the overall question is whether customer 
focus is limited to an ex-post complaint policy or whether modernizing public 
organizations take a more anticipative approach to their customers. 
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Table 20: Different Dimensions of Customer Orientation 

Countries Germany Great Britain U nited States 

Dimensions of Cus- mean Standard mean Standard mean 
tomer Orientation deviation deviation 

Customer Satisfaction 4,9 1,5 5,8 1,4 5,3 
Measurement 

Market Research 4,5 1,6 5,5 1,6 5, 1 
(structure, composi-
tion, fields of inter-
ests of customers) 

Complaint Manage- 4,1 2,0 6,7 0,9 5,7 
ment 

Analysis of Com- 5,0 1,8 6,4 1,2 5,9 
plaints 

1-3 low implementation level; 4 medium implementation level; 
5-7 high implementation level 

standard 
deviation 

1,5 

1,5 

1,5 

1,4 

Tue mean values make evident that customer satisfaction measurement and 
market research has been implemented in modernizing British public sector 

• ' • ' 1_ • 11 „ - _1 • 11. ..._ '1 11 _1 „ 11 • 11 • 

orgamzauons ro a very mgn oegree ano 1s sngnuy 1ess oeve10peo m mooermz-
ing U .S. public organizations. Nevertheless, also modernizing German public 
organizations show a medium-high implementation level here. Systematic and 
methodologically sound complaint management seems tobe a British special
ity as the extreme high mean value (6,7) and low standard deviation (0,9) in
dicates. Also the U.S. data indicate that modernizing U.S. public organiza
tions have methods in place to deal with complaints. In the German public 
sector, however, complaint management is a mixed bag: On an average, 
complaint management techniques have only been implemented to a medium 
degree and the variation is quite high. Tue results are also confirmed by the 
qualitative profile of complaint management below. Tue gap between German 
and Anglo-Saxon modernizing public organizations is less pronounced as far 
as the anaiysis of customer compiaints is concerned. Apparenteiy, a iarge part 
of modernizing German public organizations deal with customer complaints 
rather in an ad-hoc way, but put high emphasis on cause analysis. 
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Graph 27: Country-specific Patterns of Complaint Management 
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There are clearly country-specific ways of dealing with customer complaints 
in the public sector. More than one third of modernizing U .S. public organi
zations still relies on informal procedures to settle customer complaints but 
forrnalized procedures such as citizen bot lines and central citizen counseling 
have become almost equally important. Also customer surveys are already 
used by almost one fifth of U.S. innovating public organizations as a com
plaint mechanism. In Great Britain, however, 76 percent of innovating public 
organizations register and anwer customer complaints centrally according to 
detailed procedures. Informal procedures and customer surveys are only used 
by a minority of modemizing British public organizations to deal with com
plaints. In Germany, about one third of modernizing public organizations has 
also developed formal procedures to cope with complaints; informal proce
dures and customer surveys play only a minor role. Interestingly enough, a 
minority of innovating German public organizations still perceives customer 
complaints as the responsibility of the administrative top management. 
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5.2.8 Peiformance lvfanagement 

This rather ambiguous term, at least in the Gennan language, refers to the 
measurement of performance and the use of these measures. in the past, per
formance measures of public organizations have been used to compare the 
performance of the same organization over time or to be published in league 
tables (Flynn, 1990: 102f.). At present, the introduction of benchmarking in 
the public sector encourages public organizations to compare their perform
ance with other (private or public) organizations. Tue intention of this section 
was to find out what public organizations try to measure and how benchmark
ing takes place in the public sector. 

Table 21: Dimensions of Perfonnance Measurement 

Countries Germany Great Britain U nited States 

Different Dimensions mean (of standard mean (of Standard mean (of Standard 
of Performance Man- 7-scale) deviation 7-scale) deviation 7-scale) deviation 
agement 

Benchmarking of 4,6 1,3 5,3 1,9 4,4 2,1 
Results 

Benchmarking of 3,8 1,7 3,8 1,8 4,3 1,6 
Processes 
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fectiveness 

Measurement of Ef- 3,8 1,7 5,0 1,9 4,7 1,9 
ficiency 

Consideration of 4,6 1,7 6,0 1,3 5,3 1,5 
Customers' Opinions 

Consideration of 4,7 1,6 5,2 1,7 5,0 1,6 
Employees' Opinions 

1-3 low; 4 medium; 5-7 high 

Tue mean values in the first row of table 21 suggest that benchmarking of 
performance indicators in the public sector is more advanced in Great Britain 
than in the United States and in Germany. Nevertheless, the implementation 
level is quite satisfactory in all countries, reaching from medium to high. This 
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is not the case when it comes to bench_marking of processes where the aver
age implementation level reaches from low to medium. Only in modernizing 
U .S. public organizations the benchmarking of results is matched by the 
benchmarking of processes whereas in modemJzing German and British pub
lic organizations benchmarking does not include processes. Tue table also 
shows that effectiveness (the degree of goal achievement) seems to be easier 
to measure than efficiency (input-output ratio), which exhibits an overall 
higher implementation level. If organizational performance is measured on the 
basis of subjective perceptions, in Great Britain the opinion of customers is 
given much greater weight than the opinion of employees whereas in Ger
many and in the United States employees' opinions are considered more or 
less to the same extent as customers' opinions. This leads to the question what 
kind of performance indicators are used. 

Graph 28: Nature of Performance Indicators U sed for Performance 
Measurement 
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Tue above graph shows a similiar qualitative pattern for all countries regard-
• 1 .c .c • ..l" • ..l • • t-1• • • mg i.ne use 01 per10rrnance muicators m mouermzmg puulic orgamzatwns: 
Except for the United States, quantative performance indicators are more 
widely used than qualitative indicators. In all countries soft performance indi-

• L 0 
" ..l L " .C • cators n1easunng suuJeCtiVe uata sucn as customer satis1actmn are more 

common than hard performance indicators measuring objective data, as for 
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example, waiting tirnes. Tue graph also confirms that performance measure
rnent plays a relatively greater role in the Britisb public sector as the percent
age of modernizing Britisb public organizations using various perforrnance 
indicators is higher for a!l kinds of indicators than the percentage of modern
izing German and American public organizations. 

As the figures in table 20 indicate, modernizing public organizations 
strongly use their performance measures for benchmarking. To what kind of 
benchmark do modernizing public organizations compare their performance? 

Graph 29: Nature of 'Benchmarks' Used for Benchmarking 
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Tue vagueness of the term benchmarking is rnirrored in the variety of 
'benchmarks' public organizations use to compare their processes or results. 
Depending if public organizations benchrnark to other organizations or to 
standards, bencbmarking takes different forms (for the typology, compare 
Helgason, 1997): In the case public organizations benchmark their processes 
to other organizations they will rely on 'best practice ' cases. If they cornpare 
their results to otbers organizations, benchrnarking will be based on pelform
ance indicators. In the case standards are the benchrnark, public organizations 
may cornpare their processes to quality models or compare their results to 
pelformance standards. 
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Tue graph shows that modernizing public organizations, especially in 
Germany and Great Britain, predominantiy tend to benchmark against other 
public organizations that they consider to be excellent. In every country, ap
proximately fifty percent of modernizing public organizations also compare 
their modernization activities to 'best practice' cases they find in literature 
and that have been identified by external consultants. More than fifty percent 
of modernizing public organizations also benchmark against excellent private 
sector organizations. Maybe due to transaction costs or language problems, 
only a small portion of modernizing public organizations in all three countries 
looks beyond its own national border for excellent foreign 'best practice' 
models. All in all, modernizing public organizations still tend to compare peer 
organizations more than other sources, which confirms the empirical findings 
of a survey of the Western Australian public sector by Frost and Pringle 
(1993: 10). Nevertheless, this situation is changing and in the United States, 
private sector models have already become more important than public sector 
peer organizations as benchmarks. 

How does benchmarking in the public sector take place? Benchmarking 
may be introduced by a top-down approach where benchmarking is imposed 
externally or by a bottom-up approach where public organizations develop 
their own benchmarking practice (Helgason, 1997). 

Graph 30: Organization of Benchmarking 
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Apparentely, about one fourth of modermzmg public organizations in all three 
countries benchmark with peer organizations in small informal networks. 
League tables are still quite common in Germany and the United States but 
significantly less important in Great Britain. Nevertheless, 13 percent of 
modernizing British public organizations have to take part in externally im
posed benchmarkings such as mandated by the Audit Commission. This ap
proach has the advantage to secure standardization of methods and perform
ance indicators, which is missing in federal countries such as Germany and 
the United States. However, the risk is that modernizing public organizations 
perceive mandatory benchmarking as a 'control device' of the central level 
and not as a chance for continuous improvement. Institutionalized formal 
networks as provided by the British Chartermark Award and the joint 
Bertelsmann Foundation and Municipal Assocation for Administrative Ra
tionalization-project (Klages and Masser, 1996:130-133) only reach a minor
ity of modernizing public organizations in Great Britain and Germany. 

5.2.9 Process Management 

This section examines how modernizing public organizations manage their 
processes, in particular the role of innovation and creativity and management 
assessment systems in process management. 

Table 22: Stimulation of Innovation and Creativity in Process Management 

Country Degree of Innovation Support 

mean (of 7-scale) standard deviation 

Germany 4,2 1,7 

Great Britain 4,2 1,7 

United States 4,9 1,5 

1-3 low; 4 medium; 5-7 strong 

As the mean values reveal, modernizing public organizations in the United 
States put relatively more stress on innovation and creativity in process man
agement than in Great Britain and Germany. , 1 bis is not a suprising result as 
also quality awards for U .S. public organizations attribute more weight to in-
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novation and creativity than European public sector quality awards (Löffler, 
1996:85). Tue fact that modernizing public organizations in all countries try 
to stimulate the implementation of creative new ideas and to generate new 
ideas to some extent shows that innovations and public organizations are not 
contrary to each other. 

Graph 31: Methods U sed to Stimulate Innovation and Creativity in Process 
Management 
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In order to stimulate innovation and creativity most modernizing public or
ganizations rely on suggestion schemes or quality and brainstorming circles, 
which may be coupled with material rewards. Especially almost fifty percent 
of modernizing German public organizations have introduced this private 
sector management technique. Organizational development is also used as a 
tool for innovation and creativity by a considerable percentage of modernizing 
German and British public organizations. Even though the vague concept of 
empowerment and learning organization is widely discussed in literature, it 
has almost no relevance in pratice. An interesting pragmatic method to 
stimulate new ideas and the implementation of these is to systematically ex
change personnel between academia, industry and other public organizations 
for the purpose of practical studies, which, however, is only done by a minor 
percentage of modernizing public organizations in all countries. 
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Graph 32: Use of Management Assessment Systems 
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Since all of the public organizations who have taken part in this survey have 
taken part in quality awards in previous years, it is not surprising that a large 
majority of them uses those quality awards internally as an assessment in
strument. A large percentage of the British and American sample also relies 
on some 'home-made' self-assessment instrwu.ents to evaluate their manage
ment. Tue ISO 9000 series only plays a significant role in Great Britain where 
40 percent of modernizing public organizations apply that instrument. In 
Germany and the United States, public organizations seem to be more reluc
tant to use ISO 9000. 

5.3 Quanitative and Qualitative Country Prof'des 
of Administrative Modernization 

After this detailed subgroup analysis the main results will be summarized and 
compared to Loughlin's and Peters' (1997) and Flynn's and Strehl' s (1996) 
hypotheses on countr;-specific paths of administrative modernization. 

Starting out with Loughlin' s and Peters' hypothesized relationships be
tween state traditions and administrative reform, it is not only interesting to 
test whether the estimated degrees of implementation are valid for the various 
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modernization fields but also to see whether it is legitimate to group Great 
Britain and the United States together as the 'Anglo-American' state tradition. 
Given the focus on internal management reforms in this study, privatization 
and political decentralization did not figure as a modernization field in the 
questionnaire of the follow-up survey so that no comparisons can be made in 
this respect. lt is important to stress that Loughlin' s and Peters' estimation 
does not catch the complexity of each modernization field but they rather base 
their hypotheses on specific items of each modernization field. Tue mean 
value analysis of these items (variables 13, 33, 14 and 19a) gives the follow
ing table: 

Table 23: Tested Quantitative Relationships of State Traditions to Adminis
trative Reform 

Modernization Personnel Man- Customer Orien- Empowerment: Financial Man-
Field agement: tation: participation of agement: 

introduction of measurement of all employees output-
pay for perform- customer satis- orientation of 
ance faction budgets 

Germany low high high medium 

United States medium high high high 

nrPM Rrit~in hiah 
1 0 

hiah 
1 0 

flioh 1 „o·~ hioh 
1 O" 

The ordinal values in italics deviate from the values in the orginal table. 

Source: ©Löffler, 1997 

When contrasting these empirical results with Loughlin's and Peters' (1997) 
table, it turns out that Loughlin' s and Peters' estimation was fairly adequate 
with regard to the introduction of performance-oriented pay and the output
orientation of budgets. According to the empirical data, performance-oriented 
pay schemes are not a top priority of modernizing American public organiza
tions as predicted. Also the introduction of new budgeting techniques is not as 
advanced in Germany as assumed. Yet, Loughlin's and Peters' prediction was 
completely wrong with regard to customer orientation and employee empow
erment where all countries exhibit a high degree of active employee involve-

. . ... • .„ ,• ..... ~- - 11J _"'4 - - '" - ... -. • -- -. -mem m moaerruzanon acuvmes. inese resuns a1so connrm rnar mooermzmg 
public organizations in Great Britain and the United States concentrate their 
modernization activities on similiar modernization fields. 
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More informaiion on country-specific modernization strategies can be ob
tained when Jooking at the qualitative profiles in each of the modernization 
fields examined. Also here it is interesting to contrast the results obtained 
from the empiricai anaiysis with Fiynn's and Strehi's (1996) country profiies. 

Table 24: Tested Qualitative Relationships of State Traditions to Administra
tive Reform 

Management Budgeting Accountability Costs Infor- Customer Pay, perform- Personnel 
Process V ari- mation orientation ance andin- development 
ables centives 
Structural 
Variables 

constitutionall flexible anti relatively Emphasis on Developments Decentralized Managedat 
y gua.ranteed global budgets under- expenditure towards im- pay bargain- individual 
autonomy of at all levels; developed; Local level: provement ing, agree- agency level; 
local govern- fonnally out- basis on re- developments (customer ments create relatively 
ment; law- put-oriented ports and of acrual ac- surveys) pay funds under-
based ad.mini- (with product informal re- counting rather than developed 
stration specifications porting pay increases; 
(Gennany) but perform- (cultural con- Somemove 

ance indicators trolling) towards indi-
are missing) vidual per-

fonnance pay 

Jocal authori- output-based weU- Some unit strongly de- Decentralized Managed at 
ties and agen- budgets; developed; is costs veloped com- pay bargaining individual 
cies subject to quantitative based on System of plaintman- within Treas- agency level; 
central gov- and qualitative quantitative accruals ac- agement ury cash limits strong use of 
ernment con- nPTfnnn~nrP nPrfnrrn~nrP rnnntlno- ff)m1litu t<11'- ~trnnu 11 lii!P "f individual .r-~·~··~~ .r-·~~·~-- „ .......... ._ ..... -----0 "\X__._„„J __._ ..,,......_...,...o..ae _._. ... " ... 

trol; Ministe- targets targets and gets, performance- performance 
rial action written re- Citizens' related pay agreements; 
more impor- ports; cultural Charter), some applica-
tant than legal controlling frequent use of tion of staff 
nonns (UK) less important customer sur- deveJopment 

veys schemes 

fragmented output-based well- System of Informal pro- some move to- Managedat 
system of budgets with developed; is accrual ac- cedures to deal wards individ- individual 
local self- product defi- based on inte- counting with customer ual agency level; 
government; nitions and grative quanti- complaints; perfonnance strong use of 
regulated performance tative and wide use of pay individual 
ad.ministration indicators qualitative customer sur- performance 
(United States) performance veys agreements; 

reports and highempow-
trust ennent of 

-1 employees 

The nominal values in italics deviate from the values in the orginal table. 

Source: © Löffler, 1997 
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· l 'he comparison of Fiynn' s and Strehl' s categories ( 1996) with the matching 
categories of the survey shows that the orginal table was quite accurate. Flynn 
and Strehl were too optimistic as far as the stage of accountability is con
cemed in Germany. Also in the field of customer orientation, customer sur
veys and customer satisfaction management is widely spread in all three 
countries. Customer orientation in Great Britain goes definitely beyond Citi
zen' s Charter's as the data analysis revealed. 

The following survey is based on the empirical results obtained from the 
country-specific data analysis and gives a broader overview on country
specific patterns of administrative modernization. Modernization activities in 
the categories personnel and expenditure management, controlling and change 
management are examined whether and in which way they change structures, 
processes and instruments of public organizations. 

Starting with personnel management, table 25 shows that in Germany, 
Great Britain andin the United States public organizations have flattened their 
hierarchies. In spite of this structural change, the relationship between em
ployees and executives is still vertically structured in Germany whereas in the 
Anglo-American sample, personnel management has developed more coop
erative and perjormance-oriented forms with feed-back cyles at all levels. In 
Great Britain and the United States, performance-oriented pay is seen as a 
major incentive to bring about qualitative changes in personnel management. 
In Germany, financial incentives are rather the exception than the rule. Nev
ertheless, in all three countries, public organizations have developed an or
ganizational vision to increase the identification and motivation of their mem
bers. 

In the field of expenditure management, contractualism has deeply change 
the internal structure of British and American public organizations. In Ger
many, public organizations do not make great use of internal contracts yet. 
Decentralization of resource management is a common feature of public or
ganizations in all three countries even tbough in Great Britain and the United 
States, global budgets are based on product specifications and accrual ac
counting, which in German public organizations is usually not the case. 

Concerning controlling, public organizations in Germany and the United 
States consider both their external and internal customers to have a legimi
mate voice in performance evaluation. In Great Bdtain, however, customer' s 
opininions are much more important than employees' opinions. Tue complaint 
management is much more formalized and centralized in British public or
ganizations than in German and American public organizations. In all three 
countries, performance measurement is widely based on self-assessment with 
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the exception of British organizations that use iSO 9000 systems in addition. 
Benchmarking is more advanced in the American public sector than in the 
German and British public sector: American public organzations compare 
both their results and processes against pubiic and private organizations. 
American public organizations also make more use of qualitative indicators 
than German and British public organizations. 

Tue immediate process of change management shows most similarities 
between the countries studied. Tue variables of this category show high par
ticipation of employees and executives and low participation of politicians. 
Public organizations in all three countries largely rely on internal know and 
home-made solutions. Yet, there are country-specific difference with regard 
to the management systems being used: total quality management still seems 
to be an Anglo-American management model. 

Summing-up, there are more common modernization strategies to be 
found between British and U .S. public organizations than between Geunan 
and American public organizations. 



Table 25: Country-specific Patterns of Administrative Modemization 

Modernizat- Personnel Management Expenditure Management Controlling 
ion flield 
Type of 
Moderni-
zation 
Strategy 

Country Germany GB USA Germany GB USA Gennany 

Strmctures flattening of flattening of flattening of partially c:ontracting contracting considerat-
hie:rarchies hierarchies hierarchies contracting- out, par- out, par- ionof 

out tially con- tially con- employees' 
tracting-in tracting-in and cus-

tomers' 
opinion 

Processes rar1: per- performan- performan- decentraliz- decentraliz- decentraliz- rather 
fonrnance ce evaluat- ce evaluat- ed resource e:d resource ed resource informal 
eva.luation ionof ion of manage- manage- manage- complaint 
of superi- superiors; superiors; ment ment onthe ment on the manage-
ors; par- performan- performan- basis of basis of ment 
tially per- ce agree- ce agree- output- output -
fonmance ments ments oriented orientated 
agreements between between budets budgets 
between employees employees 
employees & superiors & superiors 
& !mperiors 

GB USA 

considerat- considerat-
ionof ionof 
customers' employees' 
opinion and cus-

tomers' 
opinion 

highly rather 
fonnalized informal 
complaint complaint 
manageent mechan-
instruments isms 

Change Management 

Genrumy GB 

empower- empower-
ment of ment of 
employees; employees; 
engagement engagemellt 
of manag- ofmanag-
ers ers 

steering by manage-
rules and ment by 
manage- objectives 
ment by and total 
objectives; quality 

manage-
ment; 

USA 

empower-
ment of 
employees; 
engagement 
of manag-
ers 

steering by 
rules and 
total quality 
manage-
ment; 
systematic: 
stimulatioJll 
of creativity 
and innov-
ation 

-w -



Modernizat- Personnel Management Expenditure Management Controlling 
ionFidd 
Type of 
Moderni-
zation 
Strate~:Y 

Instruments organiizatio organizatio organizatio cash acc1rual accrual benchmark-
nal vi!oion; nal vision; naI vision; acounting accounitng accounting ing of 
no financial performan- no financial results 
incentives ce-based incentives against 

pay public peer 
organizat-
ions; 
quantitative 
and qualita-
tive indica-
tors rare; 
strong use 
oflT; 
use of self-
assessment 
instruments 

bm1.chmark- benchmark-
ing of ing of 
re:sults processes 
against against 
public peer private 
organizat- organizat-
ions; use of ions; 
quanitative/ wide use of 
qualitative quantitive/ 
indicators; qualitative 
strong use indicators; 
ofIT; strong use 
use of seif- oflT; 
as:sessment use of seif-
instrwnents assessment 
aud ISO instruments 
9000 

Change Management 

home-made home-made 
solution; solution; 
use of use of 
internal internal 
know-how; know-how; 
insufficient sufficient 
capital and capital and 
manpower manpower 
for change for change 
process process 

lhome-made 
1 solution; 

1 

use of 
internal 

lknow-how; 
1 sufficient 
1 capital and 
I manpower 
for change 

1 process 

1 

1 

1 

........ 
w 
N 
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6. Conclusions 

The aim of the study was to find out whether national contexts matter. The 
answer is clearly yes. The implementation of administrative modernization in 
Germany, Great Britain and the United States differs with regard to intensity 
and direction of change. The follow-up survey among former award partici
pants of German, British and American public organizations has shown that 
by and large British organizations are the most managerialist ones, American 
public organizations take a medium position and German public organizations 
are the back. For most modernization strategies, the Anglo-American hy
pothesis proved to be a valid assumption, which means that British and 
American implementation strategies are more similiar than German and 
American strategies of administrative modernization. This refutes Naschold's 
(1995:70) hypothesis of a common German-American path of administrative. 
modernization and confirms Peters' and Loughlin's hypothesis (1997) of a 
common Anglo-American way of administrative modernization. From the 
survey of macro-contextual variables in this study follows that this hypothesis 
is supported by strong legalist and cultural arguments. 

These results imply that Anglo-American management models cannot be 
easily transferred to the German public administration because the legal and 
cultural context is different in Germany. Whereas the former parameter can 
be changed and may be changed by public sector reform policies, the later 
parameter can only be changed in the medium- and long-term. What are the 
consequences of these results? Naschold (1997:2) follows from the Ger
many's backward position in administrative modernization that the speed and 
scope of reform has to be increased in the German public sector to catch-up 
with other countries. This postulate assumes that progressive Anglo-Saxon 
public organizations are performing better than their German peers, which is 
an assumption yet tobe empirically tested. International benchmarking of re
sults and processes among public organizations may shed more light on this 
question. 

Evidently, this study leaves many unanwered questions. If the award con
tenders, who have made this study possible, agree there will be another fol
low-up survey in two year's time to see in which direction the process of 
administrative modernization has been evolving in Germany, Great Britain 
and the United States. 
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Policy and Strategy 

1. Wbat kind of maoagement system do the executives of your organisa
tion apply? 

You can make several crosses: 

Traditional bureaucratic management by rules 

Management by Objectives 

Total Quality Management 

Business Re-engineering 

Others: 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

2. Wbat were the stimuli/motivation for initiating major organisational 
or maoagement changes? 

- Budget deficit: 

very strong not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

- Lack of employee motivation 

very strong not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

- Criticism from political groups/political parties: 

very strong not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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- Intention to rnodernize/to catch up with other 'excellent' organisations 

very strong not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Others: 

3. What is the conceptual basis of the modernization initiatives in your 
organisation? 

Standard model 

Home-made solution 

D 
D 

4. To what extent do political bodies/politicians take part in trainings in 
strategic management? 

regularly never 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

5. Where did your organisation obtain the know-how for adopting major 
changes in the management of your organisation? 

Interna! know-how 

Support by extemal experts 

D 
D 
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Leadership 

6. Does your organisation have any principles and guidelines concerning 
leadership in your organisation? 

Y ou can make several crosses 

No codified management principles 

Charter 

Organisational Vision 

Others: 

D 
D 
D 

7. To what extent does your executive team show commitment and per
sonal involvement in activities related to administrative moderniza
tion/ continuous improvement? 

very much not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

8. To what extent does your organisation evaJuate managers' and 
supervisors' effectiveness in managing the process of administrative 
modernization/continuous improvement? 

regularly & systematically never 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly how you do this: 
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9. To what extent do the executives of' your organisation prioritise 
financial and personnel resources for putting new management tech
niques and systems into practice? 

sufficiently no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly which measures they take: 

Personnel Management 

10. To what extent does your organisation carry out human resource 
planning, specifically in the area of recruitment, career and succes
sion? 

always no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

11. What modes of employment does your organisation use? 

Y ou can make several crosses. 

- Contracts based on tenure 

- Public law (salaried) employee contracts 

- Private law contracts 

Others: 

D 
D 
D 
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12. To what extent do superiors and employees agree to the targets and 
review performance? 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

13. Does your organisation offer a performance-oriented payment or 
other financial incentives to employees? 

To individuals 

To teams 

No financial incentives 

D 
D 
D 

14. To what extent does your organisation promote the involvement of 
everyone in the modernization/continuous improvement process and 
empower people to take appropriate action? 

always never 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

15. To what extent did your organisation take measures to flatten hier
achies? 

very much not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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Resource l\1anagement 

16. To what extent has your organisation introduced decentralized re
source u1anage1uent? (Individual d~l-'artments/agencies are given a single 
operating budget and are empowered to decide on the best mix of re
sources for cost-effective programme delivery .) 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

17. Do departments/agencies of your organisation act as profit centers? 
(Departments generate revenues/ make a return on capital, which they can 
keep and use to cover other activities) 

Yes 

No 

D 
D 

18. To what extent has your organisation worked out product and/or 
service specifications? 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please tick the kind(s) of product and/or service specification you have come 
up with: 

Specification by defining categories of products/services D 
Specification by defining quantitative indicators n 
Specification by using qualitative indicators D 
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119. What is the basis of the financial management in your organisation? 

Accrual Accounting 

Cash Accounting 

Others: 

D 
D 

20. To what extent does your organisation make use of intra
organisational contracts? 

for all activities no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly the activities/business fields for which intra
organisational contracts have been defined: 

21. To what extent does your organisation make use of contracts with ex
ternal suppliers? 

for all activities no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly the activities/business fields for which contracts with 
external suppliers have been defined: 
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22. To what extent does your organisation use different types of con
tracts? 

You can make several crosses. 

- Unspecified contracts setting a broad product/service target for the 
provider unit on the basis of lump-sum payments to the provider 

for all products/ services not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

- Specified coniracts for a defined range of services with ciear quantita
tive and/or qualitative targets on the basis of lump-sum payments to the 
provider 

for all products/services not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

- Fully specified cost-per-product/service contract where each prod
uct/service has a price set under the contract 

for all products/services not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

- Other type of contract: 

for all products/services not at all 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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23. How do (semi)autonomous departments/agencies report to top man
agement on their activities and their goal achievement? 

Y Oll can make several crosses 

- on the basis of previollsly defined quantitative 
output/performance indicators ; 

- on the basis of a written reporting system 

- on the basis of informal reporting by 
developing trust (cultural controlling) 

- Others: 

D 
D 
D 

24. How does the top management in your organisation exact accountabil
ity from departments/agencies for meeting product and/or service de
livery objectives? 

Y Oll can make several crosses: 

- by allowing a carry-forward to the next fiscal year of a 
fix or variable proportion of the total operating budget D 

- by imposing negative sanctions in the form of D 
blldgetary Cllts 

- by holding the department' s/agency 's manager 
personnally accountable D 

- Other: 
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Use of tecbnology 

25. To what extent does your organisation apply inf ormation technology 
in support of adi1.tlnistrative 1uodernization/continuous improvement? 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

26. To what extent does your organisation develop its own software? 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

27. Does your organisation use information technology for routine tasks? 

always no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

28. To what extent does your organisation use external data banks? 

always no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

29. Has your organisation developed any information systems in order to 
inform and advice citizens? 

Yes 

No 

Please indicate what kind of infonnation system you have: 

D 
D 
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Organisational Culture 

30. Does your organisation deliberately plan and develop its organisa
tional culture? 

Yes 

No 

D 
D 

31. To what extent does your organisation assess its organisational cul
ture? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

32. Which type(s) of organisational culture do characterize best the 
organisational culture in your organisation? 

Y ou can make several crosses: 

- role culture (people expect tasks to be precisely 
defined and responsibilities to be demarcated ) 

- power culture (priority goes to satisfying the 
objectives and needs of the person or people at 
the centre of power ) 

- professional culture (people expect to exercise 
self-control and self-regulation and regard their 
organisation as an administrative support systems 
rather than a source of authority ) 

- task culture (performance and achievement of 
objectives are given priority against procedural 
regularity ) 

Other type: 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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1 33. To what extent does your organisation assess its customer orientation? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

34. Does your organisation assess the motivation of employees? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly how you do this: 

Customer Focus 

135~ Does your organisation analyse the structure/composition and the 1 

fields of interest of its customers/citizens? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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36. Are there any mechanisms in your organisation which have been de
signed to cope with complaints? 

methods in place no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate which methods: 

137. To what extent does your organisation evaluate the complaints on the 1 
1 part of citizens/customers? - - 1 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

38. Does your organisation have customer/citizen advisers? 

Yes 

No 

Performance Management 

D 
D 

39. Does your organisation compare its organisational performance with 
other ones? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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40. Wbat is the benchmark your organisation uses when comparing its 
organisational performance? 

Y ou can make several crosses. 

Recommendations from relevant literature 0 
Examples of other authorities/administrations (which? ) 0 
Experience gained abroad D 
Advice of external consultants 0 
Examples from the private sector 0 

Other (which?) 

41. What kind of indicators does your organisation use in order to assess 
its level of performance? 

You can make several crosses. 

- qualitative D 
- quantitative D 
- hard (to measure objective data; e.g. waiting time) 0 
- soft (to measure subjective data; e.g. customer 

satisfaction ) D 

42. Does your organisation consider the customers' /citizens' oprmons 
when it comes to evaluating the current level of peformance of your 
organisation? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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43. Do you also consider your employees' oplillons when it comes to 
evaluating the current level of performance of your organisation? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

44. Do you ascertain the effectiveness (degree of goal achievement) of the 
activity of your organisation? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

45. Do you ascertain the efficiency (ratio input-output) of the activity of 
your organisation? 

regularly no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Process Management 

46. To what extent does your organisation effectively identify and design 
critical processes? 

always no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate briefly which methods you use: 
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47. Does your organisation use inf onnation from external sources to help 
toset challening improvement targets for administrative processes? 

for all processes no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please tell us which extemal resources you use: 

48. Does your organisation stimulate innovation and creativity in process 
1 management?- - - 1 

methods always used no 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Please indicate which methods you use: 

49. Does your organisation use internationally recognised management 
assessment systems? 

- ISO 9000/9004 

- Self-assessment 

- Quality awards 

Others: 

D 
D 
D 
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